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Abstract 
This thesis aimed at developing innovative packaging solutions for a miniature atomic clock 
and other microsystems in the cm-scale, i.e. somewhat larger than what is practical for full 
"chip-scale" device-package integration using clean-room technologies for fabrication of 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Besides well-defined and robust mechanical 
attachment, such packaging solutions must provide reliable electrical interconnection with 
the other system components, and, if needed, additional functions such as local temperature 
control, insulation from electrical magnetic or temperature perturbations, chemical separation 
(hermeticity). 
In order to accomplish this objective, different packaging technologies and modules were 
developed, fabricated and characterized in the frame of this thesis, with particular emphasis 
on the packaging of a miniature double-resonance (DR) rubidium atomic clock, which is an 
ideal demonstration platform given the associated large variety of requirements. 
First, the possibility of encapsulating the reactive Rb metal in ceramic / glass substrates using 
soldering was explored, with the aim to achieve simple and reliable fabrication of miniature 
atomic clock elements such as the reference cell and the Rb lamp. After a thorough literature 
review investigation of the metallurgical interactions between rubidium and materials used in 
packaging such as solder (Sn, Pb, Bi..) and thick-film metallizations metals (Ag, Pd, Au, 
Pt…), an innovative design for a Rb reference cell (dimensions 10 × 12 mm2) is presented. 
The cell is based on a multifunctional low-temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) spacer, 
closed by two glass windows allowing light transmission and acting as lids. Bonding is 
achieved by low-temperature soldering, avoiding exposing Rb to high temperatures. 
The use of LTCC as the main substrate material for Rb vapor cells in principle allows further 
integration of necessary functions for the Rb lamp and reference cell, such as temperature 
regulation, excitation / microwave resonator electrodes, impedance-matching passive 
components (lamp), and coil for static magnetic field generation (reference). In this work, to 
test the hermeticity of the bonding, a pressure sensor was integrated into the cell by replacing 
one of the glass windows by a membrane comprising an integrated piezoresistive Wheatstone 
bridge. In this frame, a new lamination technique for LTCC is proposed. The technique 
consists in applying a hot-melt adhesive on top of the LTCC green tape, and allows good 
bonding of the tapes even at low lamination pressure. This technique is particularly attractive 
for the lamination of LTCC microfluidic devices or membrane pressure sensors, because the 
low pressure applied during lamination does not affect the shape of the channels in a 
microfluidic device, or the membrane of the sensor. The resulting cells are shown to be 
hermetic, and a Rb response could be measured by the project partners. However, heating 
resulted in loss of this response, indicating Rb depletion by undesired reactions between Rb 
and the sealing metals or contaminants. This result is somewhat in line with studies made in 
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parallel with the present work on low-temperature indium thermocompression bonding. 
Therefore, although the results are promising, further optimisation of metallizations, solders 
and package design is required. 
An important generic function that may be integrated into LTCC is temperature control. In 
this frame, a multifunctional LTCC hotplate was designed, fabricated and studied. This 
device allows controlling the temperature of any object in the cm-scale, such as the 
abovementioned Rb vapor cells (reference or lamp) and other temperature-sensitive elements 
used in miniature atomic clocks such as lasers and impedance-matching passive components. 
Full thermal analysis, mathematical calculations, finite-element simulations and laboratory 
experiments were performed. The excellent structurability and modest thermal conductivity 
of LTCC make it much better suited than standard alumina for integrated hotplates, resulting 
in conduction losses in the LTCC structure being small compared to surface losses by 
conduction and convection. It is therefore concluded that insulation and/or vacuum 
packaging techniques are necessary to achieve optimized low-power operation. 
Although we have seen that LTCC is an excellent integrated packaging platform, there are 
some limitations for carrying relatively massive components such as the DR atomic clock 
resonator cavity structure, which in general is a solid metal part. Therefore, an alternative 
hotplate technology platform, was developed, based on the combination of standard 
fiberglass-reinforced organic-matrix printed-circuit board (PCB), combined with thick-film 
alumina heaters. The PCB acts as high-strength, low-cost and readily available mechanical 
carrier, electrical interconnect and thermal insulator, and the thick-film heaters provide local 
temperature regulation, with the high thermal conductivity of alumina ensuring good local 
temperature uniformity. Therefore, such a hybrid PCB-Al2O3 platform constitutes an 
attractive alternative to LTCC hotplates for benign operating conditions.  
In conclusion, this work introduced several innovative packaging solutions and techniques, 
which were successfully applied to various dedicated modules carrying the elements of 
miniature atomic clocks. Beyond this application, these developments allow us to envision 
efficient packaging of a wide variety of new miniature devices. Also, new areas for further 
investigations are suggested, such as long-term metallurgical interactions of alkali metals 
with solders, hermeticity, optimization of temperature distribution and thermal insulation 
techniques, as well as reliability at high-temperatures and under severe thermal cycling.  
Keywords: Miniature atomic clock, electronic packaging of microsystems, LTCC 
technology, low-pressure lamination. 
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Abstract (Italiano) 
Lo scopo di questa tesi era di sviluppare soluzioni innovative per il packaging di un orologio 
atomico in miniatura ed altri microsistemi di dimensioni nell’ordine di qualche cm, quindi 
leggermente più grandi di un microsistema “chip scale”, completamente assemblato in 
camera pulita. Oltre a ben definite e robuste connessioni meccaniche, tali soluzioni di 
packaging devono garantire un’affidabile interconnessione elettrica tra tutti i componenti del 
microsistema e, se necessarie, altre funzioni come il controllo della temperatura locale, 
isolamento e schermatura da perturbazioni elettriche o magnetiche, ermeticità. 
Al fine di raggiungere questo obiettivo, nel corso di questa tesi differenti tecnologie di 
packaging sono state studiate e differenti moduli sono stati concepiti, fabbricati e 
caratterizzati, con particolare enfasi sul packaging di un orologio atomico double-resonance 
(DR) a rubidio, che è una piattaforma dimostrativa ideale per questa applicazione, data la 
complessità del sistema e la grande varietà di requisiti associati. 
Lo studio è iniziato con l’esplorare la possibilità di incapsulare il rubidio, metallo alcalino 
molto reattivo, tra un substrato di vetro e uno di ceramica saldati tra di loro, con lo scopo di 
proporre una procedura semplice ed affidabile per la produzione di importanti componenti 
dell’orologio atomico, come la cellula di referenza e la lampada Rb. Dopo un riesame 
approfondito delle interazioni metallurgiche che accadono tra il Rb e i materiali utilizzati per 
la saldatura (Sn, Pb, Bi...) e le tipiche metallizazioni utilizzate nella tecnologia thick film 
(Ag, Pd, Au, Pt...), la tesi presenta un design innovativo per la cellula di referenza 
(dimensioni di 10 × 12 mm2). La cellula è costituita da un modulo in LTCC (Low-
Temperature Co-Fired Ceramics), saldato con due finestre in vetro che permettono il 
passaggio del fascio di luce proveniente dalla lampada Rb o dal modulo laser.  
L’utilizzo di un modulo LTCC nella cellula permette l’integrazione di importanti funzioni 
supplementari, come il controllo di temperatura, l’aggiunta di elettrodi di eccitazione e di 
risonatori per la lampada Rb, l’aggiunta di componenti passivi come filtri LC e bobine. Per 
testare l’ermeticità della saldatura, un sensore di pressione è stato integrato nel modulo 
LTCC, rimpiazzando una delle finestre in vetro con una membrana di resistenze 
piezoresistive collegate in configurazione ponte di Wheatstone. Nello sviluppo di questo 
sensore abbiamo concepito una nuova tecnica per la laminazione LTCC. La tecnica 
introdotta prevede l’applicazione di una colla a caldo sulla superficie di ogni strato di LTCC 
durante la fabbricazione. Grazie alla presenza della colla a caldo, è possibile ottenere una 
buona interpenetrazione dei differenti strati LTCC e una conseguente buona solidificazione 
del modulo, anche applicando bassa pressione durante la laminazione. Questa tecnica si 
presta in maniera ottimale alla fabbricazione di dispositivi microfluidici o sensori di 
pressione a membrana in LTCC, in quanto la bassa pressione applicata durante la 
laminazione non influisce sulla forma dei canali in un dispositivo microfluidico, o sulla 
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membrana del sensore. Le cellule in Rb fabbricate sono ermetiche, la presenza di Rb è stata 
comprovata dai nostri partner di ricerca. Tuttavia, il riscaldamento della cellula provoca la 
repentina perdita del segnale di Rb nella cellula, indicando probabile eccessiva reattività del 
metallo alcalino. Questo risultato è in linea con gli studi effettuati in parallelo con il presente 
lavoro sulla termocompressione dell’indio a bassa temperatura. Anche se i risultati sono 
molto promettenti, un’ulteriore ottimizzazione delle metallizzazioni, saldature e del design 
del modulo di packaging deve essere effettuato. 
Un’importante funzione generica che può essere integrata in un modulo LTCC è il controllo 
della temperatura. Per questo motivo, una placca riscaldante multifunzione in LTCC è stata 
progettata, realizzata e studiata. Il dispositivo fabbricato consente di controllare la 
temperatura di qualsiasi oggetto di dimensioni comprese nel range di qualche cm, come le 
summenzionate cellule di referenza Rb e altri elementi termosensibili usati nell’orologio 
atomico, come i laser e i componenti passivi. Un’analisi termica completa, con calcoli 
matematici, simulazioni agli elementi finiti ed esperienze in laboratorio, è stata effettuata sul 
modulo prodotto. L’eccellente strutturabilità e la modesta conducibilità termica dell’LTCC 
rendono questo materiale molto più adatto dell’allumina standard per la fabbricazione di 
moduli di riscaldamento, anche se tali placche riscaldanti in LTCC presentano comunque 
importanti perdite termiche, sia per conduzione che per convezione. Si conclude pertanto che 
un’efficiente isolamento termico e/o tecniche di packaging a bassa pressione sono necessarie 
per ottenere buone performance. 
Nonostante l’LTCC sia una soluzione eccellente per il packaging integrato di microsistemi, 
vi sono  limitazioni quando vi è la presenza di componenti le cui dimensioni superano i cm e 
relativamente pesanti, come la cavità risonante nell’orologio atomico DR. Pertanto, una 
soluzione alternativa per placche riscaldanti è stata sviluppata. Questa soluzione prevede la 
combinazione di PCB standard organico rinforzato di fibre di vetro con mini-riscaldatori in 
allumina basati sulla tecnologia thick-film. Il PCB è un supporto a basso costo e facilmente 
reperibile, e ad alta resistenza meccanica; i mini-riscaldatori forniscono controllo di 
temperatura locale e, grazie alla buona conducibilità termica dell’allumina, assicurano buona 
uniformità della temperatura. Pertanto questi sistemi PCB-Al2O3 costituiscono un’ottima 
alternativa alla placca riscaldante LTCC in condizioni operative benigne.  
Questa tesi ha introdotto diverse soluzioni per il packaging di un orologio atomico in 
miniatura. Al di là di questa applicazione, i moduli presentati consentono di immaginare un 
packaging efficiente per una vasta gamma di microsistemi. Inoltre, nuove aree per ulteriori 
indagini si sono aperte, come studi a lungo termine sull’interazione metallurgica tra metalli 
alcalini con saldature, ottimizzazione del controllo di temperatura, tecniche per l’isolamento 
termico, affidabilità dei sistemi ad alte temperature e a diversi severi cicli termici. 
Parole chiave: Orologio atomico miniatura, packaging elettronico di microsistemi, 
tecnologia LTCC, laminazione a bassa pressione 
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1 Introduction 
 
This thesis aimed at developing integrated packaging solutions and miniature heating plates 
in the cm-scale. In this introduction, after a brief glance of the issues involved with 
microsystem packaging, an overview of miniature hotplates is given. Low-Temperature Co-
fired Ceramic (LTCC) is widely used for this application, as it combines good efficiency and 
relative low manufacturing cost. However, according to the user’s needs, such hotplates may 
be not the best solution, especially when a heavy device should be temperature-stabilized. 
After introducing LTCC heating plate, the concept of an innovative hotplate developed in the 
frame of this thesis is presented, and finally the technological and scientific objectives of this 
thesis are given. 
 
1.1 Challenges in Microsystem Packaging 
Micromachined sensors and microsystems have made significant progress during the past 
two decades and many devices have been successfully presented or commercialized for a 
large number of applications, such as pressure sensors and transducer for automotive and 
industrial processing applications [1]–[4], accelerometers and inertial sensors for consumer 
applications [5]–[9], microsystems for industrial process control [10], [11]. Other devices are 
acquiring a large volume of commercial market, such as Microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) for optical communications systems (optical MEMS) [12]–[15], MEMS for 
wireless communication systems (RF MEMS) [16], [17], and biomedical microsystems [18]–
[20]. All these applications need a reliable, stable and low-power packaging solution, which 
often causes an improvement of the performance of the microsystem [21]. Several are the 
technological challenges related with the packaging of a microsystem. These can be 
categorized under four general topics: 
- Mechanical attachment 
- Electrical connection 
- Temperature control 
- Encapsulation and protection 
Figure 1. 1 shows an example of an efficient packaging solution for a microsystem. 
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 Figure 1. 1: Packaging and interconnection for a microsystem. Image taken from [22]. 
In particular, the elements of a microsystem need to be attached mechanically to the main 
body with a robust connection, and reliable electrical connections must be provided. 
Moreover, some components need to work at a well-defined temperature. Some parts of the 
microsystem may need to be encapsulated or hermetically sealed; in some instances a 
vacuum medium which is stable over many years is required (such as in the reference cell of 
an atomic clock). Often, the packaging should be resistant to harsh environments (such as for 
a MEMS for space technology); in other cases, it needs to be compatible with the media it 
operates in (as for example in biomedical microsystems). In this thesis, there is a review of 
the current technologies used for the packaging of a microsystem, with particular emphasis 
on mesoscale (cm-scale) systems. After the global literature review, we focused our attention 
on different mesoscale systems: the packaging requirements of such microsystems were 
stated, and finally we provided an efficient packaging solution which ensured mechanical 
attachment, electrical connection, thermal control and protection of the sensible parts of the 
microsystem. 
1.2 Overview of Miniature Hotplates 
Miniature hotplates are widely used in microelectronics and in particular in microsystems or 
systems-on-a-chip, whenever there is the need for local temperature regulation (see for 
example [23]–[32]) . A miniature hotplate mainly consists of a small substrate with an 
electric heating resistor integrated on it. Usually, it is also equipped with a temperature 
sensing resistor, which provides a precise measurement of the actual temperature and 
therefore allows precise temperature control. MEMS microheaters, with lateral dimensions 
ranging from ca. 20 µm to 500 µm, typically use a platinum heating and sensing resistor in 
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form of serpentine. The use of one single resistor which acts as heater and temperature sensor 
at the same time allows a significant reduction of the dimensions of the hotplate. Because of 
its very small size, which limits the surface losses by convection and radiation, the power 
consumption of a MEMS microheater is very reduced, it can achieve temperatures of 500°C 
with less than 1 W input power [24], [29]. Such heaters are designed to control the 
temperature of devices in the mm scale; when an object of larger dimensions must be 
temperature-stabilized, a MEMS microheater becomes too expensive to fabricate. Moreover, 
MEMS heaters are too fragile to carry a heavy device. Whenever there is the need to control 
the temperature of a device in the cm scale, other kinds of hotplates, still miniature, but not in 
the MEMS scale, are used, and this particular area of research was the main topic of this 
thesis. The work presented here focuses on different solutions for miniature hotplates in the 
cm scale. Such hotplates consume more power in comparison to MEMS, and, due to their 
larger dimensions, natural convection in air becomes an important factor; therefore thermally 
insulating the hotplate becomes a stringent requirement to get a satisfactory heating 
performance in terms of power consumption. In this specific area (miniature hotplates in the 
cm scale), one possible solution, widely used and illustrated in the literature with various 
examples, is to use LTCC (Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic) technology (for more details 
about LTCC technology, see chapter 2). LTCC technology, as highlighted by Dr. Fournier in 
his thesis [33, p. 18] came to fill a technological gap, between MEMS and macrosystems. 
Before the development of LTCC technology, in the early 1980’s, there was a dimensional 
gap between MEMS (20 to 500 µm) and macrosystems (from 2 cm on), covered only to a 
limited extent by classical thick-film technology on ceramic / glass substrates, and that gap is 
now well covered by LTCC, which allows easy fabrication of devices in the range 1 mm to 
several cm. LTCC is a particular material, mainly constituted by a mixture of ceramics and 
glass. In particular, LTCC is a dielectric substrate (dielectric constant between 6 and 7) with 
relatively good thermal conductor (k ≈ 3 W · m -1 · K-1). The modest dielectric constant of 
LTCC and low loss at high frequencies, allow the widespread of this technology to 
microwave and HF circuits. Moreover, LTCC technology, thanks to its excellent 3D 
structurability, gives the possibility to fabricate complicated devices, with different shapes, 
holes and cavities. With LTCC we can fabricate multi-layer modules; therefore we can 
integrate in one small device the heating resistor on one layer and the temperature sensing 
resistor on the other layer. Keeping these two elements separated allows a better and more 
precise temperature regulation. Thanks to the mentioned characteristics, together with 
reduced fabrication cost, LTCC is now widely used for fabrication of miniature hotplates.  
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Figure 1. 2: Examples of LTCC hotplate. Images taken from [34], [35] 
  
LTCC hotplates are designed for controlling the temperature of small devices. One of the 
limits of these heating modules is in fact the low flexural strength of LTCC materials (for 
example, for DuPont 951 green tape, σr ≈ 320 MPa, [36]). This means that, in case this 
hotplate constantly carries a relatively heavy device, or it is constantly submitted to a 
mechanical stress, the lifetime of the LTCC hotplate becomes critical [37]–[39]. Another 
physical issue related with the fabrication and use of LTCC hotplates is the shrinkage 
mismatch between the tape and the screen-printed pastes. This aspect has been studied in 
details by Dr. Birol in his thesis [40], and discussed in some of his publications [41], [42]. 
The alternative presented in this thesis is the conception of single or multiple hotplates using 
a PCB as a mechanical support, and thick film alumina (Al2O3) heaters, bonded on the PCB 
support (see Figure 1. 3 for an example). This system offers numerous advantages with 
respect to the LTCC hotplate. In particular: 
1. FR-4, the material used to fabricate PCB, is cheap and very robust (flexural 
strength = 550 MPa, [43]), so the system can withstand higher mechanical stress with 
respect to an LTCC hotplate. 
2. FR-4, with its low thermal conductivity (Maueny estimated, in 2005, 
k = 0.25 W · m -1 · K-1, [44], while other research yields very similar values, see for 
example [45], [46] , is not only a support for the system, but it gives the possibility to 
create different thermally independent zones (see for example Figure 1. 3, a hotplate 
with three independent thermal zones). The creation of different thermal zones is 
further promoted by the presence of holes to better insulate the different zones. 
3. Al2O3 has higher thermal conductivity than LTCC (k ≈ 30 W · m -1 · K-1, [47]), which 
ensures a better temperature homogeneity within the heated part; 
1 mm 
1 mm 
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4. Thick film circuit is easier and cheaper to fabricate with respect to an LTCC module. 
Table 1. 1 compares the properties of LTCC and FR4: 
 LTCC (DuPont 951) Standard FR-4 
CTE (ppm/K) 5.8 14 to 17 
Thermal conductivity (W · m -1 · K-1) 3 0.25 
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 120 24 
Density (g/cm3) 3.1 1.9 
Flexural strength (MPa) 320 550 
Relative permittivity 7.8 4.8 
Dissipation factor (at 3 GHz) 0.006 0.012 
Table 1. 1: Comparison of the properties of LTCC DuPont 951 and standard FR4. LTCC data are taken 
from [36]. FR4 data are taken from [43], [44], [48]. 
 
So, from the above consideration, we can understand that this system combines the 
advantages of a PCB substrate (robust, cheap, thermally rather insulating, easy to machine) 
with those of a ceramic element (good thermal conductor, easy fabrication, stable, well-
defined characteristics). An example of a multiple hotplate based on PCB and hybrid heater, 
developed in the frame of this work, is illustrated in Figure 1. 3.  
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Figure 1. 3: The yellow is the PCB support which can optionally carry some electronics. The identical 
thick film mini-heaters are flip-chip soldered on top of the PCB support. In this case, three different, 
ideally independent temperature zones are created (T1, T2, T3), so we have a triple hotplate. The larger 
T3 is stabilized by two heaters connected in series. 
 
This system has some drawbacks. In particular, the major issue is the difference in thermal 
expansion of the two materials involved: the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of 
FR-4 is between 14 to 17 ppm/K (as shown in Table 1. 1), while the Al2O3 has a CTE of ca. 
6 ppm/K, [47]. This means that at high temperature, the different dilatation of the two 
materials may cause excessive stresses that may lead to the rupture of the system [49]–[51]. 
Moreover, the FR-4 cannot withstand continuously temperatures higher than ca. 200°C. In 
order to overcome the first problem, the ceramic heaters should be designed to be small 
enough, in order to limit the differential thermal dilatation; in case a large zone must be 
heated, more heaters can be connected side by side on the same zone, such as the zone T3 in 
the Figure 1. 3. Another important issue that should be taken into account is that many 
important physical properties of FR-4, such as thermal dilatation, thermal and electrical 
conductivity, permittivity, may change because of some factors such as ageing, humidity 
penetration and presence of solvent in the environment. Therefore, these systems are not 
always perfectly reproducible, and, when designing this kind of hotplate, one should take into 
account this, and ideally estimate and validate the physical properties of the hotplate through 
thermal simulations. However, using the due fabrication precaution, these systems become an 
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alternative to the LTCC for many applications where the temperatures to achieve are below 
ca. 180°C, and they are particularly attractive when the device to be temperature-stabilized is 
relatively heavy, because in this case an LTCC hotplate may not withstand the weight of the 
device. In the frame of this thesis, we were in general asked to provide accurate temperature 
control for devices in the cm scale. For each case, after a specific analysis, we chose the best 
suited technology, given the requirements and specifications.  
 
1.3 The MACQS Project 
Most of the work of this thesis was carried out in the frame of the Miniature Atomic Clocks 
and Quantum Sensors (MACQS) research project1. The overall objective of this project was 
to develop reliable, ideally batch-fabricable processes to fabricate the key components of a 
Double Resonance (DR) Rubidium Compact Atomic Clock (for more details about the 
structure of the DR Rubidium Atomic Clock, see following chapter). The ambitious objective 
at the beginning of the project was to integrate the different components fabricated in a first 
clock demonstrator. The DR Atomic Clock uses a relatively large (in the cm scale) resonance 
cavity to apply a magnetic field which is resonant with the frequency of the light emitted by 
the alkali atoms at their hyperfine transition. The presence of this large cavity in the atomic 
clock, make this system larger in volume with respect to the other atomic clock using the 
Coherent Population Trapping (CPT) technique, in which the cavity is not present. The 
advantage is that DR allows a typically five times better short-term stability with respect to 
CPT [52]. The project involved different laboratories, each one with a different area of 
expertise, and each one with a different task, toward this common objective. 
1.3.1 The objective of our laboratory in the project 
The technological objectives of our lab, LPM, in the frame of the MACQS project, were 
mainly two: 
1. Develop an efficient solution for the packaging of the atomic clock, providing 
proper interconnection of the various parts and local temperature control of 
some elements of the system;  
2. Develop a new and innovative design for the reference cell, using low-
temperature sealing techniques. 
In order to accomplish the first objective, various miniature hotplates based on LTCC 
technology or on the alternative composed by the PCB + thick-film mini-heaters presented in 
Figure 1. 3, were designed and tested. According to the particular needs, we adopted the 
                                                 
1 Swiss National Science Foundation "Sinergia" grant CRSI20-122693/1 
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technology that better fitted the application. In a DR atomic clock, the temperatures to 
achieve do not exceed 130°C, and the device to temperature-stabilize are in the cm-scale, so 
we are exactly in the case where the use of these devices is particularly attractive.  
In order to accomplish the second objective, eutectic low-temperature solder pastes were 
investigated as a sealing solution instead of the traditional anodic bonding, which involves 
high temperatures and needs long time to be performed, therefore causing an important 
evaporation of the alkali metal during the sealing process. 
A Ph.D. thesis is not only technology, but it is mostly science. So, beside the pure 
technological challenges, this thesis had also some crucial scientific aspects that had to be 
studied. The scientific objectives of this thesis were: 
• Study the metallurgic interactions between Rb and commonly-used solder 
materials and other metals such as Ag, Pd, Au: this metallurgic investigation is 
needed to estimate the capability of the fabricated reference cell to keep the 
hermeticity without degradation by interdiffusion of Rb into the metals which may 
potentially constitute the sealing ring,  
• Advanced thermal investigation and modeling of the LTCC heating module and 
its materials: LTCC dielectric itself, conductors, resistors: this thermal investigation 
is needed to ensure the most precise temperature control (ideally the cell should be 
temperature-stabilized with a precision of less than 0.01 K) and estimate the influence 
of conduction and convection losses to the heating power required. 
 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
This thesis report is constructed in the following way: 
• Chapter II introduces the state of the art of time-measurement devices, giving 
particular emphasis to the atomic clock, which is to date the most modern and precise 
device conceived to give a time reference. The chapter continues with LTCC 
technology, describing the novelties and advantages that it brings, and the procedures 
to fabricate LTCC circuits and 3D structures. Finally, there is a description of 
elemental rubidium (together with the other metallic alkali elements); its chemical 
and physical properties are introduced in order to understand the issues that we may 
encounter when trying to hermetically encapsulate it. Moreover, together with a 
concept idea for the design and fabrication of the reference cell, there is a literature 
analysis of the metallurgical interactions between rubidium and the materials that 
may potentially be used for the sealing; 
• Chapter III presents our innovative design for the cell, including an LTCC spacer to 
add special functions to the cell. Low-temperature eutectic solder alloys were used to 
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hermetically seal the Rubidium. In order to prove the hermeticity of different solder 
alloys and other bonding techniques, various tests were carried out using an electronic 
test bench. The results of these tests were also described in Chapter 3.  
• Chapter IV presents an innovative LTCC lamination technique that we developed 
during our research to fabricate membrane pressure sensors. This technique, an 
improvement to the standard thermocompression technique, allows the application of 
low pressure during lamination, and may therefore be used to produce LTCC pressure 
sensors avoiding the typical membrane deflection due to excessive pressure applied 
during the lamination. The fabricated pressure sensors were used to monitor the 
pressure inside the reference cell of the atomic clock. The proposed technique is an 
innovative, efficient and practical solution for laminating delicate LTCC structures, 
avoiding the deformation of cavities or holes. 
• Chapter V describes the LTCC multifunctional heating plate fabricated in the frame 
of this research. In order to estimate the power consumption of the device, an 
extensive thermal investigation was carried out, and also finite-element modeling was 
performed; the influence of conduction and convection on the heating is studied. The 
objective was to estimate the amount of heating power used by our LTCC module to 
heat the atomic clock components, in order to evaluate the suitability of the designed 
device for low-power operation of the miniature atomic clock. 
• Chapter VI introduces the different packaging solutions provided for the atomic 
clock components. The packaging solutions include the use of LTCC technology, or 
standard thick film modules, or PCB. In most cases, the packaging solution provided 
allowed to reduce size and/or power consumption of an already existing microsystem. 
In other cases (like for the Rb Double Resonance demonstrator), the packaging 
solution allowed achieving proper and efficient connection of the key blocks of the 
microsystem, together with local temperature control. 
• Chapter VII makes a summary of all the results achieved with an outlook on the 
possible future improvements of the techniques and devices described in this thesis. 
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2 State of the Art 
This chapter will introduce the fundamental concepts needed for understanding the 
work of this thesis. The first introduced topic is the atomic clock: what it is, how it 
works, and the actual state of the art. Next, LTCC technology is introduced and 
discussed: what it is, the procedure to follow in order to produce LTCC circuits and 3D 
structures, and, the advantages it offers with respect to other technologies. Finally, we 
describe the Rb atom, since it will be used in the reference cell: its physical properties 
and its chemical behavior will be illustrated. 
2.1 History of Time Measurement 
The concept of time exists since the beginning of life in the world, and human being is 
actually governed by this concept. Philosophers say that time is part of the fundamental 
structure of the universe, a dimension independent of events, in which events occur in 
sequence. For sure, time is the concept to measure the duration of an event. Since 
thousands of years, Man invents and fabricates devices able to measure and keep track 
of time (Figure 2. 1, [53], [54]): the ancient Egyptians divided the day into two periods 
of 12 hours each, and used large obelisks (Figure 2. 1a) to track the movement of the 
Sun (so-called shadow clocks). The Ancient Greeks invented the water clocks (they 
called it clepsydra, (Figure 2. 1b) literarily water thief), also employed by the Ancient 
Persians, to measure time. Another ancient device employed to measure time is the 
candle clock, used in China and Japan (Figure 2. 1c). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 1: (a) a shadow clock, in which the obelisk is used to follow the movement of the sun and 
have indication of the time elapsed [54]. (b), an outflow water clock, in which time is measured by 
the regulated air flow of the water into the vessel [53]. (c), a candle clock, in which a burning candle 
is used to measure the time [54]. 
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Through the centuries, Man invented ever more sophisticated devices to measure time 
ever more precisely: the first clock in the history which was able to transfer the 
rotational energy into intermittent motions was introduced by Ancient Greeks in 3rd 
century BC [55]. Arabic engineers in the 11th century improved the idea of water clocks, 
adding gears and weights which had the function to drive the clock [56], [57]. The 
invention of watches was encouraged by the innovation brought by the verge 
escapement mechanism [58] , which was used to drive the first mechanical watches. 
This mechanism consisted of a crown escaped wheel, a verge, which had two flags 
called pallets, and a balance in the shape of a wheel. 
Figure 2. 2: The verge escapement mechanism was the bas of the first clocks. Image taken from [58] 
 
Watches based on this idea were invented in Europe in 14th century, and became the 
standard devices to measure time. The first watches based on the verge escapement 
mechanism were not carried in the pocket, but were hung from a chain draped around 
the neck [59]. They were followed by spring-powered clock and pocket watches in the 
16th century. The introduction of pendulum clock in 17th century considerably improved 
the accuracy and precision of time measurement devices. In modern age, during the 20th 
century, the electronic quartz oscillators [60], [61] were invented: they use the 
mechanical resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric [62] material to create an 
electrical signal with a precise frequency; the frequency is then used to measure time. 
However, a crystal oscillator’s resonance frequency depends on a number of external 
factors, such as humidity, vibration, radiation, that can cause the clock to either speed 
up or slow down. Finally, in modern age, atomic clocks [63], [64] were invented and 
achieved a new fundamental breakthrough in time measurement. Atomic clocks are 
devices which measure time in a very accurate way; their frequency stability is given in 
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terms of Allan variance and Allan deviation [65]. The Allan variance, usually denoted 
as σ2(τ) is defined as one half of the time average of the squares of the differences 
between successive readings of the frequency deviation sampled over the sampling 
period, commonly denoted as τ:  
 = 12 
 − 
 Eq. 2. 1 
In Eq. 2. 1, τ is the observation time and yn is the n-th fractional frequency average over 
the observation time. The Allan variance depends on the time period used between 
samples: therefore it is a function of the sample period, likewise the distribution being 
measured, and is displayed as a graph rather than a single number. A low Allan variance 
is a characteristic of a clock with good stability over the measured period. However, 
since it is presented as a number and not as a graph Allan deviation σ(τ) is universally 
preferred to give indication of the stability of atomic clocks. The Allan deviation is 
simply defined as the square root of the Allan variance:  =  Eq. 2. 2 
The Allan deviation of the Cs NIST fountain atomic clock, which is the most accurate 
atomic clock in the world, is reduced down to < 4·10-16 over an observation time of 1s 
[66]: this means that this device does not gain or lose a second in 20 million years! Man 
has accomplished the mission started thousands of years ago: to fabricate a device able 
to measure the time in the most accurate way. 
2.2 Atomic Clocks: Compromise between precision and 
dimensions 
Different models of atomic clocks were reported in the literature, which exploits 
different techniques to measure time and frequency. In general, atomic clocks use the 
frequency of the electromagnetic radiation that electrons emit when they change energy 
level to measure the time. All atomic clocks provide highly accurate and stable 
frequency reference, but their frequency stability (Allan deviation) is directly related 
with their dimensions. The already cited Cs fountain frequency standard (Figure 2. 3a), 
with an Allan deviation of <4·10-16, is the most accurate frequency reference in the 
world, but has a volume of several m3 and consumes hundreds of watts of power. It is 
important to specify that for portable applications, such as GPS and navigation systems, 
the size and the power consumption of the clock are critical aspects. Reducing these two 
factors by providing an efficient packaging solution is a hot topic of research and it is 
also the principal area of interest of this thesis.  In the last decades, the so-called Chip 
Scale Atomic Clocks (CSAC) [67], were introduced. These devices provide precise 
time and frequency standards for portable applications, such as navigation and digital 
communication systems and data synchronization [67]–[70]. Even if they are called 
“Chip Scale Atomic Clock”, only the single constituent parts of these systems really 
have the size of a chip, but the overall physics package (including connections, 
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shielding and electronics) of these devices is far larger than this: the smallest atomic 
clock reported in the literature so far occupies a volume of 12 mm3, consumes 195 mW 
of power, and has a short term frequency stability of 4x10-11 [71], but this is for the 
physics package only, without the electronics integrated. The smallest atomic clock 
available in the market was developed by Symmetricom, and has a stability of 10-10, a 
volume of 16 cm3 and a power consumption of 110 mW (Figure 2. 3b), and this is with 
all the electronics integrated. 
Figure 2. 3: (a), the Cs fountain atomic clock. Image taken from [72]  (b), the CSAC 
commercialized by Symmetricom. Image taken from [73]. 
 
2.3 Double Resonance Atomic Clock: Principle of Functioning 
and Block Diagram 
Atomic clocks use the electron’s transition frequencies (the microwave signal that 
electrons in atoms emit when they change energy levels), as a frequency standard for its 
timekeeping element. This frequency is used to electronically stabilize a crystal 
oscillator’s RF frequency; therefore, the stability of atomic structure is transferred to the 
clock’s tick rate. Alkali metals (and in particular Rb and Cs) are commonly used as 
references in atomic clocks for a simple, practical reason: because of their single 
valence electron, their microwave frequencies are easily accessible. The MACQS 
project aimed to develop a Double Resonance (DR) Rubidium Compact Atomic Clock 
[67], [74]. This clock uses the transition between two hyperfine states of 87Rb as 
frequency reference. The ground state of Rb is split into two hyperfine levels by the 
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magnetic-dipole interaction between the single valence electron and the nucleus. These 
two hyperfine levels are labeled by the total angular-momentum quantum number F 
(F = 1, F = 2). Each hyperfine level is then further split into several Zeeman sublevels, 
labeled by the quantum number mf. The so-called 0-0 transition, between the F = 2, 
mf.= 0 and F = 1, mf. = 0 states, with a frequency of υ0 = 6.8347 GHz, is the transition 
used in a Rb Double Resonance (DR) atomic clock to stabilize the oscillations of a 
crystal oscillator. This 0-0 transition is preferred because its frequency is not affected by 
stray magnetic fields. Figure 2. 4 illustrates this physical phenomenon. 
Figure 2. 4: The ground state of 87Rb is split into two hyperfine levels, labeled by their total 
quantum number F. The hyperfine levels are further split into several Zeeman sublevels, labeled by 
the quantum number mf.. The transition between the two mf.= 0 sublevels produces a radiation of 
6.8347 GHz, used to stabilize a crystal oscillator’s frequency. 
 
The double resonance atomic clock consists of several simple modules. First, a light 
source produces light resonant with the 87Rb absorption line. The next part is the 
reference cell, which contains the alkali atoms in their metallic vapor state together with 
a buffer gas. The light is directed to the reference cell, and the alkali metal atoms are 
ground-state polarized. The clock transition is detected by applying a microwave field 
to the atoms; this is done via a microwave cavity (another fundamental element of the 
DR atomic clock), which is placed around the reference cell. The light power 
transmitted through the cell has a narrow dip, caused by the resonance itself, as shown 
in Figure 2. 4. The frequency of a voltage-controlled quartz oscillator is then locked to 
this narrow dip using phase-sensitive detection. Between the light source and the 
reference cell, an 85Rb filter is placed, to filter out the 85Rb absorption lines from the 
light which is then sent to the reference cell. This filter is particularly useful because, 
due to a coincidence in nature, the absorption lines of 87Rb F=2 state are nearly 
degenerate with those of 85Rb F=3 state. Thus, the 85Rb filter can eliminate the F=2 
spectral component from the 87Rb light beam, so when the filtered light beam reaches 
the 87Rb atoms contained in the reference cell, it preferentially excites atoms out of the 
F=1 state. The easy and efficient filtering of the light beam is one of the principal 
advantages that the use of Rb offers with respect to the use of Cs in the reference cell of 
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an atomic clock. Cs has only one stable isotope, so for clocks based on this metal no 
filtering is possible. As a result, Rb clocks are more compact and cheaper than Cs cells, 
while Cs-clocks have a better stability. Figure 2. 5 illustrates the structure of a DR Rb 
atomic clock. 
 
 
Figure 2. 5: The structure of a DR Rb atomic clock. 
The atomic clock is a complex structure, and several are the engineering challenges 
involved in the fabrication of such device. The fabrication becomes still more 
challenging in the case of a Chip Scale Atomic Clock, because we add the complexity 
of being small in all the parts we develop and to fabricate a low-power consuming 
device.  
Our laboratory, LPM (Laboratoire de Production Microtechnique), with a vast expertise 
in thick-film and LTCC technology, electronic packaging and microfabrication, was 
involved in the already described MACQS (Miniature Atomic Clock and Quantum 
Sensors) research project. This research project started with the goal to propose new 
techniques to batch-fabricate the key components of a Double Resonance (DR) 
Rubidium Compact Atomic Clock, and, ideally, put together the fabricated components 
to constitute a working atomic clock demonstrator. In this context, the research effort of 
LPM (and therefore my personal effort also) was focused on the following two 
objectives: 
1. The development of the reference cell using solder sealing, a quick, low-
temperature bonding technique which should minimize evaporation of the alkali 
metal during the sealing process; 
2. The realization of the electronic packaging, interconnection and temperature 
control of the various parts of the atomic clock.  
Several are the issues related with the fabrication of the reference cell. First, this system 
must be filled with non oxidized rubidium. Rubidium is a very reactive metal, 
especially with oxygen and water. This makes the handling of this metal very 
challenging and the fabrication becomes critical; moreover, the encapsulation of the 
alkali metal must be completely hermetic, avoiding any air penetration into the 
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packaging, otherwise the rubidium will react with the oxygen and loose its properties. 
Inside the cell, together with Rb, a buffer gas is commonly added. Since the alkali 
atoms loose their spin polarization when colliding with the cell walls, the function of 
the buffer gas is to reduce the mean free path. 
Regarding the second objective, the packaging of the components of the atomic clock, 
the major issues were related with the temperature control: in fact, some parts must be 
stabilized at a very precise and well-defined temperature (for example, the reference cell 
works at 70°C), and high precision is wished, ideally 0.01°C. The difficulty is 
compounded by the fact that the different parts of the atomic clock have different 
working temperatures and, being a miniature system, the components are very close to 
each other.  Therefore, efficient thermal insulation must be provided, so that the 
temperature of one part does not affect the temperature of the other parts of the system. 
2.4 State of the art of Chip Scale Atomic Clocks 
Considerable effort has been devoted in recent times to the fabrication of low-power, 
chip-scale packaged atomic clocks. The effort to miniaturize and to reduce the power 
consumption of atomic clocks is due to the fact that a low-dimension, low-power device 
may be used in important applications such as wireless base stations and telecom 
networks and in portable equipment for navigation and positioning.  
In 2004, Knappe et al. [75] presented the first miniature atomic clock. This clock was 
based on the Coherent Population Trapping (CPT) technology: this means that the 
presence of the large resonance cavity is not needed in the atomic clock, and this allows 
significant reduction of the dimensions. The disadvantage is that the stability of such 
clocks is usually five times less than the DR-based atomic clocks. The physics package 
of the miniature atomic clock presented in 2004 by Knappe et al. was based on 
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) fabrication techniques; in particular, the 
reference cell (filled with Cs) was fabricated using anodic bonding [76] of borosilicate 
glass and Si. The heater used consisted of a planar structure made from a film of 
indium-tin oxide (ITO) deposited by photolithography on a thin glass substrate. The 
total volume of the clock was only 9.5 mm3, its fractional frequency instability was 
2.5 × 10-10 at 1 s of integration and the total power dissipated was 75 mW, mainly 
dominated by the power required to heat the cell and the VCSELs. It is important to 
specify that this system was not yet a fully functional compact frequency reference. It 
lacked a local oscillator and the miniaturized control electronics to stabilize the cell and 
laser temperatures and lock the laser wavelength. The physics package of this clock is 
showed in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2. 6: Physics package of the miniature atomic clock presented by Knappe in 2004: (1), 
Schematic assembly, (2), Photodiode assembly, (3), cell assembly, (4) Optics assembly, (5) laser 
assembly, (6), the full atomic clock physics package presented. The black lines all indicate 1 mm. 
Image taken from [75]. 
In 2007, the Symmetricom team presented the last version of their Chip Scale Atomic 
Clock (CSAC) [77] using again CPT as the interrogation scheme. The total dissipated 
power of this clock was 125 mW, the frequency stability was 1.6 × 10-10 at 1 s of 
integration and the total volume of the physics package was 15 cm3. The reference cell 
of this clock was fabricated using a similar technique than the previous described 
system: a silicon body 2 mm square and 2 mm thick was anodically-bonded with a 
transparent Pyrex window. The fabricated cell and the VCSEL laser were placed onto a 
polyimide (k = 0.2 W·m-1·K-1) support structure which provided minimal thermal 
conductivity, limiting conduction loss. On top of the polyimide support, a Pt heater and 
temperature sensor was patterned (upper suspension). On the lower suspension of the 
polyimide heater system, bond-pads for flip-chip attachment of the VCSEL were 
patterned. An illustration of such heater is shown in Figure 2. 7; this figure also shows 
an illustration of the physics packaging as well as a photo of the final product. 
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 Figure 2. 7:(a)  polyimide heater, lower suspension, with the bond pads for the flip-chip attachment 
of the VCSEL. (b), polyimide heater, upper suspension, including the Pt resistive heater and 
temperature sensor: (c) illustration of the physics package of the clock. (d) photo of the final 
product. Images taken from [78]. 
A further improvement of the miniature atomic clock was presented by De Natale et al. 
in 2008 [79]. They were able to fabricate a system with a total volume of 1 cm3 with the 
electronics integrated, a power consumption of 30 mW and an Allan deviation better 
than 1 × 10-11. They configured the system in a way so that the VCSEL and the 
reference cell could share a common heater: this allowed an important reduction of the 
size and of the power consumption of the system. In this system, the heaters were again 
MEMS-based, consisting of a Pt resistor patterned on top of an insulating material, so 
they use the same concept illustrated in Figure 2. 7. The reference cell of this system 
was made out of single Si crystal, etched to form the cavity which contains metallic Cs 
and anodically-bonded with a glass window.  Figure 2. 8 shows a photo of the physics 
package of the miniature atomic clock developed by this group. 
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 Figure 2. 8: Physics package assembly of the CSAC developed by De Natale et al. Image taken 
from [79]. 
 
Finally, the MACQS (Miniature Atomic Clock and Quantum Sensors) project started on 
July 2009, with the objective to fabricate a Double Resonance (DR) rubidium atomic 
clock. This project aimed to use alternative approaches (i.e. using Rb instead of Cs in 
the reference cell, and using DR instead of CPT as interrogation scheme) for atomic 
clock fabrication, without need to be smaller or better with respect to the already cited 
systems. In a DR atomic clock the presence of a large microwave cavity (dimensions 
ranging several cm) is needed, so the miniaturization level of the final system will not 
be comparable with the already cited clocks, based on MEMS technologies, and which 
use CPT as interrogation scheme. Nevertheless, the objective of the MACQS project 
was to introduce new fabrication techniques and innovative designs to batch-fabricate 
the parts of a DR atomic clock. The batch-fabrication allows to reliably and modularly 
producing the different components, therefore drastically decreasing the production cost 
of the system. In  this well-defined size (mesoscale, like the size of a DR atomic clock), 
ceramic technologies such as Low-Temperature Co-fired Ceramic [80]–[83] (see the 
following for more details about this technology) offer several advantages, such as ease 
of 3D structuration, capability for manufacturing suspended heaters for local 
temperature control and possibility to easily integrate active elements such as sensors. 
The MACQS project aimed to use LTCC technology for the packaging of the atomic 
clock, in particular to design LTCC heaters for temperature stabilization of the cell and 
of the VCSEL. This was something that was not attempted before the beginning of this 
project, even if another European project, the MAC-TFC (MEMS Atomic Clocks for 
Timing and Frequency Control & Communication) [84], [85] started almost in parallel 
with the MACQS project, and one of its objectives was to use LTCC technology for the 
packaging of an atomic clock. 
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2.5 LTCC Technology: What it is 
It is time now to introduce the next concept, fundamental to understand the work 
accomplished in this thesis: LTCC technology [81], [86]. LTCC (Low Temperature Co-
fired Ceramic) technology was developed by DuPont in the early 1980’s to fabricate 
electronic circuits essentially for military systems [87], [88]. This technology was 
proposed as an evolution of the HTCC (High Temperature Co-fired Ceramics), in which 
the ceramic substrate was fired at a temperature higher than 1000°C, while for LTCC 
substrates, thanks to the presence of glass in the ceramic, the firing peak temperature is 
usually below 900°C (see the following for more details). Essentially, commercial 
LTCC composites are mainly constituted by a mixture of glass and ceramics, which can 
be used for developing electronic circuits and packaging systems and offers outstanding 
performance especially for high-frequency applications. Because of the very low 
achievable dielectric dissipation factors, LTCC rapidly became the standard platform 
for high-frequency applications such as Bluetooth (2.45 GHz), wireless LANs (2.45 and 
5 GHz) and broadband access connection systems (5.8-40 GHz) [82], [89]–[91]. The 
commercialization of the technology in the late 1980s, encouraged by manufacturers 
such as DuPont, Heraeus and Ferro, broadened the application areas to avionics and 
automotive industries [92]. An important feature of LTCC technology is that conductor 
wires and passives may be integrated in the substrate by screen printing, bringing 
different advantages over SMD (Surface Mountable Device) components, such as:  
• Active/passive trimming of the resistors; 
• Gain of space; 
• Increased packaging efficiency and interconnect density  
• Cost reduction. 
 Another very important advantage offered by the use of LTCC is that this technology 
features excellent 3D structuration possibilities and excellent interconnection reliability 
for high density packaging, therefore allowing size reduction of the device [33, pp. 14–
16]. In fact, with LTCC it is possible to easily create multi-layer modules (MLC, 
Multilayer Ceramic) instead of the standard single-layer board (MCM, Multi-Chip 
Module) [93], [94]. In a standard thick film circuit which uses Al2O3 as substrate, the 
components are flip-chip soldered, or attached and wire-bonded on one layer, which is 
previously printed with electronic connection wires and resistors. It is also possible to 
create a Multi-Chip Module on a standard thick film circuit, by printing a layer of 
dielectric paste on top of a first layer of tracks, and then on the dielectric paste we can 
print new tracks and passives. In this case, the tracks can communicate from one layer 
to the other through electrical vias which cross the dielectric layer. Although possible, 
this process becomes rather impractical for very complex circuits, and does not allow 
good 3D structuration. On the other hand, by stacking many layers of LTCC, it is 
possible to integrate most of the active and passive electronic components on different 
layers, forming a complex and high-density multifunctional system in which the 
resistors or capacitors may be embedded or buried in-between the ceramic substrate 
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[95], [96]. The components that, because of their complexity, cannot be integrated 
(operational amplifiers, IC chips), may be flip chip soldered or wire-bonded on top of 
the LTCC module, as in the case of an alumina substrate. Figure 2. 9 shows a standard 
thick film circuit, compared with a multi-layer module. 
Figure 2. 9: (a) A simple microelectronic thick film package in which the components are confined 
into one single layer. (b), an advanced microelectronic package in which components are integrated 
into multiple layers, and the IC chip is finally wire-bonded on the surface. Images taken from [33]. 
 
 The outstanding properties of LTCC materials made this technology very attractive 
also for microelectronics packages. In such packages there is the need of low dielectric 
constant for a good signal transmission, low dissipation factor, capability to withstand 
high temperatures and high pressures, smooth surface, physical and chemical stability, 
low-cost when produced in series, and finally Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) 
close to that of Si as most of IC attached on the substrate are Si-based (CTE of Si is 2.6 
ppm/K [97], while LTCC from DuPont DP951 has a CTE of 5.8 ppm/K). LTCC 
technology covers most of these requirements and therefore it is widely used now for 
microelectronics packaging and microsystems [83], [98]. Moreover, in recent years, 
LTCC was employed in a wide variety of applications beyond electronics, such as 
fabrication of microtechnology devices and ceramic sensors [30], [31], [32], [33], [35], 
[105], [106], fabrication of biomedical devices [103], microfluidic systems [107]–[109]. 
2.6 LTCC Circuit Manufacturing 
The manufacturing of an LTCC circuit requires numerous steps; however, all of them 
are simple and repeatable. The quality of the final product only depends on the 
fabrication: it is necessary to pay careful attention to the quality of the fabrication 
process and make everything with the maximum precision, but the required cleanliness 
standards are much less stringent than for silicon devices. In the following, we will 
make a description of the manufacturing steps of LTCC, starting from the material that 
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constitute the substrate and ending with the final inspection of a solid, resistant, 
multifunctional highly integrated module. 
2.6.1 Materials involved 
As its name suggests, LTCC (Low Temperature Cofired Ceramics) is a ceramic 
material which is cofired together with screen-printed thick film pastes at low 
temperature (here, “low” means ca. 875°C). During the firing, when the temperature is 
above ca. 700°C, sintering [110] of the substrate happens, leading to the formation of a 
monolithic and dense device at ca. 850°C, and inducing a shrinkage from 0 to 18% in 
the X-Y planar directions (the value of shrinkage in X and Y directions are usually not 
the same) and from 15% to 44% in the Z direction (thickness) [111], [112]. The total 
shrinkage depends on the particular LTCC composition used, and sometimes it varies 
also from one production batch to the other, even if they contain the same green tape 
(“green tape” is the term used to define the unfired LTCC tape). The impossibility to 
precisely predict the shrinkage remains a limitation of this technology, because it causes 
dimensional uncertainty and lack of repeatability in the fabrication. However, new 
trends show that Heraeus manufacturer was able to fabricate an LTCC green tape with 
almost no X-Y shrinkage [113] (total X-Y shrinkage is less than 1%), while there are 
techniques to constrain the shrinkage of the tape during the sintering. The most 
attractive technique in this sense was described by Rabe in 2005 [114]: he combined 
during lamination the green tape with an already sintered rigid substrate (sacrificial 
layer). During firing, the sintered substrate significantly limits the green tape lateral 
shrinkage (total shrinkage was less than 0.5%). The objective of his research is to get a 
repeatable fabrication process, so all the effort is focused to get zero X-Y shrinkage 
during firing. The LTCC substrate (which is the substrate where all the active 
components are placed onto) consists of three main components, mixed in different 
ratio: 
• Ceramic material; 
• Glass; 
• Organic binder.  
The actual LTCC tape is formed, using the above mentioned materials, following the 
tape casting [115]process. The addition of glass into the ceramic is important to lower 
the sintering temperature [116]. The organic vehicle, in which the glass and the 
ceramics are dispersed, is comprised of a polymeric binder which is initially dissolved 
in a volatile solvent during the fabrication of the tape, and other optional constituents 
such as plasticizer, release agents and stabilizing agents [86, pp. 105–110]. The binder 
provides strength and toughness to the unfired tape, surrounding the glass and ceramic 
particles, but it is also partly responsible for the final shrinkage of the tape after firing: 
the less is the amount of binder, the less will be the dimensional change of the tape. The 
volatile solvent, whose function is to dissolve the binder, is then driven off right after 
the tape casting. The commercial LTCC is therefore provided without this solvent. 
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Finally, the plasticizer determines the plasticity, workability of the LTCC green tape 
(before firing). “Cofire” means that the ceramic substrate is fired together with the 
metals or other layers deposited on it. Since the firing peak temperature is below 900°C, 
there is the possibility to integrate in an LTCC circuit metals with high electric 
conductivity, such as Ag and Au, because their melting point is still safely above the 
firing peak temperature of the LTCC. These metals are used for the electrical 
connections on the substrate, because in this case a good electrical conductivity of the 
constituent material is wished in order to decrease the losses. Alloys of Ag-Pd, Ag-Pt, 
usually with an important content of Pd or Pt, are also integrated in an LTCC circuit, 
mainly to provide migration- and solder-resistant surface conductors. These alloys are 
used for the heating meanders, where a relatively high electrical resistivity of the 
constituent material is wished: in this case, a higher resistance with respect to the 
connection wires is in fact necessary to ensure local heating. Moreover, pure Pt is also 
integrated in an LTCC circuit: because of its well defined TCR (Temperature 
Coefficient of Resistance), it is used as constituent material for a temperature sensing 
resistor. All these metals and alloys, as shown in Table 2. 1, have a relative low melting 
point, bounded by Ag. Therefore, “Low” in LTCC usually means a firing temperature 
of the tape compatible with Ag, i.e. < 900°C, with a reasonable margin below its 
melting point; this is possible thanks to the presence of glass into the ceramic, which 
ensure high sintered density of the substrate with relative low temperature. This is the 
principal advantage of LTCC with respect to the similar and earlier developed 
technology, HTCC (High Temperature Co-firing Ceramic) [117]–[119]. HTCC, based 
on an aluminum oxide substrate (Al2O3) uses, in alternative to noble metals, high-
melting elements such us Molybdenum (Mo) and Tungsten (W), with manganese (Mn) 
as a reactive bonding element. However, these metals have lower electrical conductivity 
with respect to the noble metals, which results in higher high-frequency conductor 
losses, and the firing process takes place in a wet hydrogen environment incompatible 
with many functional materials. Alternatively, specialized HTCC modules with Pt 
conductors may be fired in air, but the associated high costs confine them to niche 
applications. 
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 Substrate Conductors used 
 
LTCC 
Material Firing 
temperature 
(°C) 
Material Melting  
point  
(°C) 
Electrical 
resistivity at 
20°C 
(nΩ·m) 
Glass / ceramic 
mixture 
900 to 1000 Cu 
Au 
Ag 
Ag-Pd 
Ag-Pt 
1083 
1063 
960 
960 to 1555 
960 to 1186 
16.78 
22.14 
15.87 
15.87 to 30 
15.87 to 30 
HTCC Alumina 
ceramics 
1600 to 
1800 
Mo 
W 
Mo-Mn 
2610 
3410 
1246 to 1500 
53.4 
52.8 
53.4 to 100 
Table 2. 1: Summary of the materials used in LTCC and HTCC technology. 
 
2.6.2 Slitting, blanking, pre-conditioning the green tape 
The ceramic LTCC green tape is provided in large quantities. Therefore, the desired 
amount of tape to be used is cut away from the roll using a blade (Figure 2. 10). 
Afterwards, the tapes are pre-conditioned in the oven at relatively high temperatures, 
usually around 120°C, for 15 to 30 minutes. The thermal preconditioning treatment 
drives off any residual solvents and releases any stress that may be attributed to the tape 
casting operation [120]. 
 
 
Figure 2. 10: Slitting from the starting roll, blanking and pre-conditioning of the tapes. 
 
2.6.3 Via punching - laser cutting 
Vias can be punched on the single tapes using a specific punching machine, or, 
alternatively, cut out by a laser. The same laser can be used to create channels, holes 
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and cavities on the tape. Figure 2. 11 shows a cross section of the LTCC tape before and 
after the process of via punching. 
 
 
Figure 2. 11: Via punching. 
  
2.6.4 Via filling – screen printing 
The vias of each layer are filled with a specific conductive paste, consisting of pure Ag 
or Ag-Pd, Ag-Pt, or, in case high reliability is needed, Au. There are specific via filler 
machines which are able to quickly realize this operation. The other main components 
of the circuit (connections and resistances) consist of specific thick film pastes which 
are developed to be physically and chemically compatible with the LTCC tape [121]; 
they are deposited on the tapes by screen-printing [122]. The screen-printing principle is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 12. A screen is a porous fine woven mesh supported by an 
aluminum frame [123]. The density of the mesh, in number of lines per inch, is an 
important factor: the smaller the mesh number, the larger is the size of the hole, 
therefore allowing greater volume of ink deposition. The image of the layout to be 
printed onto the substrate is deposited over the screen. The LTCC tape to be printed is 
placed at a small distance to the screen, onto an aluminum porous table connected to a 
vacuum pump. The vacuum pump, through the pores of the aluminum table, applies a 
negative differential pressure to the tape, avoiding any movements of the LTCC during 
the printing process. Finally, a squeegee passes onto the mesh, applying pressure, 
forcing the paste to be deposited on top of the LTCC substrate by passing through the 
holes of the mesh.  
 
Figure 2. 12: Screen-printing process. 
The screen-printed paste is first leveled at ambient temperature and then dried at a 
precise temperature, indicated by the manufacturer (typically between 80 and 120°C). 
The drying process solidifies the paste by driving off the solvents that were added to the 
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paste for improving its rheology and printability. Finally, an accurate inspection of the 
quality of the printing is advisable.  
When comparing the fabrication of an LTCC circuit with that of a classical thick film 
element, this step is quite similar: in both LTCC and thick film fabrication, the screen 
printing process is similar: the only difference is the substrate where the paste is 
deposited. In some case, the composition or the rheology of the paste used is different, 
depending on the substrate where it must be deposited: for example, DuPont 
manufactures special pastes whose printability is excellent on LTCC.  
2.6.5 Stacking and lamination 
The LTCC sheets, once printed, are aligned and stacked one onto the other. The stacked 
LTCC sheets are then laminated [86, pp. 154–165]. The purpose of the lamination 
process is to transform several LTCC green sheets into a single substrate (Figure 2. 13). 
Figure 2. 13: Lamination process: (a) the single tapes, screen-printed, before lamination. (b), after 
the lamination, the single tapes become a unique substrate. 
 
 The traditional technique for lamination is thermocompression, which consists in 
applying high pressure and elevated temperatures to the green tapes for a certain amount 
of time. In the uniaxial lamination, performed in our lab using an uniaxial press, the 
tapes are pressed between two heated metal plates. Typical values are 70°C, 200 bar 
(20 MPa), for 10 minutes [124]. This is a delicate operation: the high pressure applied 
could cause problems with cavities and windows, as well as higher shrinkage 
tolerances. Another way is to use an isostatic press: in this case, the stacked tapes are 
vacuum packaged in a foil and pressed in hot water. Typical values are 70°C, 350 bar, 
10 minutes [6]. The isostatic press must be avoided in case the structure has internal 
cavities, since it will surely deform them.  
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 The principle of thermocompression is the following: due to the elevated temperature, 
the organic binder contained into the single green tapes becomes plastic, and the various 
tapes are joined by interpenetration of the plastic binder into the particles of the two 
tapes. Moreover, the applied pressure forces the ceramic particles and glass from all the 
tapes together. Therefore, high pressure is necessary to ensure the excellent bonding of 
the various tapes. Figure 2. 14 shows the tapes before and after lamination. 
Figure 2. 14: (a) The tapes before lamination; (b), the tapes after lamination. Image taken 
from [125]. 
A hot topic of research is the conception of new lamination techniques, alternative to 
the thermocompression technique, which allow good bonding between the tapes at low 
pressure, by adding some solvents or adhesive tapes on top of the tapes; see Chapter IV 
for more details about this. 
2.6.6 Firing 
Once laminated, the LTCC module is usually fired in air and sintering of the material 
occurs. Often, the thick film pastes which were screen-printed on top of the LTCC 
green tapes are fired together with the substrate, at temperatures below 900°C (co-
fired). Alternatively, the thick film pastes can be printed on sintered LTCC sheets and 
then fired separately (post-fired). The firing process is usually performed in two steps: 
first, the organic vehicle is slowly driven off, and then the module is further heated up 
to the firing (sintering) temperature. The organic burnout ends at a temperature of ca. 
450 – 500 °C; it is a process which may have some drawbacks such as delamination, 
bubble formation in correspondence with the passives, increased porosity of the LTCC 
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tape. So, the heating rate at this stage must be slow; moreover sufficient time should be 
given to ensure that the binder is completely driven off at the selected dwell 
temperature. Once the entire organic vehicle has been driven off, the peak temperature 
can be achieved with a high heating rate, and it is kept for some time, typically 20 to 30 
minutes, to ensure the complete solidification of the LTCC tape. At this stage, the glass 
melts, it wets and penetrates the void space between the ceramic particles and joins the 
tapes together, enabling to achieve a strong final structure (viscous sintering, [126]). 
Since the sufficient viscous flow of the glass is the key mechanism to get a good 
solidification of the system, in order to improve the sintered density of the LTCC 
composite, it is necessary to control the softening point of the glass, as well as its 
volume and powder particle size to increase its fluidity[127], [128]. The effect of the 
firing profile on the sintering of the LTCC were investigated by Makarovic et al. [129]. 
In particular, the sintering temperature must be carefully respected (it is usually 
specified by the manufacturer), otherwise the formation of internal pores in observed is 
the composite. The pores are sometimes caused by insufficient sintering, and sometimes 
by excessive sintering causing the occurrence of gas within the material. When the glass 
melts, the decomposition of batch materials such as hydroxides, carbonates and sulfates 
may release large volumes of corresponding gases (H2O, CO2 and SO3), with some CO 
and CO2 also possibly generated by oxidation of residual carbon. Most of these gases 
are evacuated but a small quantity of gas forms bubbles and remains in the glass or 
dissolves inside the glass melt, creating the pores observed in Figure 2. 15. To prevent 
the creation of pores, it is important to use raw materials containing little dissolved gas, 
and reducing the time during the firing process at temperature ranges where the gas is 
liberated. This is the reason why after the first step of organic burnout, the heating rate 
should be faster. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 15: Microstructure of glass/ceramics sintered at different temperature: (a), 800°C, we 
observe the pores due to insufficient sintering, which are angular. 1100°C, we observe the pores due 
to excessive sintering, which are spherical. Images taken from [86, p. 35].  
During the sintering process, premature crystallization of the glass should be avoided, 
as it hinders further densification of the material. When glass crystallization happens, 
some parasitic crystalline phases such as quartz and cristobalite (forms of SiO2) are 
precipitated and they alter the properties of the resulting LTCC: due to the presence of 
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such crystalline phases, the control of important properties of LTCC such as CTE 
becomes impossible. Therefore, densification should occur before extensive 
crystallization, which may set a lower limit on the heating rate. Ideally, controlled 
crystallization, i.e. of the right crystalline phase and after densification, is initiated by 
reaction with the ceramic, which diffuses in the glass during the latter stage of sintering. 
A typical such desired crystalline phase is anorthite in the glass, which results in a 
mechanically strong and thermally stable glass-ceramic material with controlled 
CTE [130]. Finally, the cooling of the module is performed. The firing profile, which is 
crucial for the quality of the final product, is given by the manufacturer[36], [131]. A 
typical firing profile is illustrated in Figure 2. 16. 
 
 
Figure 2. 16: An example of firing profile of LTCC. 
 
2.6.7 Post-firing and post-processing 
After firing, the LTCC module can be printed again with the passives (the resistors, for 
example), or other pastes, which need to be fired separately (post-fired). Other 
manipulations can be performed, such as wire-bonding of IC chips, or soldering of 
SMD components etc.  
2.6.8 Final inspection and test  
After firing, the module is inspected; the electrical connections are tested. The module 
is also cut to the final size. The overall procedure to produce LTCC circuits, as already 
explained, is mechanical and repetitive, but it demands to pay careful attention to all the 
steps, which the LTCC tapes are clean without dust, the alignment during screen-
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printing and also stacking is precise, the temperatures and pressure values are well-
defined, in order to ensure the good quality of the final product. The overall procedure 
is illustrated again in Figure 2. 17: 
 
Figure 2. 17: LTCC manufacturing from a roll to a multifunctional module. Image taken from [80]. 
 
2.7 Rubidium: Properties, behaviour & Dispensing methods 
It is time now to introduce and describe the metallic rubidium and its place among 
alkali metals. This description is important because one of our objectives in the 
MACQS project was to develop the reference cell of the atomic clock: this cell contains 
Rubidium, so it is important to know the characteristics of the element that we are going 
to manipulate, also for ensuring long life to the final product.  
Rubidium is a chemical element whose symbol is Rb. Its atomic number is 37 and it is 
part of the alkali metal group of the period table, as we can see in Figure 2. 18. 
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Figure 2. 18: In the periodic table, Rb is present with the atomic number 37, on the column of the 
alkali metals, together with Li, Na, K, Cs, Fr. 
 As all alkali metals, Rb has only one electron in its valence orbit. This, and the 
consequent strong magnetic-dipole interaction of the valence electron with the nucleus, 
causes the splitting of the ground state of Rb into two hyperfine levels [132]. The 
hyperfine structure of their energy levels is common for alkali metals, because of their 
similar electronic configuration, and it is the reason why they are widely used for the 
reference base in atomic clocks. In particular Rb and Cs are widely used in this 
application: the use of Rb allows the fabrication of a cheaper and more compact device, 
still providing good short-term stability. Rb clocks are more compact with respect to Cs 
atomic clock because of the easy and efficient filtering of the F=2 spectral component 
from the 87Rb light beam already explained in paragraph 2.3. On the other side, because 
isotopic filtering of the light is impossible with Cs, these clocks are larger in volume, 
more power consuming and more expensive with respect to the Rb clocks, but they 
have better long-term stability [60]. Rb is silver in color in its free unoxidized state, has 
low density for metals (See Table 2.2), has a low melting point (See Table 2.2), it is soft 
and easily worked in the solid state [133], See Table 2. 2 for the physical properties of 
Rb. 
 
Melting point 312.46 K (39.31°C) 
Boiling point  961 K (688°C) 
Density  1.532 g·cm−3 
Critical point 2093 K, 16 MPa 
Vapor pressure at 25°C 5.22 · 10-5 Pa (3.92 · 10-7 torr) 
Table 2. 2: Physical properties of Rb. Data taken from [132], [134], [135]. 
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For the vapor pressure, it is valid the model presented in [135], whose equation may be 
re-written as: 
   =  −  	 Eq. 2. 3 
 
,where pv is the vapor pressure in atmospheres, patm is the atmospheric pressure, T is the 
temperature in K and A and Tref are summarized in Table 2.3; the curve of the vapor 
pressure of rubidium is illustrated in Fig. 2.19 
 
 A Tref [K] 
Solid State 4.857 4215 
Liquid State 
 
4.312 4040 
Table 2. 3: Values of constants A and of Tref to be used in Eq. 2.3 (vapor pressure of Rb). 
 
Figure 2. 19: Vapor pressure of rubidium following the model described by Eq. 2. 3. The vertical 
dot line indicates the melting point. Graphic taken from [135]. 
 
The chemical properties of rubidium are consequence of its electronic configuration 
with only one electron in the valence orbit. So, it is a strong reducing agent, its 
electronegativity is very low, it is a good conductor of electricity and heat and its 
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Young’s modulus is low (considering that it is a metal). See Table 2. 4 for chemical and 
other properties of Rubidium. 
 
Oxidation state  1 (strongly basic oxide) 
Electronegativity 0.82 (Pauling scale) 
Atomic radius 248 pm 
Crystal structure Body-centered cubic 
Electrical resistivity at 300 K 13.32 · 10-8 Ω ·  m 
Thermal conductivity 58.2 W · m-1 ·  K-1 
Young’s modulus at 300 K 2.4 GPa 
Table 2. 4: Physical and other properties of Rb. Data taken from [132], [135], [136]. 
2.7.1 Summary of reaction of Rb with other elements 
Regarding his behavior in nature, Rb has extremely violent reactions with numerous 
compounds; therefore improper handling can cause dangerous accidents, and its 
manipulation for the fabrication of atomic clocks reference cell is a critical issue. In 
particular: 
1) Rubidium burns and usually explodes violently when in contact with water 
[133]. The explosion is caused by the secondary reaction of liberated hydrogen 
with the oxygen of the air. The following are the chemical reactions that happen 
when Rb is in contact with water: 
2Rb + 2H2O  2RbOH + H2 + heat (*) 
2H2 + O2  2H2O (**) 
The heat liberated by reaction (*) is most likely sufficient to cause reaction (**) 
to occur; the liberated hydrogen will be ignited by the heat, causing an 
explosion. When such an explosion occurs, the unreacted metal is usually 
scattered over a wide area, where it can cause further trouble 
2) In air, and even more so in oxygen, metallic rubidium has tendency to rapidly 
tarnish. The tarnishing process is relatively colorful, finally leading to the 
formation of an orange-yellow compound, the Rb dioxide, commonly called Rb 
superoxide, with the following chemical reaction [133], [137]:  
Rb + O2  RbO2 + heat (***)  
Of course, when evolved in Rb superoxide, the alkali metal loses all its original 
properties. The resulting compound is still a powerful corrosive agent and 
attacks biological tissue (eyes, skin), clothing, and many materials of 
construction. 
3) Rubidium does not spontaneously react with nitrogen [133], because too much 
energy is required to break the triple bond in N2 and for the formation of the 
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azide N3- ions. The only alkali metal which spontaneously reacts with N2 is the 
lightest of alkali, lithium (forming the azide LiN3). Sodium azide (NaN3) and 
potassium azide (KN3), while existing, are extremely unstable and tend to 
decompose back into their constituent elements [138], [139]. Rb azide (RbN3) 
can be constituted in laboratory and this compound, which is metastable in air, is 
used to dispense Rubidium inside the reference-cell (see the following). 
4) Halogens (fluorine, chlorine and bromine) tend to form ionic bonding with the 
very electropositive Rb atom, forming halide salts, with formula RbX, where X 
is the halogen [140], as usual for alkali metals. 
5) Rb reacts with carbon, in particular with graphite, forming the carbide RbC8. In 
this compound, the Rb is only partially ionized (50-70%); upon exposure of 
RbC8 to O2, it undergoes extensive decomposition involving the expulsion of the 
alkali metal. Another possibility is when Rb is completely ionized in contact 
with graphite, forming the carbide RbC24. The metal-graphite bonding in this 
case is stronger, and this compound is not extensively decomposed by 
interaction with O2 [141]. 
6) Rb reacts with alcohols in basically the same manner as the other alkali react 
with water, but the reaction proceeds more slowly [133], forming alkoxide salts 
with evolution of H2. 
7) Expectedly, Rb does not react with noble gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) [133]. 
The logical consequence of the first two points is that rubidium must be kept away from 
air and water during cell fabrication, otherwise it will either oxidize forming rubidium 
superoxide (in contact with dry air), or progressively transform into RbOH (in contact 
with humid air), or violently explode (in contact with water). Moreover, once sealed, 
the cell must be hermetic, avoiding all air ingress, which would oxidize the alkali metal. 
The cell can contain, together with Rb, a buffer gas, which, as a consequence of point 
3), can be nitrogen, or, as a consequence of point 6), can be a noble gas (usually argon 
is used, [142]–[144]). A deeper literature analysis on alkali metals, presenting tests 
performed at temperatures which are significantly higher with respect to our 
application, gave us more detailed information about the behavior of these metals in 
different situations, and their compatibility with complex systems involving for 
example the presence of ceramics and metals. In particular:  
• Alkali metals are not aggressive to Nickel (Ni) and Iron (Fe) and also Ni-alloys 
and  many steels; after exposing these metals for a maximum exposure time of 
500 hours at 870°C, with various liquid alkali metals (including cesium), their 
surface does not present roughness or sign of penetration of the alkali metal 
[145]. 
• Refractory materials (Niobium, Molybdenum, Tantalum, Tungsten and 
Rhenium) and their alloys, after exposition with liquid alkali metals during 300 
hours at 1000°C do not show significant changes in their structure and physical 
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properties. They have low solubility in alkali metals, even if a slight solubility is 
observed at high temperatures (1000°C) [145]. 
• Similar studies on the eutectic system "NaK" (eutectic mixture of both alkali 
metals Na and K) show that some high-temperature braze alloys containing 
precious metals (Ag, Au, Pt) are severely attacked when exposed to liquid NaK 
at 140°C for 500 hours. However, some braze alloys are not attacked by liquid 
NaK; in particular, the braze alloy composed by 60%Ag, 30% Cu, 10% Sn is not 
attacked, probably because of the presence of the tin in the system, which has 
low solubility with alkali metals (see Figure 3. 3, phase diagram Rb-Sn). Also 
the alloy composed by 71.8% Ag, 28% Cu, 0.2% Li is apparently resistant to 
NaK, since after the exposition it lost some weight, but only in a minimal part 
[146]. 
• The same research shows that liquid NaK is compatible with silicones at room 
temperature, but a degradation of the silicone is observed at 140°C [146]. 
• The eutectic system NaK is compatible with the majority of common-use 
polymers and plastic materials (saturated polyolefins, polycarbonate, 
polypropylene) and epoxy at temperatures below 140°C, and most probably also 
at higher temperatures [146]. 
• Tests proved that the ceramic materials BeO, Al2O3, Y2O3, exposed with liquid 
Potassium (K), during 500 hours at 870°C, are not attacked by the alkali metal 
[147] ; 
• The same tests show that high temperature braze alloys based on vanadium (V), 
niobium (Nb) and zirconium (Zr), have a satisfactory behavior when in contact 
with potassium, even if, after exposition of the system for 500 hours at 870°C, 
the braze presented a certain surface roughening and dissolution; the dissolution 
is more evident when the concentration of oxygen in the chamber increased 
[147]. 
• The same research confirmed the compatibility of the alkali metal with some 
plastic materials and polymers: manipulations were done using polyethylene 
tubes, and they did not affect the composition of the alkali metal [147]. 
Therefore, a priori, from the above reported tests, we can affirm that rubidium should be 
compatible with a system containing ceramics and metals and that the use of some 
polymers (such as a plastic micropipette) to manipulate liquid rubidium is allowed, at 
least at low temperatures and for short times. The common high-temperature braze 
alloys containing precious metals may experiment problems when in contact with Rb. 
However, results on the alloy containing 10% of tin are encouraging, because this alloy 
did not show degradation when in contact with eutectic NaK; therefore, using a tin alloy 
for performing the sealing may be a possibility. 
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2.7.2 Review of Rb/Cs dispensing method 
The literature of atomic clocks presents several techniques to handle and dispense the 
Rb during the fabrication of the reference cells. These techniques to are mainly based on 
three principles: 
1) Dispense a droplet of pure alkali metal into the pre-forms by pipetting. The 
alkali metal is kept in an anaerobic glove box, where the sealing process is also 
performed [71], [148], [149] . 
2) Dispense a thin film of alkali azide RbN3 or CsN3 into the cell. The RbN3 
compound does not form spontaneously, so it is prepared in the laboratory [150]. 
The RbN3 is dispensed into the cell by thermal evaporation. Alternatively, 
CSEM Switzerland dispensed the RbN3 compound by dissolved it in water and 
simply pipetting it into the pre-forms. After being dispensed into the cell, is 
decomposed into its constituent materials by cycles of UV light [151] or by 
thermolysis [152]; 
3) Laser activation of a latent small, pill-like solid alkali source dispenser inside an 
anodically bonded cell [153] . 
The first technique is safe and straightforward, but the whole sealing procedure must be 
performed in a glove box, which is not very practical. 
The second technique introduces safety issues, because the RbN3 and CsN3 compounds 
are highly toxic and explosive. Additionally, they emit gases inside the cell after 
sealing, which are absorbed by a getter which is introduced into the system. The laser 
activation technique elegantly solves the reactivity problem, but the problem of gas 
emission is still present. The presence of a getter for these cells is therefore necessary, 
but it will trap most of the gases present into the cell, making this method difficult to 
conciliate with the presence of a buffer gas into the cell. 
For these reason, we decided to develop an innovative method to dispense Rb into the 
reference cell. The method is described in details in the following chapter. The proposed 
technique  is based on the first described approach (pipetting of a droplet of pure alkali 
metal into the pre-forms), but, thanks to the presence of a protection solvent, the sealing 
process does not need to be performed in the glove box.  
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3 Reference cell of Atomic Clock: Design, Fabrication and 
Test 
In this chapter we will illustrate our original concept idea for the fabrication of the reference 
cell for an atomic clock. The metallurgical interactions that happen between rubidium and 
the metals that may potentially be introduced in the design of the reference cell are 
investigated, in order to understand the potentialities of the proposed design. The chapter 
then continues in detailing the procedure to dispense Rubidium inside the cell and to 
fabricate the reference cell for the atomic clock, using an innovative low-temperature sealing 
technique and a multifunctional LTCC spacer. Finally, the chapter describes the tests 
performed to find out the best composition for the sealing ring and the tests carried out to 
prove the hermeticity of the sealed cell. 
3.1 The Reference Cell: the Original Concept Idea  
In the development of a miniature atomic clock, obtaining an alkali vapor cell that is reliable 
and stable, yet also easily fabricated is arguably the most challenging part; it is a hot topic of 
research and many different designs are proposed in the literature [142], [154], [155]. 
Besides being small, the cell must be filled with an alkali metal (Rb, used in this work, or 
Cs), sealed, and heated during operation to generate a significant vapor pressure. The 
technology may be used both for the reference cell and the light source (Rb lamp). However, 
alkali metals are very reactive with oxygen and water, and therefore they must be protected 
from air before and during the sealing process, and the resulting cell must be completely 
hermetic in order to avoid its rapid degradation. The most widely used approach to fabricate 
a hermetic mini-cell is the use of anodic bonding [76] to close the cells. The problem of this 
well-known and standard sealing process is that it requires relatively high temperatures 
(~450°C) and long times (a few hours), which often causes evaporation or excessive 
reactions of the alkali metal. In order to solve this problem, we investigated low-temperature 
sealing techniques, and in particular the use of eutectic low-temperature solder alloys [156]–
[160]. At the time we started the research, no previous attempts of realization of atomic clock 
reference cell using solder as a bonding technique were reported, so this was a very 
challenging and innovative topic of research. In parallel with our research, Dr. Straessle 
studied the possibility to use a different low-temperature bonding technique: she used 
thermocompression of indium to bond two silicon-glass pre-forms together, with Rb 
dispensed inside it [161], [162]. The thermocompression of indium is performed at low 
temperatures (ca. 140°C) and allowed production of hermetic cells. The cells were kept 
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several months in air, at room temperature, without significant oxidation of alkali metal 
[163]–[165]. However, she reported in her thesis (result still not published) that the cells 
became inactive after 20 days if kept at 80°C [166] , probably because the high temperature 
accelerates the Rb-In interaction.  
Our original idea at the base of the realization of the cell was to bond two glass substrates 
(the substrate must be transparent to allow the light coming from the light source to pass 
through for exciting the alkali metal atoms) using solder paste, with the rubidium collocated 
in-between them. In order to realize a stable seal, the solder paste was dispensed on top of a 
metallization ring (made of noble metals, to be defined), so that it will adhere and remain 
located on top of such metallization, avoiding its spreading all over the substrate. The 
bonding of both substrates that formed the reference cell (with the Rb in-between) is then 
realized by melting the solder (see Figure 3. 1 for the original concept idea of fabrication of 
the cell, and Figure 3. 9 for the detailed and refined design of the cell finally developed). 
 
Figure 3. 1: Concept idea of the design and fabrication of the cell 
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3.2 Metallurgical Interactions in the Reference Cell System 
The cell, conceived as above, is a system which involves metals of different nature and 
behavior: the metallization ring is made of a noble metal (Ag, Ag-Pd, Au), the solder paste 
(depending on which eutectic alloy will be preferred) is an alloy of Sn, Pd, Bi, Ag, and in-
between there is the pure Rb droplet. A literature study was carried out in order to evaluate 
and establish the interactions between the various metals present into the system.  
3.2.1 Interactions between Rb and metallization metals 
First of all, the interaction between the rubidium and the metals which may potentially be 
used in the metallization ring were studied. The objective was to find a metal which is not 
miscible with Rb, otherwise the diffusion of Rb into the metallization can cause the 
degradation of the seal. Ideally, the system of the metal with rubidium should form neither 
eutectics nor intermetallic compounds and the two metals should ideally not be soluble into 
each other at the working temperature of the reference cell (ca. 70°C). If these three 
requirements are met, we can be sure that Rb will stay stable in its original state for the 
whole lifetime of the cell. The first metal that was investigated was gold, and it was found to 
be a poor choice for the metallization, because of the large solubility of Au into liquid Rb, 
even at low temperatures. In fact, as we can see in the phase diagram illustrated in Figure 3. 
2, we have 5 mol% Au dissolution in Rb at ca. 380 K; therefore, even at moderate 
temperatures, the gold of the metallization ring would dissolve significantly into liquid Rb. 
Moreover, looking at the phase diagram of the system Au-Rb, the formation of intermetallic 
compounds is observed, such as AuRb, Au2Rb and Au5Rb [167], [168]. The formation of a 
low-melting eutectic system formed by 98.6 mol% of Rubidium and 1.4 mol% of gold is 
observed at an eutectic temperature of 312.48 K. The formation of these compounds is not 
desirable, because the presence of Rb into the joint will probably cause the failure of the 
sealing, penetration of oxygen into the packaging and the end of the clock operation. The 
phase diagram of Au and Rb is illustrated in Figure 3. 2, and Table 3. 1 summarizes their 
principal interactions. 
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Figure 3. 2: Phase diagram Rb-Au shows solubility of Rb into Au. Image taken from [167]. 
 
Temperature of 5% dissolution of Au into Rb 380 K 
Intermetallic compounds observed 
(melting point) 
AuRb (771 K) 
Au2Rb (~850 K) 
Au5Rb (~1000 K) 
Eutectic compounds observed (melting point) 98.6% Rb – 1.4% Au (312.48 K) 
Table 3. 1: Summary of interactions between Rb and Au 
 
Another possibility for the metallization is to use silver, so the interactions between Ag and 
Rb were investigated. This system has been studied in details, among others, by Kienast et al. 
in 1961 [169]. They studied the interactions between alkali metals and metals of group 11 
(Cu, Ag, Au). They found that Ag and Rb do neither form intermetallic nor eutectic 
compounds. The two metals have very low mutual solubility at 100°C (lower than 0.1%).  
The same study also confirmed the formation of intermediate phases between Rb and Au. In 
1991, Predel and Madelung studied again the Ag-Rb system, without tracing the phase 
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diagram, but confirming that no intermediate phases are formed and that the mutual solubility 
of the two metals is lower than 0.1% [170].  
Other metals that can be used for the metallization are Palladium (Pd) and Platinum (Pt). 
Also in this case, the phase diagram is not available, but experiments showed that Rb has a 
solubility limit below 0.1 mol% into both Pd and Pt up to at least 900 K [168], and no 
intermetallic compounds are observed between these metals. 
Finally, the best choice for the metallization ring is to use an alloy of Ag-Pd, since the 
formation of intermetallic compounds or eutectics is not expected between Pd and Rb, and 
expected at high temperatures for Ag. Moreover, the solubility of the metal into liquid Rb is 
expected to be lower than 0.1% at 70°C. 
3.2.2 Reactions between Rb and solder metals 
The next step was to study the interactions between rubidium and the metals which may 
potentially be used for the solder ring. Again, the objective was to find a metal which has 
very low solubility into rubidium, i.e. a metal which do not diffuse into liquid rubidium at the 
working temperature of the cell (ca. 70°C), in order to preserve the purity of the alkali metal 
avoiding to enrich it with impurities. The first metal investigated was tin (Sn). Studies 
confirm the formation of intermetallic compounds between Rb and Sn which melt at very 
high temperature [171] (Figure 3. 3 and Table 3. 2, typically from 570°C for RbSn to 890°C, 
which is the highest temperature of Rb-Sn liquidus, for Rb2Sn3), despite of the low melting 
points of both pure Rb and pure Sn. The formation of the intermetallics in this case is not 
problematic as long as they do not affect the purity of Rb: in this case, the high melting point 
of the intermetallic compound formed and their appearance as line phases, i.e. essentially 
stoichiometric compounds with a very low composition range are the factors that suggest a 
low rate of interaction of Sn and Rb, by formation of passive compounds on the surface of 
Sn. We cannot precisely establish a temperature which corresponds to dissolution of 5 mol% 
of Sn into Rb, because the left-hand side of the diagram is only tentative: a dot line suggests 
how the curve might look like, and in the case that this line is correct, the corresponding 
temperature is ca. 600°C, so most likely high enough to ensure that in our application Rb will 
not contain significant Sn impurities. Moreover, low-melting eutectics with significant Rb-Sn 
intermixing are absent throughout the whole composition range. 
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Figure 3. 3: The Rb-Sn phase diagram . Image taken from [171] (RbSn4 & RbSn2 mistakenly swapped in 
the diagram). 
 
Temperature of 5% dissolution of Sn into Rb Probably ~600°C 
Intermetallic compounds observed Compound  
RbSn4 
RbSn2 
Rb2Sn3 
RbSn 
Melting point 
507°C 
830°C 
890°C 
570°C 
Eutectic compounds observed (melting point) No 
Table 3. 2: Principal interaction observed between Rb and Sn. 
Another possible material for the solder is Bismuth (Bi). The Rb-Bi system is not described 
in the metallurgy literature; in alternative, we can consider the K-Bi and Cs-Bi systems, 
which have been studied in the literature [172] : the corresponding phase diagrams of these 
systems are shown in Figure 3. 4 and Figure 3. 5, and the principal interactions between the 
metals are summarized in Table 3. 3 and in Table 3. 4. Looking at the periodic table shown in 
Figure 2. 18, Rb is situated in-between K and Cs in the column of the alkali metals, therefore 
we can interpolate its behavior, which should be intermediate between K and Cs. Looking at 
the phase diagram of K-Bi, the presence of intermetallic compounds with high melting point 
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(KBi2 at 565°C and K3Bi at ~660°C) is observed. The temperature for 5% dissolution of Bi 
into K is ca. 280°C. No low-melting eutectics are observed in the phase diagram. 
 
Figure 3. 4: The K-Bi phase diagram. Image taken from [172]. 
 
Temperature of 5% penetration of Bi into Rb ~250°C 
Intermetallic compounds observed Compound 
KBi2 
~K5Bi4 
K3Bi2 
K3Bi 
Melting point 
  565°C 
~430°C 
~380°C 
~660°C 
Eutectic compounds observed (melting point) No 
Table 3. 3: Principal interactions between K and Bi. 
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Looking at the phase diagram of Cs-Bi, formation of intermetallic compounds with high 
melting point is also observed (the higher liquidus temperature in this case is 635°C), while 
no low-melting eutectic is reported. We cannot precisely establish a temperature which 
corresponds to the dissolution of 5% of Bi into liquid Cs, because the left-hand side of the 
diagram is only tentative: a dot line suggests how the curve might look like, and in the case 
that this line is correct, the temperature at which 5% of Bi dissolves into 95% of Cs is 
ca. 200°C.  
Overall, Bi-Rb interactions are expected to be very similar to Bi-K or Bi-Cs, given the fact 
both latter phase diagrams are almost the same. 
 
 
Figure 3. 5: The Cs-Bi phase diagram. Image taken from [172]. 
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Temperature of 5 % dissolution of Bi into Cs ~250°C 
Intermetallic compounds observed Compound 
CsBi2 
~Cs5Bi4 
Cs3Bi2 
Cs3Bi 
Melting point 
  595°C 
~420°C 
~500°C 
  635°C 
Eutectic compounds observed (melting point) No 
Table 3. 4: Summary of the principal interaction observed between Cs and Bi. 
 
In comparison with Sn, Bi is probably less preferable, with somewhat lower-melting 
intermetallics and (presumably) higher solubility in liquid Rb. 
Lead (Pb) is another potential metal that can be used for the solder ring. Looking at the phase 
diagram of Pb-Rb (Figure 3. 6 & Table 3. 5), the formation of different intermetallic 
compounds with high melting point is observed [173]: the liquidus curve has a maximum 
temperature of 874 K (601°C). Dissolution of 5% of Pb into liquid Rb is observed at a 
temperature of ca. 700 K (427°C), but this is only an estimation (dot line on the right hand 
side of the diagram only “suggests” the curve). No low-melting eutectic systems which may 
affect the system are observed. 
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Figure 3. 6: Phase diagram Rb-Pb. Image taken from [173]. 
 
 
Temperature of 5% dissolution of Pb into Rb Probably ~730 K / ~460°C 
Intermetallic compounds observed Compound 
Pb3Rb  
Pb2Rb  
Pb3Rb2 
Pb5Rb4 
PbRb 
Melting point 
665 K / 392°C 
757 K / 484°C 
783 K / 510°C 
829 K / 556°C 
874 K / 601°C 
Eutectic compounds observed (melting point) No 
Table 3. 5: Summary of the principal interactions between Rb and Pb. 
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3.2.3 Conclusions of the metallurgical literature analysis 
At the end of our theoretical investigation regarding the design and the low-temperature 
sealing technique proposed for the reference cell of the atomic clock, and in particular after 
the metallurgical analysis of the metallurgical literature regarding the interactions between 
Rb and the metals that can potentially be part of the reference cell,  we can affirm the 
following: 
• Liquid Rb has low solubility and it does not form intermetallic compounds or eutectic 
systems with Ag and Pd, therefore these metals can be used for the metallization ring 
of the reference cell without affecting the purity of the alkali metal and they will not 
cause the degradation of the sealing. Gold must be avoided, as it significantly 
dissolves into Rb. 
• Despite the low melting point of both Rb and traditional solder metals (Sn, Bi, Pb, 
Bi), these systems form intermediate compounds with much higher melting points 
than the pure metals; moreover, solder metals (except possibly Bi) exhibit very 
limited solubility and very low levels of mixing with the alkali liquids. The 
intermetallics formed are line phases, with essentially stoichiometric compositions, 
with a trend to even ionic bonding in so-called Zintl phases due to the large 
electronegativity difference [174]. This indicates formation of inert, passive layers on 
the solder surface, with low interdiffusion. 
The above conclusions are very encouraging, suggesting the proposed technique of soldering 
on thick-film metallizations potentially may be used to seal alkali metals such as Rb. Of all 
solder metals, Sn is preferred, as it seems to yield the highest-melting intermetallics and have 
the lowest solubility in Rb. 
3.3 Innovative and Practical Solution proposed for Rb Handling 
In this research, we developed a new, innovative, practical and safe solution to handle, store 
for long term avoiding oxidation, and dispense the Rb inside the mini-cell. As previously 
explained, Rb should be kept away from air and water during all manipulations. In order to 
protect avoid the oxidation of Rb, we store the alkali metal inside a large ‘pool’ of dodecane 
(C12 alkane, [175] . The dodecane is hydrophobic, so it does not readily take up water and at 
the same time it protects the Rb from oxygen. First, the Rb is slightly heated up to its melting 
point, and dispensed into the cell using a glass micropipette, staying under the dodecane. 
Then, the lid is placed onto the cell, and the resulting assembly (in a small dodecane pool) is 
rapidly transferred into a vacuum soldering chamber, and first progressively heated up to 
80°C at 20 mbar of N2 to gently evaporate the dodecane while avoiding outright boiling. 
After this step, the cell is heated up to the soldering temperature in the final desired 
atmosphere, and thus the solder is melted to realize the sealing. This method prevents Rb 
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oxidation during the sealing process, and allows easy handling under ambient conditions. For 
long-term storage, the box containing the dodecane pool is simply closed and placed into a 
glove box, where the dodecane provides additional protection against residual moisture. 
Stored in this way, the alkali metal maintains its original properties for ca. 90 days. Figure 3. 
7 shows the storage and the dispensing technique of rubidium. 
 
Figure 3. 7: A schematic diagram showing Rb storage and dispensing 
3.3.1 Study of gas dissolution into the dodecane 
The dodecane has been chosen to protect rubidium because it does not readily take up water 
or oxygen, so it should efficiently protect rubidium. The dissolution of gases inside the 
dodecane was investigated, because if a significant amount of gas diffuses into the liquid 
solvent, when this will be placed in low-pressure atmosphere it will violently boil to evacuate 
the gas particles diffused. The violent boiling of the dodecane should be avoided, because it 
will cause undesired movements of the glass lid, leading to a poor bonding. Instead of 
boiling, a gentle evaporation of the dodecane is wished, which would avoid any movement of 
the lid; the evaporation of the solvent can happen only when the amount of gas dissolved is 
poor.  Two cases were investigated: in the first case, the dodecane is kept in the glove box (so 
in N2 atmosphere), and in the second case the dodecane is kept in air at atmospheric pressure. 
In both cases, the amount of gas dissolved into the solvent was calculated. 
The dodecane is kept into the glove box  
In this case, the dodecane is in contact with ~100 kPa (~1 atm) of essentially pure N2, at 25°C 
(298 K),as the glove box is kept only very slightly (< 1 kPa) above ambient atmospheric 
pressure. Henry’s law [176] states that at a constant temperature, the amount of a given gas 
that dissolves in a given type and volume of liquid is directly proportional to the partial 
pressure of that gas in equilibrium with that liquid. Mathematically, we can write Henry’s 
law, in its simplest form valid for low concentrations, as follows: !" = #!" ∙ %!" Eq. 3. 1 
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, where: 
• pgas is the partial pressure of the gas (in the gas phase) in equilibrium with the liquid  
• cgas is the concentration of the gas in the liquid 
• Hgas is the gas' Henry constant with respect to the liquid (here dodecane) 
The solubility of nitrogen in dodecane has been determined previously, in particular: 
• Battino et al. [177], in their extensive 1984 review of N2 solubility data in liquids 
from many studies, retain a dissolved molar fraction of 0.123%, at 25°C and 
101.3 kPa, which corresponds to HN2 = 18.8 kPa/(mol/m3) and roughly matches the 
general trend for N2 solubility in n-alkanes they report. 
• From the high-pressure data of Gao et al. [178], taken at somewhat elevated 
temperatures (71, 104 and 138°C), we extract by fitting down to low pressures and 
25°C a rough estimate of HN2 ~ 18.6 kPa/(mol·m3).  
• From recent studies by Hesse, Battino et al. [179], we get HN2 = 17.7 kPa/(mol·m3) at 
25°C. 
The value retained in this research is the latter, which were performed with high accuracy 
with well-controlled substances. The saturation concentration of nitrogen in dodecane 
corresponding to glove box ('gb') storage is given by: 
%&,!( =	 &#& = 10017.7 = 5.6	mol/m3 Eq. 3. 2 
We can now estimate the volume of nitrogen (expressed as the volume in the gaseous state) 
stored at saturation per volume of liquid dodecane, starting from the equation of ideal gases 
and substituting into it the relationships and the values calculated in Eq. 3. 1 and Eq. 3. 2 : !" ∙ 3!" = 4!" ∙ 5 ∙  
#!" ∙ %!" ∙ 3!" = %!" ∙ 367897: ∙ 5 ∙  
 
 
 
Eq. 3. 3 
 
3!"367897: = 5 ∙ #!" = ;!" 
, where  
• R is the ideal gas constant, 8.31 J/mol/K 
• T is the temperature, here ~298 K 
• Lgas = Vgas/Vliquid is the volume ratio between the "stored" gas and the liquid, also 
known as the Ostwald coefficient [180], and is roughly pressure-independent at low 
pressures 
For nitrogen in dodecane, we get: 
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;& = 8.31 ∙ 29817′734 = 13.9% Eq. 3. 4 
 
The dodecane is kept in air (saturated by air) 
We make the following assumptions: 
• Temperature: 298 K (25°C) 
• Pressure: 100 kPa (~1 atm) 
• Relative humidity (RH) of air: 50% 
• Composition of dry air: 78% N2, 21% O2, 1% Ar 
• Independent (ideal) behavior of the gases with respect to dissolution in dodecane, in 
line with the conclusions of Battino et al. [177] 
• Low-pressure limit, i.e. linear dissolution behavior according to Henry's law 
• Negligibly low volume change of liquid dodecane from gas dissolution 
Knowing that: 5# =	A"  Eq. 3. 5 
 
, where A is the pressure of the vapor present into the humid air considered, and " is the 
saturation pressure of air at the temperature considered (so at 298 K). The saturation pressure 
of air at 298 K is 3.16 kPa [181], so we can calculate the pressure of vapor into the humid air: A =	" 	 ∙ 5# = 3.16 ∙ 0.5 = 1.58	kPa Eq. 3. 6 
From Eq. 3. 6 we know that into ~100 kPa of humid air with relative humidity of 50%, we 
have 1.58 kPa of H2O and 98.42 kPa of dry air. Knowing that the composition of dry air is 
78% of N2, 21% of O2 and 1% of Ar. Table 3. 6 summarizes the pressure of the different 
gases in contact with the saturated dodecane, as well as the corresponding Henry and 
Ostwald constants. 
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Gas Pressure 
 
pgas [kPa] 
Henry constant 
in dodecane 
Hgas [Pa/(mol/m3)] 
Ostwald coefficient 
in dodecane 
Lgas 
N2 76.77 17'734 [179] 14% 
O2 20.67 10'092 [179] 25% 
Ar 0.98 8'884 [179] 28% 
Water vapor (H2O) 1.58 1'180 [182] 210% 
Table 3. 6: The pressures of individual gases dissolved in dodecane and their Henry and Ostwald 
constants. 
 
For O2 and Ar in dodecane, we retain the same high-quality source as for N2 [179], noting 
relatively good agreement with previous work for O2 [183]. For H2O, we use data for liquid-
liquid solubility, fitted by Tsonopoulos [182] based on data by Schwartzberg [184], by 
considering, given the negligible solubility of dodecane in water, that the liquid H2O phase is 
thermodynamically equivalent to water in the gas phase at saturation pressure. Making the 
assumptions of mutual independence of the gases with respect to dissolution in dodecane 
[177] and linear Henry behavior, we then calculate the molar concentration of the different 
gases into saturated dodecane, and also express it in terms of dodecane volume (by 
multiplying the corresponding Ostwald coefficient by the molar fraction in humid air). The 
results are shown in Table 3. 7. 
 
Gas Molar concentration 
cgas [mol/m3] 
Volume of individual gas/volume of 
saturated dodecane 
N2 4.33 10.7% 
O2 2.05   5.1% 
Ar 0.11   0.3% 
Vapor (H2O) 1.34     3.3% 
Total 7.83 19.4% 
Table 3. 7: Molar concentration of the different gases into saturated dodecane in humid air, and volume 
of the gas diffused in percentage of dodecane volume 
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With respect to the first case, when the nitrogen is kept into the glove box and it is saturated 
by pure N2, there is more gas dissolved in the liquid dodecane overall, and this is the first 
negative effect to keep the dodecane in air instead of in glove box, in N2 atmosphere. Rather 
than boiling, however, the major concern here is potential attack of the Rb by O2 and H2O, of 
which significant concentrations may dissolve into dodecane. For these reasons, the 
dodecane pool must be kept in the glove box, in an atmosphere of pure nitrogen, and only 
exposed to air briefly, during handling. Deaeration may be performed upon returning to the 
glove box, by the usual pumping/purging procedure of the airlock. To further decrease 
oxygen and water impurities, absorbents such as Na, Na:benzophenone, CaH2, etc. may be 
used. 
3.4 Refined Design of the Cell and Test Modules Developed 
The concept design presented in Figure 3. 1 was refined, because after some preliminary 
sealing tests performed with such design, we faced a technical issue: the alkali metal moved 
onto the sealing ring during the fabrication process, hindering the formation of a stable joint. 
Figure 3. 8 shows a non-working cell fabricated. 
 
Figure 3. 8: A non-working reference cell produced following the first design presented in Fig. 3.1. The 
red circles highlight the Rb droplets, which moved onto the sealing ring during the fabrication. 
In order to solve this problem, we proposed for the cell an innovative structure composed by 
Pyrex glass (top and bottom wall) and an LTCC module (in-between spacer). The cross 
section of the cell is illustrated in Figure 3. 9a. The LTCC spacer is equipped with a 
Rubidium reservoir for better confinement of the alkali metal (Figure 3. 9c); the liquid 
droplet is dispensed inside the reservoir, and this will avoid any movement of the alkali metal 
during the sealing. Moreover, in this work, a test variant of this spacer was produced, where 
the bottom of the vapor cell cavity was closed with an integrated pressure sensor, consisting 
of an LTCC membrane carrying a thick-film Wheatstone bridge and thus allowing 
monitoring of the cell pressure (Figure 3. 9b). The overall dimensions of the developed cells 
are 10 × 15 × 3 mm3.  
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Figure 3. 9: Schematic cross section of the final (a) and test (b) vapor cells. (c), Top view of the LTCC 
spacer for the final cell, with the Rb reservoir. (d), top view of the glass top and bottom wall. 
When producing the test modules illustrated in Fig. 3.10c we faced another technical issue: 
due to the high pressure applied during the lamination, the membrane of the sensor was 
deformed, and this caused lack of sensitivity and often a not-working pressure sensor. In 
order to solve this problem, we investigated and conceived an innovative lamination 
technique for LTCC, which allows achieving an excellent bonding between the tapes with a 
low lamination pressure (3.5 MPa instead of 20 MPa applied using the traditional technique). 
All this will be explained in detail in Chapter 4. 
3.4.1 Principle of functioning of the integrated pressure sensor 
In the test module, as explained, the bottom wall consists of four piezoresistors connected in 
a Wheatstone bridge configuration. This series of piezoresistor is responsible for pressure 
monitoring, and it is called the membrane of the pressure sensor. Membrane pressure sensors 
are described in details by Dr. Fournier in his thesis [33], and main publications ([3], [185]). 
For further details about the functioning of membrane pressure sensors, also see the patent 
[186], and the publications [187]–[190]. We can see in Figure 3. 10b, that after sealing, one 
side of the membrane is at atmospheric pressure, while the other side is at 20 mbar 
(adjustable low-pressure inside the cell). This pressure difference across the membrane cause 
a deflection of the resistors, as shown in Figure 3. 9c: 
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Figure 3. 10: Schematic drawing of piezoresistive pressure-sensing membrane integrated in LTCC 
spacers, (a), before and (b), after sealing. The resistors are connected in a Wheatstone bridge 
configuration (c) and 5V are imposed across the bridge. 
From the unflexed (a) to the flexed (b) configuration, the resistance of R1-R4 changes due to 
the strain in the resistive films. In particular, R2 and R3 are under compression and R1 and 
R4 are under tension. The resistors have originally the same value of resistance (nominally); 
therefore, if one applies 5V across the bridge when the membrane is not flexed, the output 
voltage Vout should be nominally 0 V. When the membrane is flexed, the geometry of the 
resistors, and therefore their value of resistance, will change, and this will cause a change of 
the output voltage. 
3.5 Fabrication of the Cell 
The overall dimensions of the developed cells are 10 × 15 × 3 mm3. The choice of the final 
dimensions of the cell was due to a practical reason: we can also fabricate smaller cells (with 
a width which may be decreased up to 1 mm), but this was not needed for this work. In fact, 
using the Double Resonance approach for as interrogation scheme, a microwave cavity of 
dimensions ranging several cm is anyway needed in the system. Making a smaller cell is 
therefore useless because the total size of the system will not decrease. The fabrication 
process of the cell consists in the following steps: design and fabrication of the LTCC spacer, 
fabrication of the glass windows and finally dispensing of Rb and sealing. 
3.5.1 Design of LTCC spacer 
The LTCC spacers fabricated in this work for the envisioned mini-cells are rectangular-
shaped of dimension 14 × 10 × 2 mm3, with a vapor cavity of ø5 mm.  
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The different modules of the spacer are built using five different layers, designated T1-T5. 
Table 3. 8 summarizes the function of the five layers, a photo of the different layers of the 
LTCC spacer is shown in Figure 3. 11, and Figure 3. 12 shows the 3D structure of the spacer, 
in which the different layers are stacked one onto the other and then fired to form a compact 
module. T1 carries the metallization and the corresponding solder ring screen-printed on top 
of it. The sealing ring consists of a regular octagon (total side-to-side distance of 10 mm) 
with four lateral dots (diameter 1.7 mm) which have the function to increase the mechanical 
strength of the bonding. Two holes are present on this layer: a round one, which will be the 
window for letting the light beam pass through, and a trapezoidal one, for the Rb reservoir. 
T2 is identical to T1, but consists of only "bare" LTCC, i.e. without metallization or solder: 
stacked many times, it has the function to increase the thickness of the LTCC module. T3 
only has the hole for the window, and serves as the "floor" of the Rb reservoir. In the final 
version of the cell, T3 is bonded to the glass bottom wall using the same sealing ring present 
in T1. For test purposes, a sequence of T4 & T5 may be used instead of T3; the bottom of the 
cell is closed in this case by an LTCC membrane (T4) with a screen-printed pressure-sensing 
thick-film piezoresistive bridge on the bottom, i.e. outside of the cell. T5 is used as a spacer 
to protect the resistor and conductor on T4 from contact and consequent sticking with the 
alumina carrier during firing. 
 
Layer Present 
in the final cell 
(Figure 3. 9a) 
Present 
in the test module 
(Figure 3. 9b) 
Function of the layer 
T1 Yes Yes Sealing top ring, Rb reservoir 
and window light 
T2 Yes Yes Stacked many times to increase 
the thickness of the Rb 
reservoir 
T3 Yes No Sealing bottom ring and “floor” 
for Rb reservoir in the final cell  
T4 No Yes Membrane pressure sensor 
T5 No Yes Prevent the T4 membrane from 
sticking with alumina during 
firing 
Table 3. 8: Description of the different layers that compose the LTCC spacers for the final cell and for 
the test module. 
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Figure 3. 11: Photograph of the five different layers T1 -T5. T4 and T5, the layers which correspond to 
the membrane of the pressure sensor, are present only in the test module. 
 
 
Figure 3. 12: 3D view of the five different layers which compose the LTCC spacer (in the test module). 
In the test module, one side of the membrane is under partial vacuum after sealing, and the 
other side is at atmospheric pressure (Figure 3. 9b), therefore, the output voltage of the 
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Wheatstone bridge monitors the pressure difference across the membrane and, correcting for 
atmospheric pressure variations, allows measurement of the inside pressure. As the resistors 
lie on the outer surface and only the bare LTCC is exposed to Rb, no significant degradation 
of the membrane is expected. Additionally, the LTCC cell frame is very stiff, effectively 
insulating the membrane from parasitic stresses arising from the soldering of the glass lid. 
3.5.2 Fabrication of LTCC spacer 
The process for fabricating the LTCC spacer is the standard process described in paragraph 
2.5. In particular, the following steps were carried out to fabricate this device: 
• Laser cutting of the LTCC tape 
• Screen-printing of the metallization layers (for more details about the composition of 
the metallization layer, see the following), of the resistors for the membrane (for the 
test modules) and the various connections; 
• Precise stacking and lamination of the LTCC module 
• Co-firing, with a standard LTCC cycle having a top dwell of 20 min at 875°C  
• Screen-printing and reflow of the solder paste on top of the metallization layer (for 
more details about the solder paste used, see the following) 
• Thorough cleaning of the solder flux in an ultrasonic bath with ethanol 
• The substrate is then broken apart along the pre-cut dot line to separate each single 
sample. 
A photo of the resulting LTCC test module (with membrane for pressure monitoring) is 
shown in Figure 3. 13: 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 13: A photo of the LTCC test module produced: (a), top view, with the sealing ring. (b), bottom 
view, with the piezoresistive Wheatstone bridge. 
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3.5.3 Fabrication of glass windows 
The top and bottom windows of the cell consists of standard glass slides (dimension 
75 × 25 mm2, 0.5 mm thick) that are metalized and "pre-tinned" with solder in a similar 
manner to the LTCC module: in particular, the process consists of metallization, solder print 
& reflow and cleaning steps. The main difference lies in the metallization process (see 
following section): different pastes were tested, and the metallization is post-fired onto glass. 
The slides are then sawed to get different samples of 10 x 10 mm2. A photo of the fabricated 
glass slides that acts as bottom and top window of the cell is shown in Figure 3. 14. 
 
 
Figure 3. 14: The glass slide acting as bottom and top window of the reference cell. 
 
3.5.4 Rb dispensing and sealing 
Once all elements (LTCC spacer, bottom and top glass windows) have been fabricated, the 
bottom glass window is bonded with the LTCC spacer. At this stage, since Rb has not yet 
been dispensed into the reservoir, the bonding technique may be also performed at high 
temperature and at atmospheric pressure (for example, anodic bonding).  Then, once the 
bottom wall is bonded with the LTCC spacer, Rb is dispensed into the dedicated reservoir 
following the procedure described in paragraph 3.3. After rapidly transferring the system into 
the vacuum chamber, precise alignment of top wall and LTCC spacer is done, and finally, the 
cell is gradually heated in vacuum to evaporate the dodecane without boiling, melt the solder 
to realize the sealing.  
3.6 Wetting Tests 
Before starting the production of the various elements (LTCC spacer and glass windows), 
different solder / metallization combinations were studied. The objective of this preliminary 
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study was to find out the combination that exhibited the best wetting, i.e. the combination in 
which the solder paste wets homogeneously the metallization ring. A good and reliable 
wetting of the metallization is the prerogative to get a stable and hermetic seal. 
3.6.1 Procedure and melting profile 
Three different solder pastes were tested on top of different metallization rings (see the 
following for more details about the composition of the metallization ring). Table 3. 9 shows 
the composition of the solder pastes used and their melting point. 
 
Solder paste composition Common name of 
the solder alloy 
Melting point 
[°C] 
58Bi 42Sn [156], [191] Sn-Bi 139 
62.5Sn 36.5Pb 1Ag [192] Sn-Pb-Ag / Sn62 179 
Sn96.5 Ag3.5 [157], [158], [160], [193]–[195] Sn96 221 
Table 3. 9: Composition of the solder pastes tested and their melting point. The compositions are given in 
percentage of weight. 
The solder paste was manually dispensed (in open air atmosphere) using a syringe dispenser 
on top of the metallization ring. Then, always in open air, the sample was heated up, first to a 
temperature slightly lower than the melting point of the solder, in order to evaporate the 
solder flux and also to drive off the impurities which were deposited on the paste during our 
manipulation.   Finally, the sample was heated at temperatures higher than the melting point 
of the solder paste, and this temperature was kept for ca. 30 seconds, in order to ensure the 
total melting of the solder paste. After some attempts, the best melting profiles, which 
yielded to the best wetting, were established for each solder paste. The melting profiles used 
are summarized in Table 3. 10. 
 
Solder paste Drying Melting 
Sn-Bi 120°C, 120 seconds 170°C, 10 seconds 
Sn-Pb-Ag 160°C, 120 seconds 210°C, 10 seconds 
Sn-Ag-Cu 200°C, 120 seconds 250°C, 10 seconds 
Table 3. 10: Melting profiles adopted for the different solder pastes. 
The composition of the metallization ring of the LTCC spacer is not the same of that of the 
glass, because with the LTCC it is possible to use standard thick film pastes, which are fired 
at temperatures around 850°C.  On the other side, the glass windows cannot be fired at 850°C 
(the softening point of glass is ca. 720°C, [196]), so special pastes fired at low temperatures 
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were tested for the metallization ring of the glass. The wetting was visually judged using an 
optical microscope. The wetting angle was not measured, because the surface of the 
metallization ring, where the solder was dispensed, is not flat due to screen-printing 
limitations (the surface of screen-printed tracks is never flat, but always a bit wavy): 
therefore the measurement of the wetting angle is not a reliable way to judge the wetting in 
this case. However, using an optical microscope and carefully observing the result, we were 
able to judge and state the sample exhibiting good and poor wetting. 
3.6.2 Wetting tests on LTCC substrate 
In order to evaluate the wetting behavior of the different metallization-solder combinations, a 
first small production of the sensors was done; we fabricated a total of 72 samples, 
corresponding to 7 substrates; each substrate contained 12 samples. Two pastes were tested 
for the metallization ring on LTCC: 
• ESL 9562G, which consists of Ag mixed with ca. 4% of Pd and Pt; 
• ESL 9635G, which is an Ag-Pd alloy, with Ag:Pd ≈ 3:1.  
Moreover, one, two, and three layers of metallization were tested, in order to see if the 
thickness of the ring affects the wetting. Table 3. 11 summarizes the composition of the 
metallization ring of the samples, and Table 3. 12 summarizes the different combinations of 
solder/metallization tested to find out the best  wetting. 
 
Substrate 
no. 
Samples Composition of the 
metallization ring 
Firing temperature 
(45 min total firing time, 
10 min at peak) 
1 1a – 1l 1 layer of Ag ESL 9562G 850°C 
2 2a – 2l 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G 850°C 
3 3a – 3l 3 layers of Ag ESL 9562G 850°C 
4 4a – 4l 2 layers of ESL 9562G + 1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 850°C 
5 5a – 5l 1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 850°C 
6 6a – 6l 2 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 850°C 
7 7a – 7l 3 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 850°C 
Table 3. 11: Summary of the metallization rings for the wetting test. 
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Samples Composition of metallization ring Solder paste tested 
1a – 1d 1 layer of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Bi 
1e-1h 1 layer of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Pb-Ag 
1i – 1l 1 layer of Ag ESL 9562G Sn96 
2a – 2d 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Bi 
2e – 2h 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Pb-Ag 
2i – 2l 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn96 
3a – 3d 3 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Bi 
3e – 3h 3 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn-Pb-Ag 
3i – 3l 3 layers of Ag ESL 9562G Sn96 
4a-4d 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G + 
1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 
Sn-Bi 
4e – 4h 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G + 
1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 
Sn-Pb-Ag 
4i – 4l 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G + 
1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 
Sn96 
5a – 5d 1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Bi 
5e – 5h 1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Pb-Ag 
5i – 5l 1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn96 
6a – 6d 2 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Bi 
6e – 6h 2 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Pb-Ag 
6i – 6l 2 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn96 
7a – 7d 3 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Bi 
7e – 7h 3 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn-Pb-Ag 
7i – 7l 3 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G Sn96 
Table 3. 12: A summary of the combinations solder/metallization ring tested  to find out the best wetting. 
 
3.6.2.1 Sn-Bi wetting on LTCC substrate 
In the metallurgy literature, the wetting of the Sn-Bi paste is judged poor, because in most 
cases it does not homogeneously wet the metallization surface [197]–[199]. In our case, 
using the traditional technique (simply dispensing the solder paste on top of the metallization 
ring), the wetting was poor and always left significant residues that were very hard to clean 
off. In Figure 3. 15, there are photos of three samples showing the poor wetting obtained 
using the standard procedure: 
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Figure 3. 15: The wetting of Sn-Bi solder was bad on the three different metallization rings 
 
In the three cases, the wetting was poor, and leaves a large amount of impurities that proved 
impossible to clean, even with the ultrasonic bath. To achieve better wetting, after having 
dispensed the solder paste on top of the metallization ring, we dispensed, on top of the solder 
paste, a layer of RMA (Rosin Mildly Activated) flux [200], [201], and then we fired the 
sample. RMA flux is a composition of rosin with an activating agent (typically an acid that 
helps dissolving the oxides present on the surface of the solder balls and of the metallization) 
which increases the wettability of the solder. The residue (the activating agent) is relatively 
corrosive and should be cleaned out, also to avoid any kind of reaction with the Rb and to 
avoid pollution of the atmosphere inside the cell. Figure 3. 16 shows this procedure. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 16: Procedure adopted to get better wetting of Sn-Bi solder: (a), the sample at the beginning of 
the test, with the metallization ring. (b), the sample with Sn-Bi solder on top of the metallization ring. (C), 
the sample with RMA flux dispensed on top of the solder paste. 
Dispensing this large amount of flux before firing increased the wettability of the Sn-Bi 
solder paste, and finally good results were obtained for some substrates. The role of the flux, 
crucial in this case to increase the wettability of the solder, is described in various 
publications. In particular, J.F. Shipley explained that the principal advantage brought by the 
(a) (b (c) 
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flux is that it chemically reduces surface metal oxides, preparing clean surface [202]. This 
means that Sn-Bi solder better adheres on top of a metal oxide, because the chemical reaction 
that leads to a good wetting only happens in the presence of a metal oxide. The best wetting 
is observed for samples that came from substrate n.7 and n.4. Substrates n.1 and n.2 gave 
very bad wetting, even with RMA flux dispensed. In the other substrates, there was wetting, 
but not homogeneous and not perfect. Figure 3. 17  shows photographs of a sample whose 
wetting was poor (substrate n.2), and of the best sample obtained with Sn-Bi (substrate n.4). 
 
 
Figure 3. 17: (a), The best wetting obtained with Sn-Bi; (b), an example of poor wetting obtained with   
Sn-Bi plus RMA flux. 
For the sample in Figure 3. 17a, the wetting is judged good, but flux residue remains visible, 
even after having carefully cleaned it with the ultrasonic bath. This is because of the large 
amount of flux dispensed. This solder paste, even if it has the advantage of low-melting point 
which is wished for many applications, does not have good performance; it is very difficult to 
handle, an extra-application of flux is necessary, which at the end leaves visible residues that 
are very hard to remove. Moreover, the wetting is poor for many samples, probably due to 
the low reflowing temperature. Moreover, at high temperatures, there is a rapid dissolution of 
the metallization into the solder which causes the embrittlement of the joint [203], [204]. 
3.6.2.2 Sn-Pb-Ag wetting on LTCC substrate 
The wetting of Sn-Pb-Ag paste was really good, on all metallization variants. Particularly 
good wetting is registered on substrates n.3 and n.4. A photo of this result is shown in Figure 
3. 18: 
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Figure 3. 18: An example of the wetting of Sn-Pb-Ag solder paste. 
 
As we can see, the wetting is perfect and there is no trace of the residues of the flux after 
having cleaned the sample with the ultrasonic bath. This solder paste adhered very well also 
on the other metallization rings – there is no sample whose wetting was found to be poor. 
The better wettability of Sn-Pb-Ag solder with respect to the Sn-Bi solder has been found 
also observed in other work [205], [206], and has been attributed to the absence of bismuth, 
which causes wetting problems, and to a higher reflowing temperature, which promotes 
better wetting and flux activity.  
3.6.2.3 Sn-Ag wetting on LTCC substrate 
Sn96 wetting on metallization was good on substrates n.4,5,6,7 and poor on substrates 
n.1,2,3. Apparently, this solder paste only wets Ag-Pd ESL 9635G paste well, because all the 
samples whose last layer of metallization was Ag ESL 9562G exhibited poor wetting. 
Previous researchers proved that the wettability of this solder paste is adequate on Ag and 
Ag-Pd, but not good on Cu metallizations; the wetting may be improved by reflowing the 
sample in nitrogen atmosphere [157], [194], [206]. Figure 3. 19 shows photographs of poor 
and good wetting obtained with Sn-Ag solder. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 19: (a), poor wetting obtained with Sn-Ag-Cu solder. (b), good wetting obtained with Sn-Ag-Cu 
solder. 
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3.6.3 Summary of wetting tests on LTCC 
Finally, we can affirm the following: 
1) Sn-Bi solder is not reliable, its wettability is really poor on all kind of metallization, and 
therefore it is not advised. If it is really needed to use this solder alloy because of its low 
melting point, in order to get a good wetting, it is advised to dispense a layer of RMA 
flux on top of the solder paste. Using this technique, a sufficient wetting is registered on 
top of metallization composed by 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G and one layer of Ag-Pd ESL 
9635G, or, in alternative, 3 layers of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G. However, even if the wetting is 
sufficient, a large amount of residues of the flux is visible, even after thorough cleaning 
in the ultrasonic bath. 
2) Sn-Pb-Ag solder clearly yields the best wettability on all the metallization tested. 
Particularly good wetting is observed on top of metallization composed by three layers of 
Ag ESL 9562G or, in alternative, 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G and one layer of Ag-Pd ESL 
9635G 
3) Sn-Ag solder only wets on top of the metallization in Ag-Pd ESL 9635G. For these 
substrates, the wetting was good. 
4) Substrate n.4 (whose metallization consisted of 2 layers of Ag ESL 9562G and one layer 
of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G) seems the best choice, because exhibits good wettability for all the 
three solder pastes tested. 
5) The best solder paste for this application is Sn-Pb-Ag, combining excellent wetting on the 
chosen metallization and lower melting point with respect to Sn-Ag. 
3.6.4 Wetting tests on glass substrate 
As already explained, the composition of the metallization ring of the LTCC cannot be the 
same as that of the glass, because the pastes used for LTCC are fired at 850°C, so above the 
softening point of the glass. For the metallization ring of the glass we tested different pastes, 
which are fired at low temperatures. In particular, the pastes tested on the glass were: 
1) ESL 590G, conductor paste from ESL, in which pure silver is mixed with an 
important quantity of glass frit in order to lower the firing temperature, [207]; 
2) ESL 9912A, mixed bonded silver conductor form ESL, with a wide firing 
temperature range, [208]. 
Also in this case, a small production of glass windows was done in order to test the wetting 
of the chosen solder paste, Sn-Pb-Ag, on top of the different metallization rings. Again, from 
one glass substrate we got 12 samples. Table 3. 13 summarizes the metallization rings tested 
for the glass substrates. 
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Substrate 
no. 
Samples Composition of the 
metallization ring 
Firing temperature 
(45 min total time, 
10 min at peak) 
1 1a – 1l 2 layers of ESL 590G 525°C 
2 2a – 2l 3 layers of ESL 590G 525°C 
3 3a – 3l 2 layers of ESL 9912A 625°C 
4 4a – 4l 2 layers of ESL 9912A 625°C 
Table 3. 13: A summary of the metallization rings tested for the glass window. 
3.6.4.1 Sn-Pb-Ag wetting on top of ESL 590G metallization 
On top of the paste ESL 590G  the wetting of Sn-Pb-Ag solder paste was poor, and 
increasing the thickness of the metallization by screen-printing 2, 3 or more layers of paste 
did not help getting a sufficient wetting. The bad wetting is probably due to the presence of a 
significant quantity of glass frit into the metallization: in fact, the solder pastes only adhere 
on top of metals, and a significant presence of glass frit into the metallization prevents the 
wetting.  Figure 3. 20 shows a photo of a glass window with the solder Sn-Pb-Ag and ESL 
590D as metallization, and whose wetting was poor. 
 
Figure 3. 20: An example of bad wetting of the solder Sn-Pb-Ag on top of the ESL 5092D metallization 
ring. 
3.6.4.2 Sn-Pb-Ag wetting on top of ESL 9912A metallization 
In this case, the wetting was good. Such metallization paste, in fact, only contains a minimal 
part of glass (ca.1%) and this increase the wettability. Particularly good wetting was 
observed when three layers of metallization paste were screen-printed, because the increased 
thickness of the ring slows down the dissolution mechanism of the solder into the 
metallization. Figure 3. 21 shows a sample with the solder Sn-Pb-Ag and the paste ESL 
9912A as metallization, and whose wetting was good. 
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Figure 3. 21: An example of good wetting of the solder Sn-Pb-Ag on top of the ESL 9912A metallization 
ring. 
 
3.6.5  Conclusions of the wetting tests 
At the end of the wetting tests, we were able to propose a good metallization/solder 
combination which ensures a homogeneous wetting of the solder, for the LTCC spacer and 
for the glass windows. The combinations retained are resumed in Table 3. 14. 
 
Component Metallization ring composition Solder ring 
LTCC spacer 2 layers of ESL 9562G + 
1 layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G 
Sn-Pb-Ag 
Glass window 3 layers of ESL 9912A Sn-Pb-Ag 
Table 3. 14: The composition of the metallization and solder rings for the LTCC spacer and for the glass 
window. 
 
3.7 Test Bench for Testing the Hermeticity of the Sealing 
The test modules equipped with the Wheatstone bridge for pressure monitoring shown in 
Figure 3. 13, were used to test the hermeticity of the sealing. The test cells were collocated 
inside a box, and a cycle of controlled pressure was introduced into the box using the 
instrument DPI 520 ATE Pressure Controller (5 bars abs), connected through GPIB to a PC. 
The box was also controlled in temperature. A Labview program was written to acquire the 
data, provide the temperature control and the pressure control for the box, and to register the 
outputs of the Wheatstone bridges into a text file. The output of the sensors was amplified 
used an analogue amplifier card with gain 100, mounted on a motherboard used in our lab for 
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the acquisition and the conditioning of various signals. A LabJack U6 PRO was used to 
interface the motherboard and the electronics with the PC and the LabView. A photo of the 
test bench is shown in Figure 3. 22. 
 
Figure 3. 22: The test bench used to test the sealing. The test cells with pressure sensors are introduced 
into a box, and the pressure inside the box is regulated using a Labview program. The Labjack U6-PRO 
is used to interface the external hardware (motherboard with amplification cards) with a PC. 
 
3.8 Results of the Hermeticity Test 
Different bonding techniques were tested: first, bonding using ESL 590G paste (silver with a 
significant presence of glass frit) was tested. The paste was dispensed by screen-printing on 
top of the LTCC test module and on top of the glass window; the substrates were manually 
aligned and fired at the nominal firing temperature of the paste (450°C peak, 45 minutes 
profile). This paste was chosen because it contains a good amount of glass frit, so it perfectly 
adheres on top of the glass cap. Moreover, it is fired at a temperature still below the glass 
transition temperature, so it is compatible with glass. Finally, this technique is a reference of 
high-temperature (450°C is already high temperature for our application), but hermetic 
sealing technique.  The hermeticity of some cells sealed with solder paste was also evaluated. 
Two different types of solder pastes were tested: Sn-Pb-Ag and Sn-Bi (Sn-Ag melting point 
is judged too high for this application in which low temperature is desired). The solder paste 
was manually dispensed on top of a metallization layer, whose composition is detailed in 
Table 3. 14. Moreover, we also tested some substrates bonded using two organic adhesives: a 
silicone (Dow Corning Q5-8401, [209]) and an epoxy resin (EPOTEK 354 [210]). Both were 
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tested in order to have references of air-tight, but non-hermetic seals with different gas 
permeabilities (silicone > epoxy). Finally, in order to have a reference of an “open” sample 
we also monitored the output of a non-sealed pressure sensor. 
3.8.1 Reaction to pressure changes 
After bonding, the sensors were introduced into the box. As a first test, the box was 
temperature-stabilized at 35°C, in order to eliminate the problems related with TCR 
(Temperature Coefficient of Resistance) of the resistors by keeping a constant temperature 
during the measurements. Inside the box, a 20-minutes (total) pressure profile was 
programmed, starting from 100 kPa and increasing of 10 kPa each minute, up to 200 kPa, 
and then going back to 110 kPa (Figure 3. 23). 
Afterwards, another pressure profile was also tested, with more important pressure changes, 
to see how the reactivity of the sensor when submitted at a sudden and abrupt pressure 
change, and also the reliability of the hermeticity. A sudden increase/decrease of pressure of 
50 kPa was then introduced into the box (Figure 3. 24). 
Each sensor was supplied with 5 V and their output, amplified with a gain of 100 by a 
differential Input Amplifier Card (IAC), was monitored. For each value of pressure, after 
having waited enough time (a few seconds) to let the pressure controller stabilize at the new 
pressure, 1000 samples were collected with a frequency of one sample every 500 ms. Then, 
the average value of the 1000 measurements was calculated and plotted; the standard 
deviation of the 1000 measurements (σ) was also calculated, using the following formula: 
 = E1FGH7 − H̅&7J  
Eq. 3. 7 
 
,where N is the number of the samples measured, (xi…..xN) are the observed values and H̅ is 
the total range of the values (the difference between the value at 200 kPa and the value at 
100 kPa). 
If this output signal reacts at the pressure change with a consequent linear variation, it means 
that the pressure difference is detected by the membrane, therefore the sealing is hermetic. If 
the output signal does not follow the pressure change (for example, it is a constant value 
during all the pressure profile), it means that the membrane does not detect the pressure 
difference because both sides of the membrane are at the same pressure, therefore the sealing 
is not hermetic. 
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Figure 3. 23: Pressure profile number 1 - gradual and multiple pressure changes. 
 
Figure 3. 24: Pressure profile number 2: sudden and significant pressure change. 
From the graphics shown in Figure 3. 25, we can see that the output of the all the sealed 
samples has a linear relationship with the pressure change, therefore the sealing ring is able 
to keep the hermeticity for a small pressure change and for a short time. On the other hand, 
the output of the open sample remains essentially unchanged with pressure, as expected from 
the fact that the membrane is submitted on both side to the same pressure.  
For the second test, the samples were submitted to pressure profile nb.2, in which there is a 
sudden and sharp pressure change, instead of many gradual changes. The output of the 
Wheatstone bridge was again monitored using the same procedure of above, as well as the 
standard deviation of the measurements. Also in this case, the response of the samples sealed 
follows linearly the pressure change, while the open sample shows no apparent relationship 
with the external pressure change.  
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σ = 0.002 % 
 
σ = 0.003% 
 
σ = 0.005 % 
 
σ = 0.009 % 
 
σ = 0.011 % 
Figure 3. 25: Output voltage of the sensors sealed with different sealing techniques. Pressure profile 1.. 
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σ = 0.013 % 
 
Figure 3. 26: Output voltage of the sensors sealed with different sealing techniques. Pressure profile 2. 
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3.8.2 Reaction to temperature changes 
A temperature drift affects the output of the Wheatstone bridge, because the resistance of the 
piezoresistive resistors changes with changing temperatures. In order to evaluate how the 
response is affected by the temperature, and if an increasing and decreasing temperature 
cycle causes a mismatch of the TCR (Temperature Coefficient of Resistance), the output of 
the Wheatstone bridge of a hermetic sensor sealed with Sn-Pb-Ag was measured keeping the 
pressure constant to 1100 mbar, at well defined temperatures following an increasing curve 
(27°C, 35°C, 40°C and 45°C), and then at the same temperatures following a decreasing 
curve (45°C, 40°C, 35°C, 30°C, 27°C). Before taking the measurement, enough amount of 
time was waited in order to make the system stabilize to the new temperature (the amount of 
time waited was variable, depending on the time the system took to achieve the desired 
temperature). Once the system stabilized, 1000 samples were collected with a frequency of 
one sample every 500 ms. Then, the average value of the samples at different temperatures 
was plotted, and the standard deviation of the measurements was also calculated in order to 
evaluate if the temperature introduces noise into the measurement. Figure 3. 27 is the plot of 
the average values. As we can see, the output of the Wheatstone bridge is directly correlated, 
following an approximately linear relationship, with the temperature. Table 3. 1 shows the 
standard deviations of the measurements for the different temperatures. 
 
 
Sn-Pb-Ag 
bonding 
p = 1100 mbar 
Figure 3. 27: Going from 27 to 50°C (red curve) the output of the sensor follows an almost linear 
ascendant trend. Going from 50 to 27°C (blue curve) the output follows the same trend. 
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T [°C] Standard deviation of the 
measured values 
27 0.002% 
30 0.003% 
35 0.004% 
40 0.004% 
45 0.005% 
50 0.005% 
 
 
T [°C] Standard deviation of the 
measured values 
45 0.005% 
40 0.005% 
35 0.004% 
30 0.003% 
27 0.002% 
 
 Table 3. 15: Standard deviation measured on the output of the sensor at different temperatures. 
 
The standard deviation seems to increase with increasing temperatures. This is due to the fact 
that the high temperature introduces an additional effect on the resistors, and this effect is not 
perfectly repeatable. In any case, the standard deviation is always less than 0.006 %, which 
means that the repeatability of the sensor in the short term (ca. 10 minutes) is very good. 
Another test performed in order to evaluate how the response changes in consequence of a 
temperature drift was to submit the sensor at the same pressure profile, at different 
temperatures: one time at 27°C and another time at 50°C. Figure 3. 28 shows this result. 
 
Sn-Pb-Ag 
bonding 
σ  = 0,002% 
σ = 0,005%  
 
 
Figure 3. 28 : Same pressure profile at different temperatures. 
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The plot shows that the measurement at high temperature is slightly noisier (higher value of 
standard deviation), but the sealing stays hermetic also at 50°C, because the output signal 
seems to precisely follow the pressure profile.   
3.8.3 Long-term measurements 
The final step was to make a long-term measurement, to test whether the sealing is able to 
stay hermetic for long time, in condition of high temperature and high pressure. The sensors 
were kept at 50°C and at 1500 mbar of pressure, for 25 continuative days. The output of the 
Wheatstone bridges was registered: one sample per second was taken, so 86.400 samples per 
day per sensor, and a total of 2.160.000 samples per sensor over the 25 days. Again, silver, 
Sn-Bi and Sn-Pb-Ag bonding were tested. Every day, the average value of the 86.400 
samples per sensor was registered. Also, the standard deviation of all the measurements was 
registered and the range (max value – min value of ALL the 2.160.000 samples), in order to 
estimate the dispersion of the measurement. Figure 3. 29 shows the trend of the average 
values of the measurements over the 25 days of measurements, for the three sensors 
fabricated with the three different sealing techniques under examination. 
As we can see, even in this case the best performance is given by the sensor sealed with 
silver, because the graphic of the average values is really flat, the standard deviation and the 
range of variation is the lowest. After 25-day exposure to somewhat elevated temperature and 
high pressure, the output of the three sensors did not significantly change and the standard 
deviation was max. 0.061% (for the sample sealed with Sn-Bi), indicating that all the three 
sensors remained hermetic after 25 days. The small variation observed in the output of the 
sensors sealed with the two solder pastes is probably due to the creep and stress relaxation of 
the solder joint[211], [212]. On the other hand, we can observe that the samples sealed with 
epoxy and silicone are expectedly not hermetic. We measured the output of the sensor before 
sealing, and then monitored the output during seven days after sealing; during the 
observation period the samples were kept at 1500 mbar and 50°C. The output voltage of the 
sample sealed with silicone went back to its original value after the second day of 
observation; the output voltage of the sample sealed with Epoxy EPOTEK 354 went back to 
its original value after four days of observation. This means that the sealing are not hermetic, 
but only air-tight. Figure 3. 30 shows this result. 
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T = 50°C; 
p = 1500 mbar 
 
 
 
 
σ  = 0.030 % 
Range = 0.02 V 
 
T = 50°C; 
p = 1500 mbar 
 
 
 
 
σ = 0.045 % 
Range = 0.08 V 
 
T = 50°C 
p = 1500 mbar 
 
 
σ  = 0.061 % 
Range = 0.12 V 
Figure 3. 29: The trend of the average values of the output of the sensors sealed with the three sealing 
technique under examination remains stable over the 25 days of observation. 
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T = 50°C 
p = 1500 mbar             
 
 
T = 50°C 
P = 1500 mbar                        
 
Figure 3. 30: The output of the sensor sealed with silicone went back to its original value (step 0, before 
sealing) after two days. The same happened to the sample sealed with EPOTEK 354, after 4 days 
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3.8.4 Discussion of the results of the hermeticity tests 
Looking at the graphics of the response of the various sensors at different pressure profiles, it 
is evident that the best and most stable sealing technique is when silver paste is used. The 
output of the sensors produced with this technique is very clean and perfectly follows the 
pressure profile. However, this technique is slow and is performed at high temperatures, 
which is not desirable when we are sealing Rb, although it can be used when sealing the 
spacer with the bottom window, when Rb is not yet dispensed into the cell. Also the outputs 
of the sensors sealed with the two solder pastes retained follows the pressure profile. In 
particular, looking at the graphic, both Sn-Pb-Ag and Sn-Bi solder pastes followed pressure 
profiles nb.1 and nb.2, even if the standard deviation measured was slightly higher for the 
sample sealed with Sn-Bi. For these short tests (duration 20 minutes), also the output of the 
samples sealed with silicone DOW CORNING 4851 and Epoxy EPOTEK 354 is stable, 
because the air ingress into the cell is too slow to show a pressure relaxation inside the 
chamber over 20 minutes only. The studies on the temperature show that measurements at 
room temperatures are less noisy than measurements taken at high temperatures, therefore 
high temperature introduces further instability on the sensor response. Even if noisier, the 
response of the sensor at high temperatures follows the pressure profile; this means that the 
sensor stays hermetic even at high temperature. The long-term measurements confirmed that 
the most stable seal is the silver, but also Sn-Bi and Sn-Pb-Ag seals were able to stay 
hermetic, because during the whole duration of the study (25 days at 50°C and 1500 mbar) 
they show a minimal change of the output due to the stress relaxation phenomena typical of 
solder joints. The same test was repeated on the samples sealed with silicone and epoxy, and 
the result confirmed that these two adhesives are not truly hermetic, as expected. Finally, this 
study confirms that a system composed by an LTCC module sealed with a glass window 
using solder paste dispensed on top of a metallization ring composed of two layers of Ag 
ESL 9562G and one layer of Ag-Pd ESL 9635G is able to stay hermetic for long time and 
may be used as a base for fabricating reference cells for atomic clocks. 
3.9 Test Performed on Cells with Rb 
Some cells, with the chosen metallization / solder combination resumed in Table 3. 14 were 
produced following the procedure described in paragraph 3.5 and tested. In this case, as 
already explained in paragraph 3.3, the presence of the dodecane in the Rb reservoir is 
necessary for transferring the cell in the vacuum chamber preventing the oxidation of 
Rubidium. However, the dodecane stored in the glove box showed violent boiling in vacuum, 
due to the outgassing of the nitrogen gas dissolved in the solvent (as discussed in section   
3.3), causing undesired movements of the glass cap and thus preventing its reliable hermetic 
bonding to the spacer. However, if the solvent is submitted to a pre-boiling treatment in 
vacuum, essentially all the nitrogen is driven off, allowing the thus pre-treated dodecane to 
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be then used safely, without the previously-observed violent boiling and resulting in its 
desired gentle evaporation. In this way, using this “pre-boiled”, stable dodecane, we were 
able to fabricate and test cells with Rb.  The first qualitative test was visual observation; after 
sealing, the Rb inside the cell remained in its original position inside the reservoir, and in its 
original state, silver in color for ca. 20 days (Figure 3. 31a), suggesting that the cell stays 
hermetic for this time scale. The 20 days elapsed, the Rb transformation to white powder, 
probably RbO2 and/or RbOH is very fast and clearly visible(Figure 3. 31b), suggesting that 
after this time, the cell is not hermetic anymore, therefore ingress of oxygen and water vapor 
inside the packaging oxidizes the alkali metal.  
 
 
Figure 3. 31: (a), right after sealing, the Rb remains in its original position and its original state for about 
20 days. After, (b), it converts into a white powder, probably Rubidium superoxide, due to ingress of 
oxygen inside the packaging. 
The cell shown in Figure 3. 31 was submitted, by our project partners of LTF (Laboratoire 
Temps–Fréquence) of University of Neuchâtel, at spectroscopic measurements to confirm the 
presence of Rb. The absorption plot of the heated LTCC cell (Figure 3. 32, red curve) shows 
the characteristic Rb absorption lines at the wavelength of the Rb D2 line, so the test 
confirmed the presence of Rb in the cell. When compared with the reference cell spectrum 
(blue line in Figure 3. 32), the absorption line of our cell is broadened and is slightly shifted 
towards the right (i.e. towards longer wavelength), which can be attributed to the presence of 
a buffer gas (nitrogen) [213].  
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Figure 3. 32: Laser absorption spectra from our microfabricated cell, showing characteristic Rb 
absorption lines. Arrows indicate the corresponding axis for each trace. The spectroscopic measurements 
were realized by Dr. Affolderbach at LTF (Laboratoire Temps-Fréquence) – Université de Neuchâtel. 
After this first successful test proving the presence of Rb, the cell was submitted at the same 
test one hour later, but it did not show any absorption: most probably, the high temperature 
(ca. 100°C) at which the cell was submitted during the spectroscopic measurement 
accelerated the attack of the sealing ring by the rubidium, causing the degradation of the 
sealing and therefore the rapid oxidation of the alkali metal. This suggests that further studies 
regarding the interactions between rubidium and solder and metallization metals should be 
carried out in order to fully characterize the system. Other cells, in which the LTCC spacer 
was the test variant equipped with the pressure sensor, were also sealed with Rb. In this case, 
the output voltage of Wheatstone bridge was measured before sealing and monitored 
periodically after sealing (with a constant, nominally 5.0 V, excitation voltage), in order to 
monitor the cell inside pressure. The output changed considerably right after the sealing 
operation, reflecting transition from a zero differential pressure (both membrane sides at 
atmospheric pressure) to ca. 1 bar immediately after sealing, indicating that the sealing 
operation was initially successful and the hermeticity inside the cell was achieved. The 
output voltage of the Wheatstone bridge remained stable for ca. 20 days. When the 
transformation of Rubidium in white powder highlighted in Figure 3. 31b starts, a relaxation 
of the differential pressure is observed. Therefore, most probably, at room temperature the 
hermeticity of the sealing is kept for ca. of 20 days; after this time, air ingress inside is 
observed and it causes the transformation of Rubidium into RbOH, the white powder 
observed in Figure 3. 31b. The measured output voltage of the pressure sensor, sealed with 
Rb dispensed into the reservoir, is showed in Figure 3. 33 
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Figure 3. 33: Voltage output of the pressure sensor, when Rb is dispensed into the reservoir. We can see 
that the hermeticity is maintained for ca. 20 days. 
 
3.10 Conclusions 
In this work, a simple low-temperature process for the fabrication of hermetic Rb vapor cells 
for miniature atomic clocks has been presented, involving handling of the alkali metals under 
a protective solvent pool, and rapid low-temperature sealing by soldering. The introduction 
of an LTCC spacer provides an elegant manner to achieve a large cell volume, i.e. increased 
depth, while also allowing the sealing of the bottom window to be carried out before filling 
by a stable high-temperature process such as anodic bonding. The LTCC spacer also provides 
a convenient test platform, as it allows easy integration of a pressure sensor to monitor the 
cell after sealing.  When producing the test modules, with integrated pressure sensors, an 
important deformation of the membrane was observed, probably due to the high pressure 
applied during lamination of LTCC, and this brought us to study more in details the 
lamination and to propose an alternative technique (see chapter 4 for details).Regarding the 
cell fabrication, the literature and the preliminary tests performed suggested that the bonding 
should last long time; cells sealed without Rb were submitted to accelerating aging tests 
(high temperatures and high pressure), and the bonding stayed hermetic. Cells produced with 
metallic, not oxidized Rb were also successfully produced. However, such cells, when kept at 
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room temperature, showed lack of hermeticity after 20 days, probably because of diffusion of 
Rb into the solder or into the metallization metals.  
3.11 Possible Improvements to this Technique 
The work presented here still suffers from some issues, especially related to the lifetime of 
the cell. In particular, the microfabricated Rb cells stayed hermetic for ca.20 days when kept 
at room temperature, while the cell submitted at 100°C for spectroscopic measurement 
showed Rb absorption lines at the first test, but not at the second test, performed only one 
hour later. so probably the cell does not tolerate the high temperature.  However, cells sealed 
without Rubidium showed very good stability, so the limited lifetime of the produced Rb 
cells may be due to interactions between Rb and the solder or metallization metals, 
suggesting that further studies in this sense should be carried out. Another possibility is that 
the lack of stability of the sealing is related with the use of dodecane to protect the Rubidium 
from oxidation during the operation of transferring the cell in vacuum. The dodecane, also 
after the purification treatment, often causes undesired small movements of the lids, which 
may compromise the success of the sealing process. Therefore, another solvent may be 
considered, or, in alternative, a complete purification of dodecane from all impurities should 
be done before using it for the fabrication. Finally, the design of the cell may also be 
improved by replacing the Pyrex glass, sensitive to the aggressive presence of Rb vapor, with 
another glass, for example Schott 8346 [214] , which has been developed to be particularly 
resistant to alkali vapors. 
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4 New lamination technique for LTCC 
This chapter introduces the current state of the art of low-pressure LTCC lamination 
techniques, and then will illustrate an innovative and practical technique that we introduced. 
The proposed technique allows easy fabrication of LTCC pressure sensors with reduced 
membrane deformation, thanks to the reduced pressure applied during lamination. 
4.1 Introduction 
When producing the test modules with LTCC pressure sensor showed in Figure 3. 9, we 
faced an important fabrication issue: the membrane of the pressure sensor was deformed by 
the high pressure applied during lamination. The consequence was that the produced pressure 
sensor did not detect any pressure change (not working sample). During the production stage, 
the LTCC green tape, which eventually forms the sensor, is punched, laser cut, and metalized 
using screen printing. Then, the tapes are stacked and laminated. After binder burnout and 
cofiring, the final LTCC pressure sensor shown in Figure 3. 9 is obtained, which must result 
in a monolithic ceramic block, i.e. the junctions between green tapes must not be visible 
anymore. For this reason, as already explained, the lamination stage is a crucial aspect to 
optimize. In chapter 2, we introduced the commonly used lamination technique, the 
thermocompression: the tapes are joined together at high pressure (usually, 20 MPa) and 
temperature (usually 70 – 80°C), for ca. 10 minutes [124]. These parameters usually allow 
good encapsulation, yielding to the production of a monolithic LTCC block after the 
sintering process. However, sometimes the use of hard binders, the low porosity of the tapes 
or not optimized lamination conditions can cause small cavities at the interface 
tape/metallization or tape/tape. These defects can be the origin of delamination and cracks 
during binder burnout and sintering (see for example [215], [216]. Thermocompression is an 
efficient process for a traditional circuit, such as electrodes, electronics signal conditioning 
platform, or heating plate. Such circuits are usually without cavities, holes, or thin 
membranes. However, as explained, LTCC technology has been widely investigated since ca. 
20 years now also to manufacture membrane pressure sensors and microfluidic devices 
[107]–[109]. These kinds of structures are very delicate to laminate, because the thin 
membrane of a pressure sensor or the channels/chambers present in a microfluidic circuit can 
be strongly deformed by high pressure or temperature. The deformation of the membrane is 
illustrated, step by step, in Figure 4. 1.  
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Figure 4. 1: Schematic diagram of deflection: (a), before lamination. (b), during lamination, (c), after 
lamination, (d), during firing, (e), after firing. Image taken from [125]. 
 
The deformation that happens during the lamination process is visible in Fig. Figure 4. 1b. In 
this case, h1 is the change in dimension between the bottom of the structure and the 
membrane upon lamination, x1 is the change in chamber dimensions in the x and y 
directions, and p is the lamination pressure) is mainly caused by the applied pressure in the 
membrane surface area. This deformation due to lamination may be probably reduced by 
applying lower pressure, even if the densification of the layers after firing must be ensured. 
The next distortion of the membrane is visible in Figure 4. 1d and it occurs during firing. In 
this case, the direction and type of the membrane deformation are not so easy to predict as in 
lamination, because the membrane can bend or become wavy after firing. The case shown in 
Figure 4. 1d is only one possibility, where h2 is the dimensional change between the bottom 
of the structure and the membrane that occurred during firing, x2 is the change in the 
chamber dimension in the x and y directions during firing. This deformation due to firing 
may be probably reduced by using a slower heating rate, gradually heating the membrane. 
Using the standard lamination technique, thermocompression, and the standard firing profile 
advised by the manufacturer for producing LTCC pressure sensors, the membrane may often 
suffer an important deflection, as highlighted by Dr. Fournier in his thesis [33, pp. 57–59] . A 
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non-flat membrane loses much of its sensitivity, due to the stiffening effect resulting from 
deformation, resulting in low and inconsistent response of such an LTCC pressure sensor. 
Therefore, we had to find out a new lamination method, and a better firing profile, which 
would lead to the production of a monolithic ceramic block after sintering, but that would 
also assure the flatness of the membrane. The most logical method to avoid deformation of 
the membrane is to apply less pressure during the lamination process, so the objective was to 
find a low-pressure lamination technique which would allow the efficient fabrication of 
LTCC 3D circuits. Previous attempts of various low-pressure lamination techniques are 
reported in the literature and have been investigated in order to analyze whether one of these 
techniques might be used for the production of the LTCC test module with membrane 
pressure sensor. 
4.2 State of the Art of Lamination Techniques for LTCC 
In the scientific literature, methods for lamination of LTCC tapes while preserving structures 
are based on three main principles: 
1) Application of an  adhesive tape; 
2) Application of solvents or glues;  
3) Application of a sacrificial layer or insert material 
4.2.1 Application of adhesive tape 
A potentially interesting method was proposed by Piwonski and Roosen [216], [217]. It 
consists of applying a double-sided adhesive tape (Beiersdorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) on 
top of the LTCC green tapes. The adhesive layer was based on polyacrylate, with an 
intermediate carrier layer that was a polyester film of 25 µm thickness. This double-sided 
adhesive tape was applied on the green tapes, then the pieces were stacked at room 
temperature and pressed at 5 MPa, and finally the part was fired at 870°C with a low heating 
rate (max 10 K/min) in order to avoid any damages to the LTCC structure due to excessive 
gas development. The joining mechanism is due to the formation of a viscous liquid phase 
from the melting of the polyester carrier film of the adhesive tape. The formation of this 
liquid phase happens at temperatures around 350°C, during the binder burnout process. The 
viscous liquid, at interface of the porous microstructure of the green tapes causes capillary 
forces, which result in an approach of the ceramic layers towards each other, and finally in a 
re-arrangement of the particles in the interface of the tapes. Samples fabricated with this 
method showed, after sintering at 870°C, no visible joint. The shape and geometry of 
channels and chambers were not affected by the pressure applied during lamination. This 
means that they were able to get a monolithic structure applying a lamination pressure of 
only 5 MPa at room temperature, and the moderate pressure did not deform the 3D intricate 
structure of the LTCC. The drawback of this method is that a metallization layer was not 
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applied on the LTCC tapes, so the interactions between thick film pastes and the tape were 
not investigated; the tape may alter the properties of the metallization layer. 
4.2.2 Application of solvents or glues 
This technique was firstly illustrated by Supparkarn et al. in 1998 [218]. They deposited a 
thin film of a solvent, mixture of ethanol, toluene and propylene glycol (PPG) on top of the 
LTCC green tapes, and then laminated at low pressure (0.5 kPa) for 5 minutes. The function 
of the ethanol and of the toluene, volatile solvents, is to soften the tape interface, promoting 
the joining of the tapes; they evaporate during the firing process. The non-volatile PPG 
penetrates into the porosity of green tape by capillary action, diffuses into the polymeric 
binder and causes the bonding of the tapes. Another possible solution was presented by 
Rocha et al. in 2004 [219]. They covered the LTCC green tapes with an organic liquid 
(natural honey), using either a paint brush or by screen-printing. They stacked the tapes 
together, and the liquid glues the layers. A first temporary gluing process between the tapes 
is realized at room temperature at very low pressure, thanks to the organic agent. Finally, the 
tapes are permanently joined during the cofiring. A similar method was presented by Jurków 
and Golonka [220], [221].  In this method, called Cold Chemical Lamination (CCL), a film 
of the solvent DuPont thinner 4533 [222]is applied on the green tapes surfaces using a paint 
brush just before lamination, so after screen-printing of the passives. The solvent softens the 
surface and the next tapes are added on the top by the same method. Then, the tapes are 
compressed by pressures below 100 kPa and at room temperature. The lamination is based on 
the diffusion process. In their research, Jurków and Golonka developed a simple LTCC flow 
sensor equipped with a thermistor. The layout presented two channels and one thin LTCC 
bridge. They used DuPont LTCC green tape 951AT (thickness 114 µm); the thermistor is 
used as a heater and temperature sensor at the same time, and it consisted of DuPont NTC 
thermistor paste NT40. They laminated the sample, covered with the solvent, with a pressure 
of 100 kPa at room temperature. They also produced some samples using traditional 
thermocompression lamination (150 MPa, 70°C). The comparison between the two samples 
showed a similar lamination quality, because both the samples were monolithic. On the other 
side, the samples produced with thermocompression lamination exhibited deformed channel 
walls and a high degree of sagging of the bridge, due to the high applied pressure and 
temperature. This problem was not present in the samples fabricated with CCL lamination. 
They also analyzed the thermistor properties after fabrication and compared both samples 
(fabricated with CCL lamination and thermocompression) to see whether the chemical 
lamination affects the thermistor properties. They reported that the sheet resistance is about 
30% and constant B is about 4% higher for thermistors fabricated with CCL lamination. The 
variability coefficients of sheet resistance and constant B are 14% and 11% lower, 
respectively, for the CCL method. This means the solvent causes a change of the basic 
parameters of the thermistor, but this change is constant, and the values of sheet resistance 
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and constant B of the thermistor have good repeatability. Therefore the CCL method may be 
successfully applied in the fabrication process of the LTCC modules. 
4.2.3 Application of a sacrificial layer or of an insert material 
This method was well described, among others, by Jurków and Golonka in 2011 [125]. In 
this procedure, the tapes are bonded using the thermocompression lamination, so they are 
submitted at high pressure and high temperatures, but the chambers and channels, whose 
geometry may be deformed by the application of high pressure, are filled with a sacrificial 
material which protects the 3D structures from damage. The sacrificial material consists of a 
rubber-like die and it is intended to disappear during the sintering process. However, in this 
technique the firing process must be extended to ensure proper burning out of the sacrificial 
material. The alternative, also proposed by Jurków and Golonka in the same research, is to 
replace the sacrificial material by an insert material, in case the LTCC 3D structure is open. 
During the lamination process, performed again at high pressure and high temperature, the 
insert material protects the structure from deformation. After the lamination, before the 
firing, the insert material may be removed, and therefore a standard firing profile can be 
adopted. The lamination with an insert material is illustrated in Figure 4. 2. The LTCC 
structure is covered by a PCB FR-4 (Young’s modulus 24 GPa, Poisson’s ration of 0.3 and 
density of 1850 Kg/m3) from the top and the bottom. The cavity is filled with the insert 
material PDMS [223] (Young modulus 360-870 kPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 and density of 
0.97 Kg/m3), which is removed before firing the sample with a standard firing profile. In this 
case, the insert material protects the 3D structure from deformation during 
thermocompression lamination. The lamination was performed applying the minimum 
pressure which allows getting a good bonding between the tapes: 0.5 MPa, 70°C, 10 minutes.  
 
Figure 4. 2: Schematic of the lamination with an insert material. Image taken from [125]. 
Using this method, they were able to get a good bonding of the tapes after sintering. 
However, even if an important reduction of the membrane deflection was observed for the 
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tapes Heralock HL2000 and Ceram Tape GC, the deflection of the DuPont (DP) 951-based 
membranes was approximately the same for structures laminated with and without rubber-
like inserts; therefore this technique is not advised for this kind of green tape.  
4.2.4 Conclusion: need to introduce a new technique 
After a detailed analysis of the different techniques reported in the literature, we decided to 
introduce a new technique: the first two described methods, based respectively on adhesive 
tape and solvent print gave good performance, but for our applications they also present 
some drawbacks: the techniques involving the application of a glue material require an extra 
operation in the processing chain (the gluing material is applied after the tape processing 
steps), which is not very practical. Moreover, in case the glue layer is applied using a paint 
brush, the amount of material dispensed is not well controlled; on the other side, if the glue 
layer is applied by screen-printing, it is required a specific mask for each layer, which is 
really time-consuming. The advantage of the technique involving the application of the 
adhesive tapes is that they are widely available and very reproducible, but the tape must be 
carefully applied on top of the green tapes, especially if they are very thin; if the structure to 
be laminated is complex, the tape application becomes a very delicate and difficult operation. 
Moreover, the LTCC tape must be carefully handled for stacking and lamination, and 
positioning corrections after stacking may be impossible. The third described method, based 
on insert of a protection material, looks very practical, but apparently it does not offer 
particular advantages for DP 951 tape, which is the tape that we were planning to use. 
Therefore, we decided to develop our own technique, that we wished to be practical, easy to 
apply and efficient, leading to the fabrication of LTCC modules with complex 3D structures 
without affecting the shape of channels, chambers or membranes, without effort.  
4.3 Basic Idea of the Developed Technique 
The technique was developed in close collaboration with Mr. Jiang, from LPM-EPFL. The 
basic idea of the low-pressure lamination technique developed in this research is to create a 
kind of LTCC glue, a low-melting “hot melt” adhesive layer, which can be applied by screen 
printing on each LTCC tape before starting the fabrication steps [224]. The consistence of the 
glue should ideally be viscous, but also liquid enough to allow deposition by screen-printing. 
The adhesive layer, once dried, must have a low degree of tack at room temperature in order 
to avoid collecting dust (especially from laser cutting) and allow easy handling. On the other 
hand, it should melt or soften at moderate temperatures (40-60°C), allowing easy lamination 
at low pressures. The adhesive layer is dispensed on the entire surface of the green tape, so 
there is no need to create a separate mask for each layer – the mask can be generic for all 
designs and layers to be bonded in this manner. 
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Figure 4. 3: The adhesive layer is dispensed by screen-printing on the entire surface of the LTCC green 
tape. Image taken from [107]. 
 
After applying this special “glue” onto the substrates, the production procedure follows the 
traditional steps, i.e. laser-cut, screen-printing, lamination, and firing.  The lamination may 
be performed at moderate pressure (less than 5 MPa) and at 60°C, because at this 
temperature, the adhesive layer deposited onto the green tapes will ideally melt causing the 
bonding of the tapes. The moderate pressure should avoid or at least significantly reduce the 
deformation due to lamination pressure, illustrated in Figure 4. 1b. Moreover, the firing 
profile adopted in this technique is much slower with respect to the standard one, advised by 
the manufacturer. The slow heating rate will probably avoid the rapid softening of the 
membrane layer, therefore diminishing the risk of deformation due to firing (illustrated in 
Figure 4. 1d). Figure 4. 4 shows the procedure to follow for fabrication of LTCC with this 
method. 
 
Figure 4. 4: The adhesive layer is dispensed on top of the LTCC tape and then the standard fabrication 
process can start. 
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4.4 Composition of the Adhesive Layer 
In order to find out the ideal composition for the special glue, different hot-melt adhesives 
were formulated by mixing at a temperature of 60°C and stirring the ingredients. Many 
attempts were done to find out a suitable composition: as explained, the “glue” at room 
temperature must not be sticking and have a low degree of tack, while at moderate 
temperature (60°C), it must melt to allow the bonding of the various tapes. In addition, the 
adhesive layer must be easy to screen-print, and not strongly dissolve the LTCC binder. The 
systems tested were based on a main solvent, which was chosen to be cyclohexanol (CAS 
number 108-93-0), for the following reasons: 
• It has rather high viscosity; 
• It does not attack the LTCC green tape too severely; 
• It does not pass through the LTCC tape, or at least it does not pass completely 
through; 
• It evaporates at low temperatures (boiling point is 161°C); 
• At room temperature, moderate evaporation is observed; 
• It dissolves the binders used in the adhesive formulations. 
The main solvent was mixed with a soft polymer binder. The tested binders were: 
• Ethylcellulose (EC), CAS number 9004-57-3; 
• Polyvinylbutyral (PVB), CAS number 63148-65-2; 
Then, a plasticizer was also introduced into the formulation of the paste. The function of the 
plasticizer is to decrease the transition temperature (Tg), which is the temperature at which 
the glass transition happens (the reversible transition of a hard and relatively brittle 
amorphous material into a molten, gluing rubber-like material). The plasticizers tested were: 
• Polyethylene glycol (PEG-400), CAS number 25322-68-3; 
• Triethylene glycol bis (2-ethylhexanoate,TEG-EH), CAS number 94-28-0; 
• Acetyl tributyl citrate (ATBC), CAS number 77-90-7. 
In some formulations, a wax (cetanol, i.e. hexadecanol, CAS number 8032-89-1) was also 
introduced. The purpose of the wax is to lower the viscosity of the hot-melt adhesive and 
thus promoting flow in the molten state (same behavior as the plasticizers), yet crystallize out 
of the binder at room temperature and thereby reduce tack in this state. In contrast to the 
molten state, the low-temperature behavior of the wax is different form that of the plasticizer, 
due to crystal-melt transition of the wax being much sharper than the rather progressive glass 
transition seen in mixes of amorphous binder and plasticizer. By adjusting the respective 
levels of wax and plasticizer, one can independently control both high-temperature flow and 
low-temperature tack characteristics. This creates a final formulation that can be readily 
applied and fully wet the LTCC surface. The choice of the binder, the plasticizer and the wax 
was done based on the Hansen parameters[225]: similar values of such parameters indicate 
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that the components are compatible with each other and that they will be correctly dissolved 
into the main solvent. Table 4. 1 summarizes the tested formulations, with a short note on the 
result obtained for each attempt. 
 
Paste 
No. 
Main solvent 
(weight %) 
Binder 
(weight %) 
Plasticizer 
(weight %) 
Wax 
(weight %) 
Note 
1 Cyclohexanol 
(55%) 
PVB 
(9%) 
PEG-400 
(9%) 
Cetanol 
(27%) 
Hard to print 
– too viscous 
– sticks on 
LTCC 
2 Cyclohexanol 
(70%) 
EC 
(5.6%) 
TEG-EH 
(5.6%) 
Cetanol 
(18.8%) 
Difficult to 
print 
3 Cyclohexanol 
(50%) 
EC 
(30%) 
ATBC 
(20%) 
- Print OK, 
slight tack 
4 Cyclohexanol 
(45.3%) 
EC 
(27.2%) 
ATBC 
(13.6%) 
Cetanol 
(13.9%) 
Print OK, no 
tack 
Table 4. 1: Bonding material tested: PVB = Polyvinylbutyral; EC = ethylcellulose; PEG-400 = 
Polyethylene glycol; TEG-EH = Triethylene glycol bis (2-ethylhexanoate); TBAC = Trybutyl 
acetylcitrate. 
From the table above it is evident that the paste No. 4 was the best, combining a good 
printability with no visible tack. This paste was used to produce samples of our LTCC 
pressure sensor, in order to find out the best parameters (lamination pressure and 
temperature, firing profile), which allow to get the best result. The factors to evaluate in order 
to determine the quality of the sample were the flatness of the membrane and the satisfactory 
bonding of the tapes.  
4.5 Fabrication Parameters 
The resulting paste nb.4 was tested onto DP 951 [36] and Heraeus Heralock (HL) 2000 [131] 
green tapes. Different values of moderate pressure p were tried for lamination (1.94, 3.88 and 
7.75 MPa). The lamination was performed at 60°C, in order to make the adhesive layer melt 
and realize the bonding. Table 4. 2 summarizes the densification of the samples after firing, 
at different moderate values of lamination pressure. 
The pressure of 3.88 MPa seems good for both DP and HL tapes, so this was the value of 
pressure applied for production. The test samples were finally fired with a low rate firing 
profile in order to slowly burnout the binder at the beginning, and then the firing profile 
culminated at ca. 875°C. The firing profile adopted is showed in Figure 4. 5. 
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Green Tape  p = 1.94 MPa  p = 3.88 MPa  p = 7.75 MPa 
DP 951 Good densification Good densification Little crack 
HL 2000 Little crack Good densification Good densification 
Table 4. 2: Results showing that the best is to apply a pressure of 3.88 MPa, as no tack and good 
densification were observed. 
 
Figure 4. 5: Firing profile used for the tests: the binding burnout was slow (increasing of 1 to 2°C per 
minute until 430°C) to decrease the deformation of the membrane during firing.  
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The firing profile adopted is ca. 30% longer than the standard one, advised by the 
manufacturer (an example of a standard firing profile is illustrated in Figure 2. 16). The 
principal reason for this is that we need to evacuate extra organic material; moreover, the 
gradual heating is less traumatic for the membrane, and may therefore decrease the risk of 
deformation due to firing temperatures, illustrated in Figure 4. 1d. 
4.6 Results 
The LTCC pressure sensors illustrated in Figure 3. 13 were produced using the standard 
technique with thermocompression lamination and the proposed lamination technique. The 
DP 951 and HL 2000 LTCC tapes were used to produce the samples. The produced samples 
were submitted to the following tests: 
• Some samples were broken to examine bonding quality. 
• The deflection of the membrane was evaluated by profilometry, to examine the effect 
of the process on membrane flatness. 
• The effects of the adhesive layer on the printed piezoresistive paste were evaluated, in 
order to determine whether the glue affects the properties of the thick film paste. 
4.6.1 Densification 
Samples fabricated using paste No.4 showed good densification, with both green tapes. 
Figure 4.6 shows photos of the samples, with good densification, and the comparison with a 
sample whose densification was poor. 
 
Figure 4. 6: (a), fracture surface of DP951 membrane structure showing good bonding. (b), fracture 
surface of HL2000 membrane structure, showing good bonding. (c), fracture surface of HL2000 
membrane structure, showing poor bonding. 
The Figure 4. 6a and the Figure 4. 6b show photos of the samples fabricated with this 
method, using both green tapes. As it is possible to see, the densification is very good, the 
bonding of the various layers is excellent and the module is a monolithic structure. In 
comparison, we can observe the Figure 4. 6c, which was a sample fabricated with a non 
successful composition, showing a bad densification of the membrane. 
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4.6.2 Membrane flatness 
The other important factor to evaluate the method was the flatness of the membrane. The 
membrane layer had a thickness before firing of 114 µm. The membrane of samples 
fabricated with standard technique was analyzed, and compared with the membrane of 
samples fabricated with our low-pressure lamination technique. We used the non-contact 
laser profilometer UBM [226] to analyze the flatness of the membranes. A photo of the used 
profilometer is shown in Figure 4.7, and its probe sweeps the surface of the membranes as 
illustrated in Figure 4.8, yielding analyses such as the one shown in Figure 4. 9, for a sample 
fabricated with the standard technique. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 7: A photo of the non-contact laser 
profilometer used to analyze the flatness of the 
membrane of the pressure sensors 
Figure 4. 8: Measurement of the flatness of the 
membrane. The red dot is the point where the 
probe is focused. Once the profilometer is focused, 
the table moves like shown by the green arrow, so 
that the probe can sweep the entire surface of the 
membrane 
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Figure 4. 9: Profile of the membrane fabricated with standard fabrication. The green tape used was 
DP951: the thickness of the membrane was 114 µm before firing, 97 µm after firing (nominal shrinkage is 
15%) 
 
Two factors need to be evaluated: the gap between the “non membrane zone” and the 
“membrane zone”, and also the flatness of the membrane zone. Both the factors in this 
sample are not satisfactory: as we can see in Figure 4. 9, the gap between the “non membrane 
zone” and the membrane zone (the membrane zone starts at x = 2 mm) is ca. 40 µm (ca. 40% 
of the total thickness of the membrane layer). Moreover, the membrane zone is not flat. Not 
considering the two little “mountains” that are visible, that are the resistors of the membrane, 
the profile is neither regular nor flat. We can compare this result with a membrane fabricated 
using our lamination technique (Figure 4. 10). The composition of the layer, of course, is the 
same for both the samples: we used DP951 green tape, and the thickness of the membrane 
layer was 114 µm before firing (97 µm after firing). The improvement due to this technique 
is evident: There is not a visible gap between the “non membrane zone” and the membrane 
zone (again, the membrane starts at x = 2 mm), and also, the membrane zone results almost 
completely flat; this means that also the slower firing profile efficiently reduced the 
deformation due to the firing. 
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Figure 4. 10: Profile of the membrane fabricated with low-pressure lamination technique 
 
 
4.6.3 Effect of the adhesive layer on the piezoresistive paste 
The piezoresistive resistor paste used to fabricate the LTCC pressure sensor was DP 2041. 
The nominal HTCR (Hot Temperature Coefficient of Resistance, 25-125°C) of the paste is 
≤ 50 ppm/K, and nominal sheet resistivity is 10 kΩ/square [227]. The HTCR was measured 
by measuring the resistance, with a 4-points measurement, at 25, 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150°C 
of 8 different samples fabricated with thermocompression lamination and 8 samples 
fabricated with low-pressure lamination, and then the value retained was the average value of 
the 8 measurements. We also calculated the standard deviation of the samples, using the 
formula of Eq. 3. 7. The formula used to calculate the HTCR is: 
#K5 =	 15 ∙ ∆5∆	 Eq. 4. 1 
On the same 16 samples (8 samples fabricated with our lamination technique and 8 samples 
with the standard thermocompression lamination), we also measured the sheet resistivity of 
the piezoresistive paste, and again we calculated the average value of the 8 measurements, 
shown together with the standard deviation in Table 4. 3. 
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 HTCR 
(ppm/K) 
Sheet resistivity 
(kΩ/square) 
Thermocompression lamination 30.1 ± 0.8   9.8 ± 1.9 
Low-pressure lamination 34.3 ± 0.8 10.2 ± 1.6 
Table 4. 3: Properties of the DP 2041 resistive paste (average value ± standard deviation) after firing, for 
both standard thermocompression and the new adhesive-assisted low-pressure lamination methods. 
Given the usual lot-to-lot sheet resistance and TCR variations, the observed differences are 
negligible. Moreover, one should note that the sheet resistivity is affected by screen-printing 
effects, such as thickness increase near the termination or ink spreading, and this effect is 
expected to influence TCR as well, due to significant reactivity of resistors with LTCC. 
Regarding the standard deviation, we can see that the measurements of the TCR show good 
reproducibility, with low standard deviation for both types of samples. The higher standard 
deviation of the measurements of the sheet resistivity is due to the abovementioned and 
unavoidable screen printing effects.  
4.7 Conclusions and outlook 
A new, innovative technique is proposed for the fabrication of LTCC microfluidic circuits or 
membrane pressure sensors. These kinds of systems are equipped with long channels, 
chambers, or a thin membrane; the geometry of these structures is usually affected by the 
application of high pressure or high temperature during the standard thermocompression 
lamination technique, or the high temperature during the firing. For this reason, we decided 
to develop a new lamination technique which allows the application of a moderate pressure, 
lower than the one applied in the standard technique, but at the end leading to an excellent 
bonding of the various tapes. The various methods presented in the literature are either not 
practical, or do not guarantee the performance needed. The basic idea of this technique is to 
screen-print, on top on any green tape, a kind of LTCC glue, which is not sticking at room 
temperature, and that melts at ca. 60°C, becoming stick and fluid, and therefore allowing the 
bonding of the tapes at moderate pressure. The fabrication steps after the application of the 
adhesive layer follows the standard procedure described in paragraph 2.5, i.e. laser cut, 
screen-print, stacking, lamination, firing. The adhesive must be compatible with standard 
thick film pastes, without affecting their physical properties, and must be viscous, but also 
enough liquid to be printable. Various formulations were tested, containing a main solvent 
mixed with a soft polymer as binder, a plasticizer and/or a wax. Finally, a good composition 
was found: we got an excellent bonding of the LTCC tapes (both HL 2000 and DP 951 green 
tapes tested), using a moderate lamination pressure (3.88 MPa). A slow firing profile was 
adopted, in order to gradually reach the peak, preventing the membrane from deforming 
because of a sudden temperature change and softening of the layer. The membrane of a 
pressure sensor developed with this technique was analyzed using a profilometer, and 
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resulted much more flat with respect to the same membrane, fabricated with the standard 
thermocompression lamination. The physical properties of the resistor screen-printed on the 
membrane stayed the same, or slightly changed, after application of our “glue”. Therefore, 
this technique can be successfully used in fabrication of LTCC microfluidic circuits, as it 
does not affect the shapes of channels, cavities or chamber, and it is also very attractive for 
the fabrication of LTCC membrane pressure sensors, as it reduces the membrane deformation 
and also does not affect the physical properties of the piezoresistive paste.  The proposed 
technique is very promising, but further work should be performed in order to fully 
characterize the adhesive. In particular, an aspect which has not been investigated is whether 
the connection tracks remain correctly embedded with the LTCC module after firing it in 
presence of our hot-melt adhesive. An elegant solution which would avoid any problem with 
the printed elements and that would also further speed up the production chain would be to 
add the hot-melt adhesive directly into the composition of the LTCC green-tape surface, 
which would finally consist of ceramic powder plus the soft binder, promoting efficient 
interlayer bonding, yet avoiding strong deformation due to stabilization by the harder core. 
Also, this would make the process compatible with the presence of conducting tracks, which 
would embed easily in the soft surface layer. 
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5 Thermal studies on LTCC 
In this chapter, an LTCC multifunctional module is introduced. The designed module is 
flexible enough to be used in any microsystem to heat and temperature control any small 
device in the mm scale. A detailed thermal analysis was performed, together with finite-
element simulations, to estimate the amount of heating power consumed by this heating plate, 
and the loss introduced by convection and conduction. The analysis and the simulations were 
validated by comparing the data with experimental results. In free air, losses by convection 
are dominant, and thermal insulation is therefore needed to achieve low-power operation. 
5.1 Introduction 
One of the objectives of this research was to use LTCC technology to package, interconnect 
and control the temperature of the components of the atomic clock. Moreover, during our 
research, we faced many times the issue to precisely control the temperature of various small 
devices, which were active part of larger microsystems. For this reason, we developed a 
standard LTCC heating platform, equipped with a positive-temperature-coefficient (PTC) 
thermistor to measure the temperature, and an Ag-Pd heating meander. The designed device 
is flexible enough to be used to control the temperature of any small device in the mm scale, 
as it is equipped with a simple plug & play standard Dual-In-Line (DIL) connector, allowing 
it to be plugged easily in any PCB and used. One important feature of the LTCC heating 
plate is its power consumption, which is required to be low, as in most cases, it has to be used 
in portable low-power microsystems. Therefore, before the final fabrication of the device, a 
detailed thermal analysis and then finite-element simulations were performed, in order to 
estimate the power consumption of this device, the losses introduced by free convection and 
conduction. This analysis aimed to determine whether the LTCC heating plate has sufficient 
thermal efficiency to be used in portable microsystems. Finally, after the fabrication of the 
device, we reproduce the experiments in the laboratory to validate the simulations. Various 
materials were tested in order to efficiently thermally insulate the heating plate, leading to 
improvements of the heating performance. Finally, the best experimental configuration was 
established, and in this case, when the module is efficiently thermally insulated, the heating 
power required is enough low to be used in portable, low-power microsystems in the mm 
scale. 
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5.2 Design and Fabrication of the LTCC Heater  
 
5.2.1 Concept and design of the device 
Ideally, the heating plate that we aimed to design was supposed to have the following 
features:  
a) It should be equipped with a heating resistor and a separate temperature-sensing 
resistor so that it is able to heat and at the same time measure the temperature; 
b) It should be flexible, so that it can easily used in different microsystems; 
c) It should be small enough and feature low thermal losses to minimize power 
consumption and thus allow its application to portable microsystems 
d) Noise and instabilities on the temperature measurement signal should be avoided or 
shielded in order to get a precise control (some applications need a stability better 
than 0.01 K); 
e) Ideally, it should be robust and able to work also in harsh environments, even if this 
feature is not necessary for our application (atomic clock packaging), but we aimed to 
develop a flexible and ideally universal heating plate.  
For its excellent thermal and chemical stability, the possibility to integrate passive heaters 
and PTC resistors in one module and also to add by simply soldering, standard connectors to 
interface the module with the external world, LTCC technology was chosen to produce the 
device.  
5.2.2 Fabrication and description of the device  
The designed device (Figure 5. 1 and Figure 5. 2) has an adjustable thickness of 500 µm and 
it is composed by four different layers (intermediate layers can be added depending on 
thickness requirements). The fabrication process of this multi-functional module involves the 
traditional steps of LTCC technology: laser cutting of green tapes, screen-printing, stacking 
and lamination, and firing. The final device is equipped at the centre with an aperture; this 
aperture is useful in case of miniature atomic clock packaging, for letting the light coming 
from the light source passing through. It presents a heating conductive serpentine for local 
temperature control and a PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) thermistor for temperature 
measurement.  
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Figure 5. 1: 3D views of the different layers that constitute the LTCC heater and drive circuit platform 
 
Two different types of LTCC green tapes are used to fabricate the device: the top and the 
bottom layers consist of the zero XY shrinkage Heraeus HL2000 green tape (thickness of ca. 
132 µm before firing, and ca. 92 µm after firing). The two intermediate layers, added for 
increasing the thickness and hence the robustness of the platform, consist of DP951 green 
tape of thickness (before firing) of 254 µm (nominal XY shrinkage of the tape is 12.7%, 
while nominal z-shrinkage is 15%, [36] ). Using this “sandwich” of HL2000 and DP951 
green tapes, the total x shrinkage was 1.08% and total y shrinkage was 0.84%, because the 
HL tape constrains the shrinkage of DP tape. So, almost zero shrinkage was obtained without 
having to stack many thin HL layers to get the desired thickness, making the fabrication 
process easy and low-cost. Conductive paste Ag-Pd DP 6146 [228] was used to pattern and 
screen-print a serpentine heater on the bottom layer. Solder pads are present on top and 
bottom layer and they are electrically connected by vias, filled with conductive Ag-Pd paste. 
The solder pads will be used to place a connector which will be plugged in into the PCB 
support. For the PTC temperature sensor, DP 5092D composition (sheet resistivity 100 Ω/sq, 
HTCR 3000 ppm/K), [229] paste was patterned and screen-printed on the top layer. The 
heated area of the module (where the heating serpentine is present) is insulated from the 
external “cold” area, where the electrical connections are placed: both zones only 
communicate through two small bridges (Figure 5. 2a, yellow arrows), in the low-loss 
configuration (Figure 5. 2 a). Initially, the module also has 4 additional small bridges (Figure 
5. 2b, purple arrows), which reinforce the module during production and are then cut away 
(as seen in Figure 5. 2a), and another central optional bridge (Figure 5. 2b, red arrow), which 
is shorter and wider than the outer ones. The central bridge, if not cut away, induces 
important conduction loss but has the advantage of making the module less fragile. In case 
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the LTCC hotplate will carry a cumbersome and heavy (for heavy we intend ca. 10 grams) 
device, it is advisable not to cut off the central bridge: more conduction loss is introduced in 
this case, but the hotplate will be more robust. The central bridge also carries an electrical 
track which allows introduction of a controlled temperature gradient. This gradient is 
regulated by soldering an SMD resistor on the dedicated pads (Figure 5. 2a, red rectangle), 
which shunts some of the current flow and thereby further reduces heating in the bottom part 
of the heated area (this can be maximized by shorting the SMD pads altogether). The 
resulting colder zone is useful when the module is used to temperature-stabilize the alkali-
metal reference cell of an atomic clock, as it allows reliably keeping the alkali metal away 
from the window. On the bottom layer there are also wire-bonding pads (Figure 5. 2b, yellow 
rectangle), in case additional devices (e.g. external sensors) must be added and connected. 
Photos of the designed device are shown in Figure 5. 2, and the overall dimensions, and some 
other important dimensions of the device, are summarized in Table 5. 1. 
 
 
Figure 5. 2: A photo of the fabricated LTCC module; (a) bottom view, module in the low-loss 
configuration, without central bridge. The heating silver serpentine covers the entire hot zone on the top. 
The yellow arrows highlight the two small bridges that connect the cold zone (bottom) and the hot zone 
(top). In the red rectangle there are SMD pads where it is possible to solder a resistor that will alter the 
current flow through the bottom part of the heated area (if the intermediate bridge is not cut away).  (b), 
top view of the module, with optional central bridge (red arrow) and intermediate fabrication bridges 
(purple arrows). The PTC resistor consists of the four black lines on the top part. In the yellow rectangle 
there are the wire-bonding pads. 
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 Width [mm] Height [mm] 
Overall dimensions 15 22 
Heated area 15 12 
Aperture for the light 5 5 
Dimension of the external bridges 0.6 5 
Optional centre bridge 1 3.2 
Table 5. 1: Detailed dimensions of the LTCC module designed for atomic clock packaging 
5.3 Thermal Analysis of the Designed Device 
Since we aimed to reduce the power consumption of the device, before the final fabrication 
of the module, we performed a physical and thermal analysis to estimate the minimum power 
required to achieve the desired temperature, in the various possible configurations of the 
module; we also investigated the possibility to replace the Ag-Pd heating serpentine with 
simple Ag, which is cheaper, but has a higher thermal conductivity and therefore introduces 
further loss. This analysis was then validated by thermal simulations.  
5.3.1 Physical and thermal analysis 
In the ideal situation, depicted in Figure 5.3, the only loss present in the system is the one by 
conduction from the central hot zone (hypothesized at constant temperature) and the cold 
zone (where the solder pads are), through the bridges (connection between the two zones). 
The cold zone is hypothesized to be at 25°C. For each thermal bridge (connection between 
the hot zone and the cold zone) we can apply Fourier’s law: 
M =GN7O7;7

7J ∗ ∆ 
 
Eq. 5. 1 
. where: 
• Q = Power given to heater 
• n = Number of bridges  
• ki = thermal conductivity of the material of the bridge i 
• Si = cross section area of the bridge i 
• Li = length of the bridge i 
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Figure 5. 3: The thermal flux by conduction is the one highlighted by the red arrow and it is the only 
thermal flux present in the ideal situation. 
We can now introduce the thermal coefficient Ci introduced by the bridge i, which is a value 
that only depends on the material and on the geometry of the bridge considered. So: 
KQ	 = 	N7O7;7 	 Eq. 5. 2 
Finally, we can re-write Eq. 5. 2highlighting the thermal coefficients: 
M =GK77J ∗ ∆	 Eq. 5. 3 
Knowing the thermal conductivity of the material which constitutes the bridge and its 
geometry, it is possible to calculate the thermal coefficient introduced by the bridge. The 
following are the bridges (i.e. the connections between the hot zone and the cold zone to 
consider) that introduce conduction loss: 
• External outer LTCC bridges 
• Optional central LTCC bridge 
• Ag-Pd (or Ag) connections (screen-printed on top of the LTCC bridges)  
During this analysis, different hypothesis and approximation were done. In the different 
configurations of the LTCC module, we estimated the power that we needed to get a 
temperature of 70 °C (typical working temperature of the reference cell) in the hot zone. 
Therefore the value of ΔT is always the same in all the calculations performed: 
 R	 = 	70	– 	25	 = 	TU	VWX	 Eq. 5. 4  
Case 1. Thermal dissipation by conduction loss through the LTCC bridges only 
In this first approximation, the contribution of Ag-Pd connection bridge is considered 
negligible. Table 5. 2 summarizes the thermal coefficient introduced by the LTCC bridges, 
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calculated using Eq. 5. 2, assuming that k of LTCC is 3 W · m -1 · K-1 [36] and with the 
dimensions summarized in Table 5. 1. 
 
Bridge ki 
[W · m -1 · K-1] 
Si 
[mm2] 
Li 
[mm] 
Ci 
[mW/K] 
LTCC outer 
bridges  
3 0.30 5.0 0.174 
LTCC central 
optional bridge 
3 0.55 3.2 0.498 
Table 5. 2: Calculation of the thermal coefficients introduced by the LTCC bridges. 
LTCC in the low-loss configuration  
This is exactly the case summarized in in Figure 5. 3. The only thermal flux present is 
through the two outer bridges.  Y = 2 ∗ KZ[\\,]9 ∗ ∆	
 
Eq. 5. 5 
 
	Y = 2 ∗ 1.74 ∗ 10^_ 	∗ 	45 = `U. a	bc	
This means that, in the low-loss configuration, taking into account only conduction in LTCC, 
ca. 16 mW are needed to get a temperature of 70°C in the hot zone. 
LTCC equipped with intermediate bridge 
In this case we have an additional coefficient to the sum, i.e. that of the central bridge.  Y = 2 ∗ KZ[\\,]9 + KZ[\\,e6 ∗ ∆	
 
Eq. 5. 6 
 
Y = 		2 ∗ V1.74 ∗ 10^_ + 4.98 ∗ 10^_X ∗ 45 = 	fg. `	hi	
Comparing the result in equation 5.5 with this result, we note that the introduction of the 
intermediate shorter and wider bridge considerably increases the loss by conduction  
Case 2. Study of contribution of the Ag-Pd connections 
Let’s now consider the Ag-Pd connection on the bridges: they may be considered as 
additional bridges whose contribution should be added in the sum in order to precisely 
estimate the losses they introduce. Before applying Fourier’s law, though, it is necessary to 
estimate the thermal conductivity k of the Ag-Pd. The paste used for the heating serpentine is 
DP 6146 [228]. The nominal sheet resistance (Rs) is  < 60 mΩ/sq. We measured the sheet 
resistance and it was ca.25 mΩ/sq. The estimated resistivity () of the Ag-Pd is then: 
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	 = 5" ∗ j = 	0.25 ∗ 10^kl ∙ m		 Eq. 5. 7 
, where t is the thickness of the Ag-Pd connection, which we can assume being equal to 
10 µm.  The obtained value for the electrical resistivity of the Ag-Pd alloy is in line with the 
value calculated by Butler and Stocks in 1984 [230]: for an alloy of similar composition of 
Ag-Pd, they estimated a value of electrical resistivity of  ≈ 0.2 ∙ 10^kl ∙ m	. Now we can 
calculate the electrical conductivity of the Ag-Pd, which is equal to: 
	 = 1 = 4 ∗ 10k Om	 Eq. 5. 8 
Now, knowing the electrical conductivity of Ag-Pd alloy, calculated in Eq. 5. 8, we can 
simply apply the Wiedemann-Franz law [231], [232]  to calculate the thermal conductivity of 
the paste: N = ;	 Eq. 5. 9 
, where: 
• k is the thermal conductivity of the material 
• 	is the electrical conductivity of the material 
• L is the Lorenz number, equal to 2.44·10-8 ·W·Ω·K-2 
• T is the temperature in K 
Applying this law, in the hypothesis of room temperature (T ≈ 300 K), we obtain:  N = ; = 4 ∗ 10k ∗ 2.44 ∗ 10^o ∗ 300 = pq	i ∙ h^` ∙ r^`	 Eq. 5. 10 
 
The value of thermal conductivity of the Ag-Pd alloy calculated respectively in Eq. 5. 10 is 
similar to that obtained by Yarbrough et al. [233].who estimated, for an alloy of similar 
composition of Ag-Pd, a thermal conductivity of N	 ≈ 22	 W ∙ m^ ∙ K^. We can now use 
this value of thermal conductivity in our calculation of the ideal power and see if the amount 
of conduction losses introduced by the Ag-Pd is negligible with respect to the loss introduced 
by the LTCC bridge. The first thing to do is to calculate the thermal coefficient C introduced 
by the Ag-Pd bridge, assuming a width of the track of 0.2 mm, while the thickness, as 
previously assumed, is 10 µm. The length of the Ag-Pd connection is the same of the LTCC 
bridge crossed. 
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Bridge ki 
[W · m -1 · K-1] 
Si 
[mm2] 
Li 
[mm] 
Ci 
[mW/K] 
Ag-Pd outer 
connection  
29 0.002 5.0 0.012 
Ag-Pd central 
optional connection 
29 0.002 3.2 0.018 
Table 5. 3: Calculation of the thermal coefficients introduced by the Ag-Pd bridges 
 
 LTCC in the low-loss configuration 
In this case we have the two outer LTCC bridges which introduce a conductive loss, plus the 
two Ag-Pd bridges screen-printed on top of the LTCC, which also introduce conductive loss.  Y = u2 ∗ KZ[\\,]9 + 2 ∗ Kv!w:x ∗ ∆	  
Eq. 5. 11 
 
Y = V2 ∗ 1.74 ∗ 10^_ + 2 ∗ 1.17 ∗ 10^yX ∗ 45 = `a. z	bc	
Compared the result obtained in Eq. 5. 11 with that of Eq. 5. 5,  calculated considering only 
the contribution of the two LTCC bridges, the difference is almost negligible.  
LTCC with intermediate bridge 
In this case we can apply again Fourier’s Law, including the thermal coefficients introduced 
by the two LTCC outer bridges, the LTCC central bridge, the two Ag-Pd outer bridges and 
the Ag-Pd central bridge, in order to calculate the power required to get 70°C at the hot zone: Y = {2 ∗ KZ[\\,]9 + KZ[\\,e6 + 2 ∗ Kv!w:,]9 + Kv!w:,e6|*∆T  
Eq. 5. 12 
 
Y = 2 ∗ 1.74 ∗ 10^_ + 4.98 ∗ 10^_ 	+ 2 ∗ 1.17 ∗ 10^y 	+ 1.83 ∗ 10^y ∗ 45 = fq. q	bc	
Again, the value calculated in Eq. 5. 12 is very similar to that calculated in Eq. 5. 6, in which 
the contribution of the Ag-Pd bridges was not taken into account. We have therefore proved 
that the contribution of the Ag-Pd to the conduction losses is actually negligible, because the 
most important contribution to the conduction loss is introduced by the LTCC bridges.  
Case 3. Possibility to replace Ag-Pd with Ag 
In case the connections are made of Ag instead of Ag-Pd, the contribution changes, because 
the thermal conduction of Ag is much larger than Ag-Pd alloy. Typically, the sheet resistance 
of silver conductor pastes is between 4 and 5 mΩ/sq [234], [235]. If we assume a value of 
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5 mΩ/sq, it means that the sheet resistance of Ag paste is exactly 5 times less than that of its 
alloy Ag-Pd. Therefore, repeating the steps summarized in paragraph 3.2, we get a thermal 
conductivity of the Ag paste equal to 145 W · m -1 · K-1 (five times more than its alloy Ag-
Pd). This is a very generous estimation, because the thermal conductivity of bulk silver is 
406 W · m -1 · K-1 [236], and knowing that thick film pastes usually have lower thermal 
conductivity with respect to their bulk material. We can calculate the thermal coefficient that 
would introduce the Ag connection on the outer bridges, knowing that its thermal 
conductivity is 145 W · m -1 · K-1, its cross section and its length are the same than the Ag-Pd 
connection. 
 
Bridge ki 
[W · m -1 · K-1] 
Si 
[mm2] 
Li 
[mm] 
Ci 
[mW/K] 
Ag outer connection  145 0.002 5.0 0.092 
Table 5. 4: Calculation of the thermal coefficient eventually introduced by an Ag bridge. 
We can now apply Fourier’s law, in the hypothesis of module in its low-loss configuration, 
without central bridge, and with Ag connections: Y = {2 ∗ KZ[\\,]9 + 2 ∗ Kv!| ∗ ∆  
Eq. 5. 13 
 
Y = 2 ∗ 1.74 ∗ 10^_ + 2 ∗ 9.15 ∗ 10^y ∗ 45 = pf. q	bc	
So, the replacement of the Ag-Pd with Ag would increase the dissipated power of about 50 % 
in the analog configuration (23.9 mW instead of 15.9 mW with Ag-Pd). Therefore, the 
contribution of the Ag-Pd connection to the thermal loss is almost negligible, but this is not 
the case of a pure Ag connection. Due to this high loss, the use of Ag for the heating 
serpentine is not advised, in addition to the resistance being too low to be practical. 
5.4 Thermal Simulations Performed 
In order to validate the thermal analysis and fully characterize the thermal performance of the 
designed device, we performed finite-element simulations, using the software ANSYS [237]. 
The value of heating power required for achieving 70°C was calculated by the simulations, 
hypothesizing different configurations of the LTCC module:  
 
1) The module equipped with all the bridges (as-produced); 
2) The configuration with both the central bridge and the outer bridges (“high-loss”); 
3) The configuration with only the outer bridges (“low-loss”).  
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The temperature distribution along the heated area was observed in the different cases and 
then compared with the configuration in which the bottom part of the heating serpentine is 
short-circuited (mounting a 0 Ω SMD resistor on the dedicated pads of Fig.1a). All these 
simulations were performed hypothesizing no losses other than conduction in the LTCC 
bridges (complete vacuum, no radiation).  Finally, the effect of convection on the heating and 
the additional losses that it introduces was also estimated, simulated and experimentally 
validated. A fine mesh was used for all the simulations, in order to carefully observe what 
happens at the bridge edge. Figure 5. 4 shows a screenshot of the meshed device during the 
simulation: it is possible to clearly see that the bridges are finely meshed in order to estimate 
in the most accurate way the temperature distribution along these areas: 
 
Figure 5. 4: Results of the smart meshing of the LTCC device in its original configuration. 
 
Thermal conductivity of LTCC 3 W · m -1 · K-1 
Electrical resistivity of Ag-Pd serpentine 0.5 · µΩ·m 
Hypothesis In vacuum (no convection), no radiation 
Boundary condition Cold zone (external) at 25°C 
Table 5. 5: Data, hypothesis and boundary condition adopted for the thermal simulations performed 
 
Table 5. 5 summarizes the parameters and the boundary conditions adopted for all the 
thermal simulations. Using this data the finite element simulations estimated the heating 
power required to achieve a temperature in the hot zone (where the heating serpentine is 
placed) of 70°C (typical working temperature of the mini-cell, here maximal temperature in 
the module). The first simulated case was that of the LTCC module is in its original layout, 
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with all the 7 bridges intact, which induced a considerable conductivity loss. The finite-
element simulation of the first configuration shows a non-homogeneous distribution of the 
temperature, as expected. In this case, almost all the bottom part of the heated area is 10 to 
15°C colder than the top part, due to the considerable conduction loss between both zones 
brought about especially by the short bridges. In this case, for achieving a temperature of 
70°C, 5 V and 13.6 mA of current were necessary, which corresponds to a total power of 
69 mW. The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 5. 5: 
 
Figure 5. 5: Results of the finite-element simulation of the LTCC module in its original configuration. 
The next step was to simulate the LTCC module without the 4 intermediate small bridges, i.e. 
with the two outer bridges and the central one. It is possible to see in this case (Figure 5. 6) 
that the temperature distribution is more homogeneous respect to the first case, and only the 
zones close to the bridges are significantly colder than the top part of the heated area, the 
temperature of the hot zone otherwise being within a 5°C range. In this case, 3.2 V and 
10.9 mA of current, corresponding to a power of 35 mW, were necessary to achieve a 
maximal temperature of 70°C, i.e. a decrease of ca. 35% with respect to the first case. This is 
expected from the decreased conduction loss due to the elimination of the 4 short 
intermediate bridges that created a thermal short-circuit between the heated area and the cold 
zone. If we do not consider the hottest point, but the average hot zone temperature, the 
decrease in required power is even larger than 35%.  
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Figure 5. 6: Results of the thermal simulation of the LTCC device equipped with the external and the 
outer bridges. 
Finally, we simulated the LTCC device in its low-loss configuration: the central bridge is cut 
away as well, leaving the module with the two outer bridges only (which carry the heating 
and temperature-measurement conductor tracks). The module in this configuration is more 
fragile, but still it can carry without any problem most of the small devices that it is going to 
temperature-stabilize. On the other hand, it offers better performance in terms of conduction 
loss, resulting in an even more homogeneous temperature distribution within the hot area: 
colder zones are observed only in the bottom corners, i.e. close to the outer bridges. In this 
configuration, 2.5 V and 7.5 mA, a heating power of 19 mW, was necessary to achieve a 
maximal temperature of 70°C, an almost further 50% improvement over the configuration 
with the central bridge. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 5. 7.  This result is 
consistent with that obtained with the physical analysis: in this case, making many 
approximations, we got, for the low-loss configuration, that 70°C were achieved using a 
heating power of 16 mW (equation 3.15), while the finite-element simulations show that 
19 mW were necessary. The two values are fairly close to each other; therefore the 
simulations performed validated the physical analysis.  
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Figure 5. 7: Result of the thermal simulation of the LTCC module in its low-loss configuration. 
As previously explained, this module, when the central bridge is active, allows further 
alteration of the temperature distribution along the heated area by an SMD resistor that 
regulates the current flow on the bottom of the heated area. It is desirable to have a colder 
zone in case the LTCC acts as carrier/temperature controller for the reference mini-cell of an 
atomic clock, for keeping the alkali metal which it contains away from the window. Another 
finite element simulation was performed hypothesizing that the value of the SMD resistor 
that regulate the flow of current into the bottom part of the serpentine is equal to 0 Ω: this 
means that there is no current flowing on the bottom part of the serpentine, so the 
temperature gradient along the heated area is further increased, beyond that due by the losses 
stemming from the bridges. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 5. 8. As it may 
be seen, the temperature difference achieved between the bottom and the top of the heated 
area is ca. 10°C, i.e. more or less doubled compared to the same configuration without 
shorting the resistor and thereby disabling the bottom part of the heater. Expectedly, the 
power required for achieving a maximal temperature of 70°C is essentially unchanged: 43 
mW (3.7 V, 11.7 mA). This configuration of the heater, therefore, allows fine-tuning the 
temperature distribution without introducing large additional losses. Conversely, achieving 
an even more homogeneous distribution than the low-loss configuration would be possible by 
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applying a higher heating density near the bridges to compensate the additional current 
losses, or even by using an independent “guard” heater to cancel out the temperature gradient 
along the bridges. Table 5. 6 summarizes the results of the simulations of the LTCC in its 
various configurations. 
 
 
Figure 5. 8: Result of the thermal simulation of the LTCC module with the bottom part of the heating 
serpentine shorted out. 
Configuration of the 
LTCC 
Heating power required 
to achieve 70°C in the hot 
zone [mW] 
Temperature gradient in the 
hot zone 
Original layout (7 bridges) 69 Not homogeneous, due to the 
presence of the small bridges 
Outer Bridges + 
Intermediate bridge 
35 Within a 5°C range 
Low-loss configuration 
(outer bridges only) 
19 Homogeneous  
With intermediate LTCC 
bridge; bottom part of the 
heating shorted 
43 Bottom part is ca.10°C colder 
than top part, as wished 
Table 5. 6: Summary of the results of the thermal simulations performed 
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5.4.1 Simulation of the effects of free convection 
All the simulations presented until now were done hypothesizing that the module was placed 
in a perfect vacuum (no convection and conduction through the ambient atmosphere) and 
without any radiative losses. It is interesting to simulate also the effect of convection, and 
estimate the losses that it introduces into the system. In order to simulate this effect, the 
convection film coefficient h must be calculated, i.e. the proportionality factor between the 
heat loss flux and the temperature difference between the hot surface and the ambient fluid. 
The first required step is to calculate the Rayleigh number, which, in case of free convection 
near a vertical wall is equal to [238]: 
								5}~ = RH  Eq. 5. 14 
In Eq. 5. 14, Rax is the Rayleigh number at the position x, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
β is the thermal expansion coefficient, ∆T is the temperature difference between the air and 
the wall (LTCC), x is the characteristic length (in case of free convection near a vertical wall, 
it may assumed as the distance from the leading edge), ν is the kinematic viscosity and α is 
the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.  The calculation of the Rayleigh number gives 
Rax = 2'006'311. Since    Ra < 109 , we may assume the case of laminar flow.  Knowing that 
the Prandtl (Pr) number of the fluid (the air) is fixed because it only depends on the 
properties of the fluid and is equal to ca. 0.7, the next step is to calculate the Nusselt (Nu) 
number, that in case of laminar flow, free convection on a vertical wall can be calculated 
using the empirical correlations of Churchill and Chru [239]: 
F = 0.68 + 0.675} _V1 + 0.492Y /kX_/ 
Eq. 5. 15 
The calculation of the Nusselt number gives Nu = 20. Finally, we are now able to calculate 
the h coefficient, using the same Churchill and Chru empirical correlations: 
 ℎ = ZF         Eq. 5. 16  
The calculation of the h coefficient gives h = 22.7 W/(m2·K), which is a value in line with 
that calculated by other researchers in a similar case (free convection with air) [240]. 
Knowing this coefficient and hypothesizing the air bulk temperature to be 22°C, it was 
possible to make another finite-element simulation for estimating the loss introduced by 
convection into the system. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 5. 9. The external 
“cold” part in this case is at homogeneous temperature, precisely the temperature of the 
outside air, since the convection effect is dominant to the conduction with the hot zone. For 
achieving the temperature of 70°C, in this case, a total power of 850 mW was necessary (16 
V, 49 mA), so an increase of the power dissipated of about 2000% with respect to the 
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corresponding case in vacuum. From this important result is evident that, in order to reduce 
the required heating power, an efficient thermal insulation of the package is required. 
 
Figure 5. 9: Result of the thermal simulation when the module is in contact with air (convection loss). 
 
5.5 Experimental Results 
Finally, after the mathematical analysis and the finite-element simulations, we tested the 
module in the laboratory, to compare the experimental and the analytical results [241]. 
Different heating configurations were tested. First, in order to evaluate the importance of an 
efficient thermal insulation, conduction and/or convection loss were maximized: 
1. The LTCC heating plate was held vertically and heated in open still air – CONF. A - 
free convection is maximized; 
2. The LTCC module was heated when in contact with an Al block (thickness 20 mm) 
on the bottom layer and the top is in contact with open still air– CONF B, both 
conduction and convection loss are present;  
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3. The LTCC module was heated when in contact with an Al block (thickness 20 mm) 
on the top and the bottom layer – CONF C - conduction loss is maximized . 
 Figure 5. 10 illustrates the configurations tested. 
 
Figure 5. 10: CONF A: the convection loss is maximized. CONF. B: both convection and conduction 
losses are present. CONF. C, conduction loss is maximized. 
 
The power required achieve 70°C at the hot zone was, as expected, very high in the three 
configurations. In particular, if we consider the result of the heating experiment of CONF. A, 
we can affirm that it is consistent with the simulation performed, because the required power 
to achieve 70°C at the hot zone was ca. 900 mW, a value very close to what we got through 
analytical calculations (850 mW). When the conduction is maximized, the losses are still 
higher, ca.20% more than the case of convection (CONF. A vs. CONF. C). Figure 5. 11 
shows the results of the heating experiment: 
 
Figure 5. 11: The thermal performance of the LTCC module when it is not insulated and convection and / 
or convection loss are present. 
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From this result it is again evident that the module must be efficiently thermally insulated, in 
order to reduce or eliminate the thermal losses and get a heating performance satisfactory. 
The idea to reduce the losses is to surround the LTCC module of an insulating material, 
which would reduce the effects of convection because of its low thermal conductivity, and 
eliminate or significantly reduce the convection (depending on the porosity of the insulation). 
Figure 5. 12 shows the heating configuration tried. 
 
 
Figure 5. 12: The heating configuration tested to minimize the losses and to get a good heating 
performance. 
5.5.1 Thermal conductivity measurement system 
In order to find out the best insulating material to use, we developed a system able to 
measure the thermal conductivity of samples consisting of large-cell foam. 
The platform developed for thermal conductivity measurement is depicted in Figure 5. 13. 
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Figure 5. 13: Platform for measuring the thermal conductivity of materials. 
The developed platform consists of two heated aluminum blocks (Al1 and Al2), with the 
sample placed in between. Both aluminum blocks are thermally regulated to a well-defined 
temperature (T1 and T2). The system is designed so that the only thermal flux Q (Figure 5. 13, 
red arrows) possible is the one going from the inner block to the top block. For this purpose, 
there is a "guard envelope" (Algr) all around Al1, kept at the same temperature T1 as Al1, yet 
physically separated from it by insulating foam. Since Algr and Al1 are kept at the same 
temperature and thermally insulated from each other, no parasitic heat flow occurs between 
them, ensuring the heating power on Al1 truly corresponds to the thermal flux Q. Therefore, 
knowing Q and temperatures T1 and T2, the thermal conductivity k of the sample is calculated 
using Fourier’s law: 
M = −N	 ∙  −  ∙ Oℎ 	 Eq. 5. 17 
 
In equation (1), Q is the heating power given to Al1, k the thermal conductivity of the sample, 
S the cross sectional area of the sample and h the thickness of the sample.  
With respect to other methods for measuring the conductivity [242], [243] this system offers 
the following advantages: 
1) It allows the use of insulating material basically “as is”, with no need to adjust size. 
2) It is not sensitive to coarse-structure materials such as large-cell foams. 
5.5.2 Best heating performance – experimental configuration 
The experimental configuration that gave the best heating performance was the one 
illustrated in Figure 5. 12. The LTCC is surrounded by a 20 mm layer of low-density, rigid, 
insulating foam, the Rohacell 51HF [244]. We measured the thermal conductivity of the 
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foam using the system illustrated in Figure 5. 13, and we got k = 0.038 W · m -1 · K-1. An 
alternative solution is to use plywood instead of Rohacell. Plywood is easier to find with 
respect to Rohacell, but its thermal conductivity is higher: we measured it using the platform 
illustrated inFigure 5. 13, and we got k = 0.14 W · m -1 · K-1. This higher thermal conductivity 
will introduce additional conductive loss (conduction with of the LTCC heating plate with 
the plywood insulation is higher). We compared the heating performance of the module, 
when surrounded by 20 mm of Rohacell 51HF and when surrounded by plywood. The 
comparison is showed in Figure 5. 14 
Figure 5. 14: The thermal performance of the LTCC module when it is efficiently insulated with Rohacell 
foam (red curve) or with plywood (green curve). 
As expected, the Rohacell insulation allows obtaining a better result: 70°C were achieved 
with a power of ca. 80 mW, while the same module, insulated with plywood, achieved the 
70°C using a heating power of 100 mW, yielding an increase of heating power of 20%. The 
heating performance obtained is acceptable, because it is low enough to be used in 
microsystems with total power consumption of ca. 500 mW. Moreover, if a further 
improvement of the performance is needed, it is possible to put the sample, surrounded by 
the Rohacell foam, in low-pressure atmosphere, instead of open still air. In this case, the 
conduction loss is further minimized; the lower is the pressure inside the chamber, the longer 
will be the mean free path of air molecules. So by reducing the pressure it is possible to 
reduce the conduction loss, provided the mean free path exceeds the foam pore size. In the 
laboratory, with our instrumentation, we were able to reduce the pressure down to 16 Pa 
(mean free path ≈ 0.4 mm), and repeating the experience in this low-pressure atmosphere, we 
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got an improvement of the performance at high temperatures of ca. 15% (Fig. 5.15). In low-
pressure atmosphere, with the module surrounded by 20 mm of Rohacell foam, we were able 
to get 70°C using ca. 70 mW of heating power. This corresponded to the best heating 
performance we were able to achieve in the lab. 
 
 
Figure 5. 15: Comparison of the heating performance: the same experimental configuration, repeated in 
low-pressure atmosphere, shows an increasing of the performance due to a decrease of the convection 
loss. 
5.5.3 Comparison between the best heating performance and the ideal one 
Finally, it is interesting to compare the best performance obtained in the laboratory (module 
surrounded by Rohacell foam, in low-pressure atmosphere), with the ideal one, obtained 
using the finite-element simulations. The ideal case is when the module is in perfect vacuum 
and there are no losses other than the conduction through the small external bridges. Figure 
5. 16 shows this comparison. 
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Figure 5. 16: Comparison between the ideal performance calculated using finite-element simulations 
and the best performance obtained in the lab. 
The difference of the performance obtained in the lab with the ideal one is evident, as 
highlighted in Figure 5. 16. The losses present in our laboratory configurations are: 
• Conduction loss from the LTCC through the foam material. The conduction of the 
foam structure, even if low, exists. 
• Conduction loss by gas: the residual gas molecules still causes an additional 
conduction loss, which may be further reduced by further decreasing the pressure 
inside the chamber. 
• Radiation loss: we did not consider the radiation loss, which is of course present and 
plays a role in the heat transfer 
5.6 Discussion of the Results 
The last comparison in Figure 5. 16 shows that theoretically there is still room for further 
improvement of the heating performance, by further reducing the pressure. However, this 
experimental configuration is associated with extra manufacturing difficulties and costs, due 
to the necessary hermetic packaging. The best practical heating configuration tested that can 
be used without resorting to this technique is the one in Figure 5. 12, when the module is 
surrounded by a 20 mm layer of Rohacell foam. This configuration offers a heating 
performance which is good enough (70°C were achieved with 80 mW of power) for most 
applications included in the present work. Finally, LTCC technology is a very elegant 
solution for the packaging of microsystems, as it offers the possibility to integrate various 
functions in one unique module; LTCC is also a low-cost solution, because cost production 
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of LTCC is moderate, and it is possible to make a batch series production, drastically 
decreasing the manufacturing cost. Finally, LTCC is also an acceptable platform in terms of 
power required for the heating, if the packaging is efficiently insulated. 
5.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, an LTCC heating platform is presented. This heating platform will be used to 
temperature stabilize and interconnect the key components of the atomic clock and may be 
eventually integrated in any other microsystem to provide local temperature control. The 
module was designed to be flexible enough to be used in different applications, as it can be 
easily plugged into a PCB support, simply using a standard DIL connector. Since one of the 
key parameters of microfabricated systems and portable devices is that their power 
consumption must be kept at the minimum, we investigated the heating power required to 
achieve a temperature of 70°C in various configurations of the module and estimated the 
impact of the convection and conduction losses to the power consumption. First, a 
physical/mathematical analysis was performed, in order to estimate the minimum amount of 
power required in the ideal situation, when all conduction, convection and radiation loss from 
LTCC to the external world are zero. Then, in order to validate our analysis, finite-elements 
simulations were performed hypothesizing the same situation, and the results were consistent 
with the analysis. The thermal simulations highlighted the importance of thermally insulate 
the LTCC module to get a satisfactory heating performance, because when free convection 
was introduced into the model, the increase of the power was drastic. Finally, we made 
experiments in the laboratory, which proved again that if convection and conduction are not 
reduced, the power required for heating is very high. We found a good experimental 
configuration, by efficiently thermally insulating the module, yielding to a satisfactory 
heating performance. The best heating performance that we got is still far from the ideal 
performance calculated by the finite-element simulations; this means that there is still room 
for further improvement. This difference is mainly due to the fact that in the finite-element 
simulations we hypothesized the ideal case, i.e. in complete vacuum, so no convection loss. 
In the experience made in the lab, convection was present, even if it was limited by the 
insulating foam which surrounded the module. As we can see from the last experience 
(Figure 5. 16), we got a significant improvement of the performance by repeating the same 
experience in low-pressure atmosphere. By further reducing the pressure, it is possible to 
further approach the curve of the obtained performance with that of the ideal one; the two 
curves will overlap in case we are able to repeat the experience in complete vacuum. 
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6 Packaging Solutions Provided for Microsystems 
This chapter illustrates the different microsystems that we contributed to improve by 
providing new packaging solutions. We contributed to reduce the size and/or the power 
consumption of the microsystems, or, in alternative, we contributed to make the microsystem 
working properly ensuring proper interconnection and precise temperature control of the 
different components. 
6.1 Introduction 
During this thesis, we faced many challenges related with the development of specific 
microsystem packaging solutions. We designed and fabricated different modules for the 
packaging of the miniature atomic clock and for other side products (see the following for 
more details about the side products). For each case, according to the particular needs of the 
user, we used LTCC, thick-film or PCB as the base, or, sometimes, a combination of the 
various technologies. In particular, we provided intelligent packaging solutions for the 
following microsystems: 
• A frequency-stabilized laser source/module (which can be used as light source for the 
miniature atomic clock); 
• A Rb mini-lamp system integrating the lamp and the conditioning LC circuit (that can 
also be used as light source for the miniature atomic clock); 
• A Rb miniature atomic clock DR reference cell / resonator cavity module. 
6.2 The Frequency-stabilized Laser 
Laser sources with accurate frequency stability are widely used and necessary in many 
applications, such as interferometric detection, spectroscopy [245], optical communications, 
atomic magnetometers [246] and atomic clocks [67], [70]. Moreover, they are also used in 
commercial applications, such as precision machining tools, laser vibrometers [247] and 
gravimeters [248]. In such applications, on one hand, there is the need of reducing the power 
consumption and the dimensions of the laser source, in order to facilitate the fabrication of 
portable devices; on the other hand, the demand for highly-stable laser sources is rapidly 
increasing, with the ever more widespread diffusion of applications based on, e. g. high-
resolution spectroscopy or precise navigation systems using atomic clocks [249]. The main 
components of this system are a Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) [250], 
[251], a reference cell which contains metallic Rb or Cs vapor, and a photodetector. The 
beam is directed towards the reference cell by a beam splitter, and precisely locked at the 
frequency of absorption line of the atoms of the alkali metal; the output of the system is the 
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beam with a fixed frequency. An existing system, but with a different layout and packaging 
solution, was already developed by our project partners of LTF (Laboratoire Temps-
Fréquence) – University of Neuchâtel, and was also presented [252]: the total volume of the 
existing system was ca. 1.5 dm3, and its frequency stability in terms of Allan deviation was 
5×10-10 for an observation period of 1 s; our goal was to introduce new packaging ideas to 
improve the original design in terms of dimensions, power consumption and/or performance. 
In order to accomplish this objective, we decided to control the temperature of the VCSEL 
laser diode and of the reference cell using our LTCC multifunctional heater device described 
in Chapter 5. The LTCC heating module designed and presented in Chapter 4 perfectly fits 
for this application, as, how explained, it has been designed to control the temperature of any 
device in the cm scale; the dimensions of the VCSEL and of the reference cell are within this 
range. The total weight of the two elements (VCSEL and reference cell) is less than 10 g, so 
the LTCC heating plate is able to withstand without rupture risk due to the weight. Both 
elements can be glued using a thin layer of silicone adhesive (Dow Corning Q5-8401) onto 
one LTCC heating module. The photo-detector, which does not need any temperature 
regulation or interconnection, can be attached/plugged on a simple PCB support using 
standard connectors. The three modules are mounted vertically, together with the beam 
splitter, on a horizontal support PCB, which acts as a carrier for the whole system and also 
carries the required electronics for temperature measurement (Wheatstone bridge using the 
PTC on the LTCC module as sensitive element coupled with a first pre-amplification of the 
temperature signal) and transimpedance amplifier for the photo-detector. Standard DIN 
connectors are used to vertically connect the various modules to the main PCB. Figure 6. 1 
shows a 3D block diagram of the original packaging idea of this system. The total 
dimensions of the designed PCB are 70 × 40 mm2. The total volume of the assembled device 
is ca. 0.14 L [253], a photo of which is shown in Figure 6. 2 and can be compared with the 
block diagram in Figure 6. 1. 
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Figure 6. 1: 3D block diagram of the stabilized laser. 
 
 
Figure 6. 2: Picture of the assembled stabilized laser with: (1) laser, (2), beam splitter, (3), Rb cell, (4), 
photodetector. 
After manufacturing and assembly of the modules and the main circuit, the device was tested  
at the Laboratoire Temps-Fréquence (LTF) of the University of Neuchâtel. The tests were 
performed by Mr. Gruet and Dr. Affolderbach, our project partners. Using the LTCC 
modules to heat the VCSEL and the reference cell at different temperatures, and also 
changing the optical light power emitted by the VCSEL, we were able to find out the best 
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experimental configuration which allowed getting high stability of the output signal, i.e. 
allowed minimizing the sensitivity of the stabilized laser frequency to external variations. A 
VCSEL temperature of 48°C, a cell temperature of 104°C and a light power through the cell 
of 40 µW are identified as best operation parameters for optimized frequency stability. With 
this configuration, a stability of  1.3×10-10 at 1 second and ≤ 8×10-10 up to one day for 85Rb is 
obtained by our stabilized laser [253]. This result is up to a factor of four better, depending 
on the timescale, than previously reported results obtained with a significantly larger setup 
[252]. The dissipated power for the heating of the laser at the optimum temperature of 48°C 
and the cell to its optimum temperature of 104°C has been measured to be 75 mW and 
920 mW, respectively. Thus, the assembled laser system shows low heating power 
consumption with less than 1 W for the laser and the cell. This dissipation, which can be 
further reduced by improving on the system’s thermal insulation, is anyway heavily reduced 
with respect to the layout previously presented, which had a power consumption of several 
watts. Therefore, thanks to the introduction of the LTCC modules to precisely control the 
VCSEL and the reference cell temperatures, a considerable improvement of the performance 
of the system is observed with respect to the previous layout: in fact, the stability of the 
output signal is improved of a factor of four, and the dimensions and the power consumption 
of the device have been considerably reduced. The temperature variation of the reference cell 
has been estimated to be ca. 0.05 K over one day; this value still remains quite high for our 
requirements. This might be possible considering the fact that the cell in this layout is heated 
on one side only (see Figure 6. 2, photo of the assembled system), and it is not perfectly 
thermally insulated, so temperature gradients across the cell may be present. Future work in 
this sense can be improving the precision of the temperature control of the cell, achieving a 
maximum drift of 0.01 K. This is possible by adding an efficient thermal insulation around 
the cell. With such a precise temperature control, the long-term stability limit for the laser 
frequency may be reduced to around 5×10-11. 
6.3 Integrated Mini-lamp Module 
Rb vapor discharge lamps (typically spherical, inductively-coupled and glass-blown) are 
widely used in compact (100-1000 cm3) double-resonance atomic clocks and atomic 
magnetometers for their intrinsically stable and long-term reliable optical pumping for high 
precision time-keeping and measurement accuracy [254]. With the increasing interest in 
chip-scale (<few cm3) DR clocks [255], that would significantly improve the performance of 
various portable device applications including GPS receivers, there is an active effort in 
developing a compact, low power, easily integrable and long-term stably emitting Rb 
discharge lamp and use it as light source for the system. The use of Rb mini-lamp as light 
source for atomic clocks would bring the following advantages with respect to VCSELs or 
inductively-coupled glass blown discharge lamps [256]: 
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• VCSELs systems are extremely sensitive to temperature and ageing effects [257]. 
• Rb mini-lamp needs a simpler drive circuitry than that of the inductively-coupled 
lamps and make way for a highly space and power efficient module.  
• The Rb mini-lamp needs an LC circuit for impedance matching; moreover, both the 
Rb cavity and the LC circuit must be temperature-stabilized. Table 6. 1 shows the 
components of this microsystem, their rough dimensions, and the working 
temperature. 
 
Component Dimensions Working temperature 
Rb Dielectric Barrier 
Discharge lamp (DBD lamp) 
10 × 10 mm2 110°C 
LC electronics circuitry 6 × 5 mm2 ≈ room temperature 
Table 6. 1: The components of the microsystem under investigation, their dimensions and working 
temperatures. 
This work was carried out in strict collaboration with our project partners of LMTS 
(Laboratory of Microsystems for Space Technology) - EPFL. Before our intervention, they 
already developed, tested and optimized a Rb DBD light source, to produce power-efficient 
and short-term stable Rb D line power [258]. However, their layout had a volume of several 
dm3: our principal objective in this project was to develop an efficient and integrated solution 
to control the temperature of the DBD light source at a high enough temperature (typically 
100-130 degree Celsius; Rb vapor density increases with increase in temperature) to emit 
long-term (several years) stable and high intensity of Rb D lines and reduce drifts in optical 
power. In order to integrate the mini-lamp and the LC drive circuit, which, as explained, 
must be kept at room temperature, we developed, together with V. Venkatraman and H. Shea 
of LMTS, a new version of our LTCC module [259], slightly different from the first version, 
including the SMD solder pads for the LC circuit. A photo of the developed LTCC module is 
shown in Figure 6. 3. 
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Figure 6. 3: The version of our LTCC module developed for the Rb mini-lamp packaging is equipped 
with solder SMD pads for the LC circuit (red rectangle). 
As we can see in Figure 6. 3, the zone for the LC circuitry (red rectangle in Figure 6. 3) is 
thermally insulated from the hot zone, as there is an air gap of ca. 2 mm between the two 
zones. In this way, the bottom zone is kept cool, and insulated from the hot zone on the top 
(where the black resistors are placed). The module is operated through two connectors: 
• SMA for the rf input power  
• D-pin connector for heating and temperature sensing (Figure 6. 4).  
The light source is powered at 11.5 MHz (hence requiring a high-frequency connector), 
which was found to be optimal for the test cell used in this system (Rb and 15 mbar Ar). The 
designed system, together with the control and the supply, is illustrated in Figure 6. 4. 
 
 
Figure 6. 4: Schematic of the module operation and test measurement setup, image taken from [258]. 
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The system, as illustrated in Figure 6. 4, emitted Rb D2 (780 nm) lines and the temperature 
stability of the Rb lamp-cell recorded over time results constant and stable. The LTCC heater 
was powered by a DC source (total dissipated power was 1.42 W, 7.1 V, 0.2 A for 110°C); 
the temperature of the lamp was set and controlled using a PID feedback loop and 
fluctuations of less than 0.1°C were observed with time. The optical power was detected 
using a standard broadband silicon photodiode and a photodiode amplifier. The results show 
the capacity of the LTCC module to enable highly stable and long-term reliable optical 
pumping in miniature atomic clocks and other applications. The Rb DBD light source has 
also been observed to be very robust being ignited thousands of times and run continuously 
for several months without showing any degradation in the output power level. Moreover, the 
components of this system can be batch fabricated and the module can be independently used 
for optical pumping in other applications including magnetometers and gyroscopes. Finally, 
for this system, we significantly reduced the dimensions, integrating everything in a 
packaging of dimensions 15 × 26 × 4 mm3, providing an elegant and efficient solution to 
integrate the RBD lamp, the temperature control and the LC drive circuit. The system is very 
stable and efficient. 
6.3.1 Alternative Solution for the Packaging of the Rb mini-lamp  
An alternative and more accurate packaging solution for this system was also provided. In 
this new configuration proposed, it is possible to individually temperature control the L and 
C components, because we integrated dedicated heaters and temperature controllers for each 
passive, in addition to the one for the lamp. In this way, it is possible to achieve a high LC 
series resonant quality factor and minimize the rf reflected power. The system is based on a 
PCB, which carries generic ceramic (thick-film on alumina) mini-heaters of dimension of 
7 × 4 mm2. The mini-heaters, equipped also with a PTC thermistor for temperature 
measurement, are used as dedicated heaters for the L and C components; they are soldered by 
flip-chip on the carrier PCB. Photos of the system are shown in Figure 6. 5. 
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Figure 6. 5: (a), The PCB and the hybrid mini-heaters. (b), the mini-heater is soldered by flip-chip on the 
PCB, finally leading to the creation of three thermal zones (T1 for the inductor, T2 for the capacitor, T3 
for the mini-lamp). 
The PCB, because of its low thermal conductivity (k ≈ 0.25 W · m -1 · K-1, [48]) is not only a 
support for the system, but it also has the function to thermally insulate the components from 
each other, by creating three different and well defined temperature zones (one for the 
inductor, one for the capacitor, one for the mini-lamp). The creation of the three different 
zones is further promoted by the geometry of the PCB: we created holes to further improve 
the thermal insulation and therefore creating the three different thermal zones. The inductors 
which are visible at the bottom of the PCB shown in Figure 6. 5 have the function to decouple 
the high-frequency noise from the DC part.  
In order to test the system, we powered the first heater (T1, on the left hand side of the PCB) 
and monitored the temperatures of the three different thermal zones. The module was placed, 
horizontally and surrounded by a 20 mm layer of Rohacell foam, similarly to the heating 
configuration used for the LTCC module and shown in Figure 5. 12. The results are shown in 
Figure 6. 6. 
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Figure 6. 6: Temperature of the three thermal zones, for different values of heating power (only T1 is 
supplied). The heating module is surrounded by a 20-mm layer of insulating foam to minimize the losses. 
As we can see in the graph above, zone T1 achieved a temperature of 120°C, with a total 
heating power of 0.63 W, which means that we obtained ca. 50% reduction of the dissipated 
power with respect to the previous packaging configuration for this system (in which 110°C 
were achieved with a dissipated heating power of 1.42 W). Moreover, when the temperature 
of T1 was 120°C, T2 was at 46°C and T3 at 35°C; this means that the three thermal zones are 
efficiently thermally insulated from each other. 
The second test was to power the central heater, T2, and to monitor the temperatures of the 
three thermal zones. Figure 6. 7 illustrates this result. 
 
Figure 6. 7: Temperatures of the three thermal zones for different values of heating power (only T2 is 
supplied). The heating module is surrounded by a 20-mm layer of insulating foam to minimize the losses. 
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In this case, the power required to achieve a temperature at T2 of 120°C was again around 
0.62 W, while T1 and T3 remained at a temperature of around 50°C; this means that the 
thermal insulation provided between the thermal zones is efficient. Finally, we powered T3, 
and monitored the temperatures of the three zones for different values of power.  
 
 
Figure 6. 8: Temperature of the three thermal zones, for different values of heating power (only T3 is 
supplied). The heating module is surrounded by a 20-mm layer of insulating foam to minimize the losses. 
Also in this case we again note an efficient thermal insulation provided by the air gaps 
between the three thermal zones, because when T3 is heated up at 130°C (1.25 W), T2 is at 
60°C and T1 at 50°C. 
This new solution gives the possibility to control three temperatures separately, to find out 
the best temperature of the LC circuit yielding to a high quality factor. Moreover, because of 
the presence of mini-heaters that locally heat each component, the heating power is sensibly 
reduced (ca. 50% with respect to the first solution). 
For zone T3 (lamp), two small heaters are used, instead of a larger one, a solution which was 
selected for two reasons: 
1) The heaters remain generic; local hotplates may thus be created with a wide degree of 
freedom, without having to resort to many different design-specific components. 
2) Due to the large thermal mismatch between PCB and alumina (CTE of FR-4 PCB 
material is ca. 15 ppm/K, while that of Al2O3 is 6 ppm/K), soldering large alumina 
heaters on PCBs is not advisable, especially if thermal cycling is to be expected. Note 
that solutions for better CTE matching exist, e.g. by using insulated steel substrates 
instead of alumina, but are somewhat more costly. 
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6.4 Miniature Double-Resonance Atomic Clock 
The DR atomic clock, its principle of operation and its principal components, is already 
described in chapter 2. We developed a full working demonstrator of DR atomic clock. This 
work was performed in strict collaboration with our project partners; each laboratory had its 
own role and objective in the project, and in particular: 
• LTF (Laboratoire Temps-Fréquence), from University of Neuchâtel, was the group 
that coordinate the project, providing their expertise on all aspects of the atomic clock 
microfabrication; 
• LMTS (Laboratory of  Mircosystems for Space Technology), from EPFL, had the 
objective of developing a microfabricated Rb discharge light source (Rb mini-lamp); 
• SAMLAB (Sensors, Actuators and Microsystems Laboratory), from EPFL, worked 
on the development of Rb reference cells, both anodically bonded (high-temperature) 
and Indium bonded (low-temperature) 
• LEMA (Laboratory of Electromagnetic and Acoustics), from EPFL, focused on 
designing and developing an innovative microwave cavity 
• LPM (Laboratoire de Production Microtechnique), from EPFL, which is our 
laboratory, worked on the fabrication of  Rb cells (solder technique, described in 
chapter 3), and on the packaging of the overall device. 
The atomic clock is a complex system, and providing an efficient packaging solution for it is 
really challenging, because many are the requirements to meet: its key components (light 
source, Loop-Gap Resonator cavity with reference cell inside, photodetector) must be 
stacked and precisely aligned on top of  a support; some of the components (in particular the 
light source and the reference cell) need a precise temperature regulation (with a stability of 
0.01 K). Moreover, the size and the power consumption of the final device should be kept at 
the minimum, to allow its portability: the maximum power consumption allowed to 
temperature-stabilize a component of the atomic clock was 100 mW. The original idea for 
the packaging of this complex system was to control the temperature of each component 
separately, by using, for each of them, one of our standard LTCC heating platforms. The 
components to be stabilized can be easily attached on top of the developed LTCC using a 
thin layer of silicon glue. The final system is then built up by simply plug all the LTCC 
modules on a PCB support, which would provide the electronics for the temperature control. 
A schematic drawing of the original packaging idea is shown in Figure 6. 9. 
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Figure 6. 9: The original concept idea for the packaging of the miniature atomic clock. The components 
are attached on a standard LTCC platform and then vertically stacked on a PCB support. 
6.4.1 Refined packaging system for microwave cavity 
The shield around the LGR cavity (which was designed and fabricated by LEMA, [260]) in 
Figure 6. 9 is needed to magnetically insulate the cavity from the rest of the system. In order 
to sustain the microwave field to be applied to the Rb atoms, in fact, the cavity has to be 
resonant with the υ0 = 6.835 GHz frequency of the 87Rb hyperfine transition used as atomic 
reference in the DR Rb atomic clock (see Figure 2. 4), so it needs to be shielded from any 
static or low-frequency magnetic field.  The magnetic shield consists of a cylinder of high-
magnetic permeability metal (mumetal), which contains and surrounds the microwave cavity, 
as shown in Figure 6. 10. The mumetal used was an alloy composed (in weight %) of 
80% Ni, 10% Fe, 6% Mo, 3% Cu and 1% other materials (Si, Mn); the relative permeability 
of the mumetal used was 200'000. 
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Figure 6. 10: The LGR cavity (the brass cylinder) is inserted into a magnetic shield, a cylinder made of 
mumetal. 
Since the mumetal has a relatively low thermal conductivity (k = 19 W · m -1 · K-1), the 
system, as designed, does not allow a precise temperature control, as it would be impossible 
to keep the temperature constant on the entire surface of the mumetal cylinder. Therefore it 
was decided to add another 2 mm thick external aluminum (k = 205 W · m -1 · K-1 [236]) 
cylinder, which acts as a “thermal shield”: in fact, because of its high thermal conductivity 
and thickness, this cylinder essentially ensures a constant temperature in the whole LGR 
cavity, protecting it from possible external temperature influences. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 11: The magnetic shield is inserted into another aluminum cylinder, which acts as thermal 
shield for the system. 
With the additional magnetic shield, and the external aluminum cylinder, the system became 
relatively large in volume (ca. 15 cm3), therefore it was decided to heat the cylinder from the 
top and bottom side, using two separate heaters. In this way, the temperature gradient was 
reduced, allowing a more homogeneous distribution of the temperature along the cavity. 
Another issue was the weight of system to mechanically attach and temperature-stabilize: the 
external aluminum cylinder, with the mumetal and the cavity inside, weigh 90 g altogether. 
This weight is too much for our standard LTCC heating platform, because, as already 
explained in paragraph 1.2, LTCC is limited by its low flexural strength (σr ≈ 300 MPa) and 
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brittleness (rendering the device too sensitive to mechanical shock). To overcome this 
problem it was decided to use another module in substitution of our standard LTCC to carry 
this bulky reference cell / LGR cavity / shield assembly. The heating system, in analogy with 
the second solution provided for the packaging of the Rb DBD lamp, is based on a PCB of 
thickness of 1.6 mm, with the heating and temperature measurement functions performed by 
5 ceramic mini-heaters of the same type than those used for the heating of the Rb DBD lamp. 
The heaters are assembled by flip-chip soldering on the carrier PCB. On top of the heaters, 
the aluminum cylindrical "thermal shield", containing the mumetal cylinder and the 
microwave cavity, can be adhesively bonded. The heating, as already explained, is performed 
at both ends of the cylinder, in order to minimize the temperature gradient along the system. 
Figure 6. 12 shows a schematic drawing of the packaging concept of the microwave cavity, 
and of the developed PCB and mini-heaters. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 12: (a), The refined packaging/temperature control concept of the Loop Gap Resonator (LGR) 
cavity; (b), The PCB and the hybrid mini-heater developed to control the temperature of the Loop Gap 
Resonator (LGR) cavity.; (c), A photo of the assembled system; the aluminum cylinder contains the 
electromagnetic shield and the LGR cavity. In this case, several Pt1000 thermistor elements glued on the 
surface of the aluminum cylinder were used to monitor the temperature and testing the performance of 
the system. 
Again the PCB, with its low thermal conductivity (k  ≈ 0.25 W · m -1 · K-1), has not only the 
function to carry the system, but also to thermally insulate the heated zone, where the mini-
heaters are soldered, from the cold zone, while ensuring electrical interconnection to the 
main PCB of the atomic clock. In line with the considerations in section 1.2, the use of 
several small heaters is also recommended in order to limit the stress due to the thermal 
mismatch between FR4 and Al2O3. In this case the use of several heaters may introduce 
additional mismatch between the ceramic modules and the Al shield, but this can be easily 
taken up by using thermally conductive, but flexible, silicone adhesive. Finally, the system 
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was tested, hypothesizing a typical configuration used in atomic clocks: the system, plugged 
to the principal PCB, is covered with a cap of insulating material. The used cap was simply 
cardboard (k = 0.18 W · m -1 · K-1), placed on top of the assembled system as shown in Figure 
6. 12c in order to limit free convection of air around the device. Then, we powered the heater 
and the temperature was monitored using several Pt1000 thermistors glued at different zones 
of the cylinder, in order to make sure that the temperature was homogeneous along the 
surface of the thermal shield. 
 
 
Figure 6. 13: For testing the LGR cavity heating system, we covered it with a cap of insulating carton in 
order to limit the convection with air. Then, we powered the heater and monitored the temperature at 
different zone of the cylinder using some Pt1000 resistors. 
After having waited enough time to let the system stabilize (ca. 30 minutes), the values of 
resistance of the Pt1000 was the same, or in some cases there was just a difference of 2 or 
maximum 3 Ω (corresponding to a change of 0.8°C); this means that the thermal shield 
essentially allowed a homogeneous distribution of the temperature along its surface. Figure 6. 
14 shows the temperatures achieved on the surface of the cylinder for different values of 
heating power. 
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Figure 6. 14: The graphic temperature – heating power for the LGR cavity heating system. 
We can see from the above graph that this heating system achieved a 70°C typical working 
temperature of the LGR cavity using ca. 1.6 W of heating power, when insulated as shown in 
Figure 6. 13. This is a satisfactory performance considering that the cavity is quite a bulky 
device. The equivalent thermal conductance Cref of the complete reference cell / LGR cavity 
assembly module, which is the slope of the curve of Figure 6. 14, is given by: 
K = Y = 40.2	mW/K Eq. 6. 1 
 
6.4.2 The assembled miniature atomic clock demonstrator 
In analogy with the frequency-stabilized laser, we decided to assemble the elements 
vertically (edge-wise), on top of a horizontal principal PCB, which carries all the necessary 
electronics. Also, as previously done for the frequency-stabilized laser, the photodetector can 
be simply attached on a PCB support, since it does need temperature regulation. The refined 
3D schematic concept of the system is illustrated in Figure 6. 15. Finally, the system, as 
designed and illustrated in Figure 6. 15, was assembled, together with all the project partners. 
A photo of the atomic clock demonstrator is shown in Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6. 15: 3D schematic view of the refined packaging concept of the atomic clock. 
 
Figure 6. 16: (a), The atomic clock demonstrator assembled; (b), the system is covered by a thermally 
insulating black foam to limit convection in air. 
6.4.3 Performance and comparison with the device currently on the market 
As for the frequency-stabilized laser (section 6.2), the device was characterized at the LTF, 
Université de Neuchâtel. Even if further characterization needs to be done, a DR 
spectroscopy signal was obtained from the system, as shown in Figure 6. 17. The short-term 
stability in terms of Allan deviation of this device was very good, as shown in Figure 6. 18. 
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Figure 6. 17: DR signal obtained using our demonstrator. Measurements performed by M.Pellaton of 
LTF – Université de Neuchâtel. 
 
 
Figure 6. 18: Short term stability of the clock demonstrator. Measurements performed by M. Pellaton of 
LTF – Université de Neuchâtel. 
As we can see from the above graph, the short-term stability of this device is below 
7 x 10 -12 t 1/2 at 1000 s, which is a very good value, better compared to all other devices in 
the market. If we compare this device with the Spectratime StarLPRO [261], which is the 
Spectratime low-cost Rubidium oscillator currently on the market, we see that the device 
fabricated by our consortium is more compact and has better short term stability. For a fair 
comparison, it is important to specify that in the StarLPRO all the electronics is included, 
while in our demonstrator the step of integrating the electronics is only partially undertaken. 
Therefore, the final volume of our demonstrator will slightly increase once all the electronics 
will be included.   Figure 6. 19 compares our device with the Spectratime StarLPRO. 
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Spectratime StarLPRO , [261] 
• Short-term stability : 2 × 10-11 @ 1 s 
• Dimensions : 128 × 95 × 38.1 mm 
• Volume : 460 cm3 
Our atomic clock demonstrator 
• Short-term stability : 7 × 10-12 @ 1 s 
• Dimensions : 102 × 43 × 55 mm 
• Volume : 220 cm3 
Figure 6. 19: Comparison between Spectatime StarLPRO, miniature atomic clock currently in the 
market, and our demonstrator. 
 
From Figure 6.19, we can affirm that our demonstrator is the state-of-the-art for short term 
stability for rubidium oscillators. Regarding the size, the total volume of our system is 
significantly less than the volume of the product currently in the market, but this comparison 
is not exhaustive, because the electronics is only partially integrated in our system, while the 
Spectratime StarLPRO clock integrates all the electronics in the system. 
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7 Conclusions 
This chapter summarizes the different results achieved and the novelties introduced by this 
thesis, with an outlook on the possible future improvements of the techniques and devices 
described. 
7.1 Summary 
The work presented in this thesis was performed mainly in the frame of the Miniature 
Atomic Clock and Quantum Sensors (MACQS) project, funded by the Swiss National 
Science Fundation (SNSF, grant #CRSI20-122693), which involved laboratories with 
different scientific backgrounds that extensively collaborated to achieve a common ambitious 
objective: to realize and study a demonstrator of a chip-scale Double Resonance Rubidium 
Atomic Clock, and optionally other Quantum Sensors and side products. In this context, our 
laboratory, with a vast expertise in design and microfabrication of microsystems using thick 
film technology, had the objective of proposing innovative solutions for the packaging and 
interconnection of the various components of the clock. LTCC was chosen as the main 
packaging platform for the atomic clock modules, due to its many advantages: excellent 3D 
structurability and high integration capabilities (particularly attractive is the possibility to add 
suspended heaters for local temperature control), very good hermeticity and resistance to 
harsh environments, together with moderate production costs. 
However, some limitations and unknowns were identified. First, LTCC has rather low 
mechanical strength and is brittle. Also, previous work in fabricating intricate structures often 
resulted in deformed devices. Finally and not directly related to LTCC we sought a low-
temperature soldering technique for hermetic closure of Rb vapor cells, that does not require 
the high process temperatures and long times associated with anodic bonding.  
This work was therefore essentially divided along the following lines: 
• Fabrication of a hermetic Rb vapor cell based on an LTCC body, glass windows and 
solder bonding (chapter III) 
• Improvement in 3D structuration of LTCC, by development of a lamination technique 
able to achieve bonding at modest temperatures and pressures, avoiding excessive 
deformation (chapter IV) 
• Development, analysis and characterization of a generic LTCC carrier / hotplate for 
atomic clock modules (chapter V) 
• Applications of the packaging solutions to the realization of several integrated 
microsystems, in close collaboration with the project partners (chapter VI) 
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7.2 Hermetic package for Rb vapor cell 
An innovative design based on an LTCC body / spacer and Pyrex glass windows was 
developed for the reference cell or the Rb lamp of the atomic clock. The function of the 
spacer is to increase the volume of the cell in order to achieve efficient interaction with Rb 
vapor, and integrated special functions: a separate Rb reservoir for better confining the alkali 
metal, and a pressure sensor for monitoring the seal quality after bonding, for testing 
purposes. The Pyrex and the LTCC spacer are bonded using solder paste, which is dispensed 
on top of a metallization ring. This technique allows realizing the sealing in some minutes, at 
relatively low temperatures (200°C max), therefore preventing the evaporation of significant 
amounts of Rb during the sealing process associated with traditional bonding techniques 
(anodic bonding). A review of the metallurgical interactions between Rb (and alkali metals in 
general) and the commonly used metals for the solder and metallization ring was carried out, 
with encouraging results: Rb has low solubility with Ag and especially Ag-Pd (unlike Au, 
which must be avoided). Moreover, despite the low melting point of both Rb and traditional 
solder metals (Sn, Bi, Pb), these systems form intermediate essentially stoichiometric 
compounds with very high melting points, due to the strong difference in electronegativity, 
with very limited solubility of the solder metals in Rb or Cs, which led us to expect a stable 
system due to formation of passive intermetallic compounds on the solder surface. 
The tests performed proved the hermeticity of the sealing, and its stability during at least 25 
days. For fabrication of Rb cells, a convenient Rb handling technique under an inert solvent 
(dodecane) was developed and applied, allowing the packages to be handled for a limited 
time in ambient air. Dodecane shows significant solubility for gases, which raises two issues: 
1) boiling out of the gases in vacuum, causing undesired movements of the assemblies and 
potentially partial loss of alignment of the solder rings during the sealing operation, a serious 
process reliability concern, and 2) oxidation of Rb by dissolved O2 and H2O from air. These 
issues are addressed by thoroughly degassing the dodecane prior to assembly or storage, and 
by long-storage in an inerted glove box. 
In spite of these accomplishments, final process yield of Rb cells was very poor, with only 
one cell exhibiting significant Rb signal, and for a limited time only. As degradation was also 
observed in similar work parallel to ours involving In thermocompression, we suppose that 
significant interactions between materials still do occur; more work is therefore necessary to 
identify their nature and extent, and develop efficient countermeasures allowing reliable, 
extended operation of alkali vapor cells bonded using these techniques. 
7.3 Low-pressure, low-temperature lamination of LTCC 
In the production of the LTCC test modules with an integrated pressure sensor, we faced a 
new challenge: the membrane of the sensor was, in most cases, too deformed by the high 
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pressure applied during lamination; this deflection yielded a lowered and inconsistent 
sensitivity. Therefore, we developed a new innovative technique for LTCC lamination, which 
involves the application of a special low-melting “hot melt” adhesive layer on top of the 
LTCC green tape, allowing lamination at low pressure (≈ 4 MPa) and moderate temperature 
(50-60°C) and thereby resulting in much flatter membranes with respect to samples 
fabricated using standard thermocompression lamination. This method allowed producing 
working LTCC pressure sensors that were used to test the hermeticity of the sealing. 
Compared with similar previous developments on adhesive tape or solvent-assisted bonding 
of LTCC, the developed adhesive layer is compatible with standard thick film pastes, so, 
after having deposited the “glue” on top of the starting green tapes by screen-printing, the 
fabrication process can follow the standard procedure. This requires the adhesive to have low 
or no tack at room temperature, yet melt reliably at moderate ones. To achieve this objective, 
we introduced crystalline waxes such as cetanol in the adhesive formulation, which result in 
compositions having good flow properties at moderate temperature 50-60°C, yet practically 
no tack after cooling. This approach is clearly promising, and needs to be expanded in the 
future by better studying the interactions between the adhesive formulations and the LTCC 
binder. 
7.4 LTCC hotplate 
For the second part of this work, in order to provide intelligent packaging solutions for 
interconnection and low-power temperature regulation for the atomic clock components, we 
designed and fabricated a standard LTCC multifunctional module. This module, equipped 
with a heating serpentine for local temperature control and a PTC resistor for temperature 
measurement, was designed to be a “plug & play” device (using a standard DIL connector), 
and to be flexible enough to temperature-stabilize and interconnect between them all the 
component of the atomic clock and any other device in the mm range. Since in this project 
we aimed to develop a portable, low power consumption device, before fabrication, a 
detailed thermal analysis and then finite-element thermal simulations were performed in 
order to estimate the power consumption of the designed LTCC multifunctional module. The 
thermal investigations, both by FEM and experimental, highlighted the importance of 
thermally insulating the LTCC module to get a satisfactory heating performance, as losses 
were dominated by convection, requiring thermal insulation (foam or even vacuum for the 
most demanding applications) in order to achieve low-power operation. 
Nevertheless, we proved that LTCC is not only an elegant solution for generic packaging, but 
it is also attractive in terms of power consumption, as the intrinsic conduction losses are very 
low: it is not a utopia to use this technology where low-power consumption is required. 
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7.5 Applications and PCB-ceramic hybrid hotplate for large 
payloads 
Turning to applications, to illustrate the various developed packaging solutions, we were 
confronted with the mechanical limitations of LTCC for carrying large payloads, specifically 
the DR atomic clock reference cell – LGR cavity – thermal/magnetic shield assembly. 
Therefore, we developed an alternative to LTCC, consisting of a carrier PCB, with miniature 
thick-film ceramic heaters. The PCB is mechanically more robust than LTCC, and the 
ceramic heaters are easier to produce with respect to LTCC; the drawback is that this system 
cannot withstand temperatures higher than 200°C (problems with thermal expansion 
mismatch and limited thermal stability of PCB materials). Nevertheless, this low-cost, simple 
kind of hotplate proved an attractive alternative to LTCC for our application, given the 
modest (<100°C) and constant (no thermal cycling) operating temperature. 
On the other hand, the developed LTCC hotplate was found to be an excellent match for the 
other, lighter microsystems, of which several are illustrated. First, a frequency-stabilized 
laser, in which the frequency of a VCSEL laser beam is locked at the frequency of absorption 
line of the atoms of Rb, was developed. The principal components of this system are the 
VCSEL laser and a reference Rb cell.  To ensure reliable interconnection between the parts 
and a precise temperature control for this microsystem, an LTCC heater module was used to 
control the temperature of the VCSEL and another to control the temperature of the Rb 
reference cell. The system, which is mounted on top of a horizontal PCB also carrying the 
electronics, exhibited a significant size reduction with respect to the previous version of the 
laser, together with an improvement in terms of stability.  
Another microsystem that focused our attention was a Rb mini-lamp system integrating the 
lamp and the conditioning LC circuit. The mini-lamp can be used as optical source for a Rb 
atomic clock, and needs an LC circuit, which must be kept ideally at constant, moderate 
temperature, while the lamp should be temperature-stabilized at temperatures around 100°C. 
Here also, an LTCC module was used to carry the LC circuit and to locally heat the Rb mini-
lamp, the Rb mini-lamp and its LC circuits being far enough from each other to ensure good 
thermal decoupling. This elegant solution allowed reduction of the size, providing proper 
interconnection and temperature control in a very small package. 
For the Rb lamp application, the developed PCB platform was also envisioned, as it allowed 
easy creation of three different thermal zones (one for the inductor L, one for the capacitor C, 
one for the mini-lamp); in this way the three components may be controlled independently 
using hybrid mini-heaters, allowing the additional function of dynamic rf power matching by 
exploiting the temperature dependence of the L and C passive components. Moreover, this 
solution, by using the ceramic mini-heaters to locally heat the components, is less power-
consuming with respect to the first solution. 
Chapter VII: Conclusions 
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Given the potential of this relatively simple, low-cost hybrid PCB / thick-film technology, 
further studies should aim at developing and characterizing the process towards achieving 
precise temperature control and optimizing the assembly. Also, the long-term reliability 
limitations under severe operation (high temperatures and thermal cycling) should be 
examined in more detail. 
Finally, the Rb Double Resonance Atomic Clock demonstrator is presented. Achieving this 
demonstrator together with the project partners was the ambitious objective of the whole 
research project. We combined thick film, PCB and LTCC technology to ensure the most 
reliable interconnection and packaging system for this system. The fabricated device, in this 
case, showed very good short-term stability and good potential for size reduction with respect 
to the currently product present in the market. 
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